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WELCOME FROM THE PRESIDENT

I congratulate the members of the Class of 2011 and your families on the achievement we mark at these Commencement exercises.

The past years have been a time of change, progress, and exhilaration for each of you, and for the institution you have been a part of. Our University, long a leader in our region, has grown stronger every year you have been with us. Many of you contributed mightily to our success. You arrived at UConn well prepared for higher learning, intellectually curious, and perhaps a bit anxious about the life you were entering. Now, as you leave us, you can take satisfaction in knowing you met high standards in and out of the classroom, took advantage of the opportunities we offered, and prepared yourselves well for the challenges that lie before you.

Those challenges may be substantial. You enter a world shaped by economic turmoil, acts of terror, religious and ethnic conflict, and technological advances that may bode good or ill. It will be for each of you, in your own way, to try to build a better society, even as you strive to build meaningful and productive lives for yourselves. It is said that of those to whom much is given, much is asked. You have been given supportive families, a nation built on democratic values, and, now, a first-class education. You will be asked to give much in return.

This will be the twelfth year in which I have had the privilege of presenting degrees to our graduating students; next year that honor will go to a new President of the University. Each time I do this I am reminded of how much this milestone means to our graduates, to our faculty, and to all those who care about UConn. There is no event more meaningful in the life of a great institution of higher learning.

I hope you enjoy this day, and that you always value your association with the University of Connecticut. We are tremendously proud of you and we wish you the very best for a bright, happy, and productive future.

Philip E. Austin
Interim President
University of Connecticut
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SCHOOL OF PHARMACY – DOCTOR OF PHARMACY DEGREE
Lewis B. Rome Commons Ballroom, Storrs
Saturday, May 7, 2011 – 9:00 A.M.

Prelude & Processional

Opening Remarks
Robert L. McCarthy, Dean

Presentation of Class Speakers
Kelly Sullivan, Valedictorian
Brittany Larsen, Salutatorian

Presentation of Keynote Speaker
Charles D. Hepler, Ph.D.
Distinguished Professor Emeritus
University of Florida College of Pharmacy

Faculty Recognition
Faculty Service Award – Professor John B. Morris, Ph.D.
Teacher of the Year – Associate Clinical Professor Sean Jeffrey, Pharm.D.

Recognition of Ph.D. & M.S. Graduates
Andrea K. Hubbard, Associate Dean
Major Advisors

Hooding Ceremony & Presentation of Diplomas
For the Doctor of Pharmacy Class of 2011
Robert L. McCarthy, Dean
Andrea K. Hubbard, Associate Dean

Welcome to the School of Pharmacy Alumni Association
Daniel C. Leone, Executive Secretary

Oath of a Pharmacist
Robert L. McCarthy, Dean

Conferral of Degrees
Suman Singha, Senior Vice Provost

Charge to the Graduating Class
Robert L. McCarthy, Dean

Recessional.
Charles D. Hepler, Ph.D. is a distinguished professor emeritus at the University of Florida College of Pharmacy.

Dr. Hepler received his Bachelor of Science in Pharmacy from the University of Connecticut in 1960, and a Master of Science and Doctor of Philosophy from the University of Iowa in 1965 and 1973, respectively. He has served on faculties in Iowa, Virginia, and Florida. During his 44-year career, Dr. Hepler consulted on pharmaceutical care projects in Denmark, Spain, and British Columbia, and helped to develop and demonstrate the quality application of indicators for medication use in community pharmacies in the United States and the United Kingdom.

Dr. Hepler has published more than 80 articles, 14 book chapters, and three books, and has spoken at professional meetings in 15 nations. In 2010 he received the Harvey A K Whitney Award from the American Society of Health-System Pharmacists, and in 2005, received the Phi Chi Lecture Award. He was co-recipient of the 1997 Remington Medal from American Pharmacists Association and recipient of both the 1997 Federation Internationale Pharmaceutique Pharmaceutical Practitioner of the Year and the 1997 American Society of Health-System Pharmacists Award for Sustained Contributions to the Literature of Pharmacy Practice in Health Systems. Dr. Hepler received the 1992 Research Achievement Award in Economic, Marketing and Management Sciences from the American Association of Pharmaceutical Scientists; the 1991 and 1998 American Pharmacists Association Research Awards in Social, Economic and Administrative Sciences; the 1989 American Society of Health-System Pharmacists Research Award; and the 1986 American Society of Health-System Pharmacists Award for Achievement in the Professional Practice of Hospital Pharmacy. He was designated as a distinguished alumnus by the University of Connecticut School of Pharmacy in 1998 and by the University of Iowa College of Pharmacy in 1999.

Dr. Hepler is presently a custom furniture maker and a volunteer teacher of English as a Second Language in St. Augustine, Florida.
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CENTER FOR CONTINUING STUDIES
BACHELOR OF GENERAL STUDIES
Jorgensen Center for the Performing Arts
Saturday, May 7, 2011 – 1:00 P.M.

PRELUDE AND PROCESSIONAL
POMP AND CIRCUMSTANCE
Community School of the Arts Ceremonial Brass Quintet

WELCOME & INTRODUCTIONS
Susan W. Nesbitt, Director

SINGING OF THE NATIONAL ANTHEM

VICE-PROVOST WELCOME
Douglas Cooper, Vice Provost for Undergraduate Education and Regional Campuses

BGS ALUMNI WELCOME
Capri Frank, BGS Class of 2008

PRESENTATION OF THE CLASS
Joanne E. Faust, Representative of the Graduating Class

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
Susan Rigano, Executive Director – Stamford Public Education Foundation
BGS Class of 1998

PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES

RECOGNITION OF STUDENTS WITH ACADEMIC DISTINCTION
Susan W. Nesbitt, Director

BGS OUTSTANDING STUDENT OF THE YEAR
Lisa Bosworth – Waterbury Campus
Presented by Maxine E. Lentz, Director of Degree Completion Programs

CONFERRAL OF DEGREES
Douglas Cooper, Vice Provost for Undergraduate Education and Regional Campuses

CLOSING REMARKS
Susan W. Nesbitt, Director

RECESSIONAL
Susan Rigano
Class of 1998

Sue Rigano is the Executive Director of the Stamford Public Education Foundation. The Foundation's mission is to support the students and teachers in Stamford's public schools through community collaboration and philanthropy.

Prior to starting at the Foundation, Ms. Rigano spent a year and a half consulting with a number of local nonprofits, including Stamford Achieves, CET Inc., Bridgeport Child Advocacy Coalition, Yerwood Center and others. From 2002 to 2008, Ms. Rigano was a member of the Community Investments team at Pitney Bowes where she worked with nonprofits across the country to manage employee volunteer programs and facilitate donations from the Pitney Bowes Foundation. She also worked as the Director of Development at Mercy Learning Center in Bridgeport.

Ms. Rigano graduated from the UConn Stamford's Bachelor of General Studies program with a 3.98 GPA. During the course of her studies she participated in an internship at CTE, the antipoverty agency for Greenwich, Stamford and Darien. Following the internship, Ms. Rigano worked for CTE from 1997 to 2001 and was promoted into the position of Director of Development.

A native of the United Kingdom, Ms. Rigano moved with her family to Toronto, Canada when she was eight and she has lived in the United States since 1989.
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GRADUATE SCHOOL
Gampel Pavilion, Storrs
Saturday, May 7, 2011 – 1:00 P.M.

PRELUDE AND PROCESSIONAL
University Wind Ensemble, Professor Jeffrey Renshaw, Conductor

SINGING OF THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
Elkin Taveras

PRESENTATION OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT BOARD OF TRUSTEES DISTINGUISHED PROFESSORS
Peter J. Nicholls, Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs

Carl M. Maresh
Kinesiology

John B. Morris
Pharmaceutical Sciences

CONFERRAL OF HONORARY DEGREE
Philip E. Austin, Interim President

Sir Peter Crane
Carl W. Knobloch, Jr. Dean, School of Forestry and Environmental Studies, Yale University
Doctor of Science

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
The Honorable Dannel P. Malloy
Governor of the State of Connecticut

PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES
Lee Allen Aggison, Jr., Interim Vice Provost for Graduate Education & Dean of the Graduate School

CONFERRAL OF DEGREES
Philip E. Austin, Interim President

CLOSING REMARKS
Philip E. Austin, Interim President

RECESSONAL
COMMENCEMENT
GRADUATE SCHOOL COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER

The Honorable Dannel P. Malloy

Dannel P. Malloy is the 88th Governor of the State of Connecticut. Governor Malloy was born and raised in Stamford. Growing up, he struggled to overcome learning and physical disabilities, eventually learning the skills he needed to succeed.

Mr. Malloy attended Boston College, where he met his wife, Cathy, and Boston Law School. He then served for four years as an Assistant District Attorney in Brooklyn, NY, winning 22 convictions in 23 felony cases.

Returning to Stamford, Mr. Malloy served on the Boards of Finance and Education, and became Mayor of Stamford in 1995. During his 14 years in that office Mr. Malloy brought nearly 5,000 new jobs to the city, led the fight for more affordable housing, championed transportation efforts, and implemented the first city-wide pre-kindergarten program in Stamford’s history, ensuring that all four-year-olds could attend school regardless of their parents’ financial situation. Mr. Malloy also played a critical role in the construction of the University of Connecticut’s downtown Stamford campus, which opened in 1998. He was elected Governor of Connecticut on November 2, 2010. Governor Malloy is focused on getting Connecticut’s fiscal house in order, growing and expanding business opportunities in the state, and putting people back to work.

HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENT

Sir Peter Crane
Doctor of Science

In honoring Sir Peter Crane, the University of Connecticut recognizes a scholar of international eminence in fields of deep concern to our own institution and others across the globe: plant biology, conservation, and, in the broadest sense, the study and protection of our natural environment. As a scholar, he is primarily focused on the diversity of plant life – its origin, fossil history, current status, conservation and use. As an academic leader, he currently serves with distinction at our neighboring institution as Carl W. Knobloch, Jr. Dean of the School of Forestry and Environmental Studies at Yale University.

Sir Peter earned his baccalaureate and doctoral degrees in botany at the University of Reading in the United Kingdom. From 1982 to 1999 he served at the Field Museum in Chicago, ultimately serving as Director with overall responsibility for the Museum’s scientific programs. From 1999 to 2006 he was Director of The Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, one of the largest, most prestigious and influential botanical gardens in the world. He returned to the United States in 2006 as the John and Marion Sullivan University Professor at the University of Chicago, and was appointed to his position at Yale in 2009.

Author of several groundbreaking books and over 200 articles, Sir Peter is a Fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, Foreign Associate of the U.S. National Academy of Sciences, a Foreign member of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences, and a Member of the German Academy Leopoldina. In his own country, he was elected to the Royal Society – the UK Academy of Sciences in 1998, and was knighted for services to horticulture and conservation in 2004.
2011 BOARD OF TRUSTEES DISTINGUISHED PROFESSORS

Designation as a Board of Trustees Distinguished Professor is the highest honor that the University bestows on faculty members who have demonstrated excellence in the three academic missions of the University. This year, two faculty members are recognized. To be chosen, a faculty member must have spent a significant portion of her or his career at UConn, have made significant academic contributions while in the University's service and be actively engaged scholars, strong in all three areas of research, teaching, and service.

Carl M. Maresh

Dr. Maresh is a Professor and the Department Head of Kinesiology at the University of Connecticut, Storrs. He holds joint appointments in the departments of Physiology & Neurobiology and Nutritional Sciences, and the Department of Community Medicine and Health Care at the UCHC. He is a Fellow in the American College of Sports Medicine and the National Academy of Kinesiology. His previous awards include the Outstanding Sport Scientist Award from the National Strength and Conditioning Association (1999), the Honor Award from the New England American College of Sports Medicine (2000), and the Outstanding Research Award from the Neag School of Education (2006). He was a Visiting Scientist in the Department of Pediatric Cardiology at the Baystate Medical Center, Worster, MA in 1994, and a Visiting Professor in the Clinical Translational Research Center and Pediatric Exercise Research Center at the University of California, Irvine in 2007.

Professor Maresh is widely acknowledged as one of the leading exercise science researchers in the world. His contributions have influenced the way people view the importance of exercise across the lifespan, including the efficacy of structured exercise in clinically compromised cardiac patients. His research on physiological responses to different environmental stressors, and on optimum methods of hydration, has greatly increased our knowledge of how the human body manages such challenges and has wide applications to injury and disease prevention, and performance enhancement in both neutral and extreme environments. He has published over 200 peer-reviewed scientific manuscripts, delivered numerous contributed and invited presentations, and published more than 300 conference abstracts and proceedings. His extramural funding has been secured through grants from corporate, professional, and government agencies. As Director of the Human Performance Laboratory since 1985, and Department Head since 1998, Professor Maresh has been responsible for bringing together a truly renowned group of scientists who have contributed strongly to the department being consecutively ranked (2005 and 2010) as the #1 kinesiology doctoral program in the United States.

Professor Maresh is a motivating teacher and dedicated mentor, in teaching both undergraduate and graduate level courses. He has been a primary advisor to over 300 undergraduate students, major advisor and thesis advisor to over 70 completed masters degree students, and 19 completed Ph.D. students. He has supervised several senior undergraduate research projects and university scholar thesis work. He strongly promotes the research of his graduate students as evident in the 34 collaborative publications with his graduate students as first authors.

Professor Maresh has dedicated himself to comprehensively serving his department, the Neag School of Education, the university community, and his profession, by serving on numerous committees and special initiative projects. He was responsible for spearheading the merge of the Department of Physical Therapy with the Department of Kinesiology in 2008, effectively increasing the size of the department from 12 to 30 faculty and staff. He proudly served the University for 14 years (1989-2003), eight years as Chair (1995-2003), on the Institutional Review Board (IRB) for Studies Involving Human Subjects, and currently serves on the Connecticut Institute for Clinical & Translational Science IRB at the UCHC. He is a member of seven professional organizations, having served in several capacities including membership on a National Board of Trustees, as President, and Associate Editor. He has served as a manuscript reviewer for 22 scientific journals, and on Peer Review Panels for NIH, DOD and NASA. He is also a member of the Board of Advisors to the Korey Stringer Institute.
Dr. Morris is a Professor of Pharmacology and Toxicology at the University of Connecticut, School of Pharmacy. His previous awards include Paper of the Year and Outstanding Presentation in Risk Assessment from Specialty Sections of the Society of Toxicology, the premier society of toxicologists in the world. He has received the Best Teacher Award from the professional pharmacy class five times and has also received the Volunteer Recognition Award from the American Lung Association of Connecticut for his work on air pollution abatement in the state.

Professor Morris is a nationally-recognized leading authority on the effects of air pollutants on pulmonary health. As a translational basic scientist, his work focuses on developing methods by which the basic science toxicological data collected in experimental studies can most effectively be used to protect the public health. Using an integrative approach, he has relied on advanced mathematical model simulation techniques to define the amount of inspired pollutants that reach critical target cells in the lungs coupled with state-of-the-art measures of lung cellular insult. This provides a comprehensive understanding of the mechanisms through which pollutants injure airway tissues as well as determination of the levels of pollutants that would not be associated with harm. His work has been instrumental in guiding federal regulatory efforts to establish safe exposure levels for multiple air pollutants. He has published nearly one hundred scientific papers and reviews, and delivered numerous presentations to professional and civic groups. His work has been extensively funded by the NIH National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences, and is currently funded by the American Petroleum Institute and the NIH National Heart Lung & Blood Institute.

Professor Morris is an accomplished teacher who regularly teaches at graduate, professional pharmacy and undergraduate level. His undergraduate survey course in environmental health, Toxic Chemicals and Health, was first delivered more than 20 years ago and is a widely popular general education course. He has supervised seven Ph.D. students and two M.S. students. In addition he has mentored Post-Doctoral Ph.D. and M.D. Fellows. He has also mentored a university scholar and multiple honors students, each of whose research has resulted in coauthored publications in major international toxicology journals.

Professor Morris has a long-standing history of service to the university, state and nation. He served for eight years as the Head of the Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences and is currently the Assistant Dean for Research in the School of Pharmacy. As an expert on the health effects of air pollution he has served on numerous advisory panels including the State of Connecticut Hazardous Air Pollutant Advisory Panel, the Connecticut Academy of Science and Engineering Study Committee on Asbestos in Schools, the State of Vermont Toxicology Advisory Committee, the State of Virginia Inhalation Toxicology Advisory Group, the U.S. EPA External Advisory Panel on Methods to Derive Inhalation Reference Concentrations, and the National Academies of Science Committee on Emergency and Continuous Exposure Guidance Levels for Selected Submarine Contaminants. Dr. Morris has been particularly active in the Society of Toxicology, having served as the President of the Northeast Chapter and President of the Inhalation Specialty Section. He was recently elected by the membership to serve as the Treasurer for the Society.
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SCHOOL OF PHARMACY — BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHARMACY STUDIES
Lewis B. Rome Commons Ballroom, Storrs
Saturday, May 7, 2011 – 4:00 P.M.

PRELUDE & PROCESSIONAL.

OPENING REMARKS
Robert L. McCarthy, Dean

PRESENTATION OF CLASS SPEAKERS
Kelly Cabral, Valedictorian
Elizabeth Flatley, Salutatorian

PRESENTATION OF KEYNOTE SPEAKER
Erica Peitler, R.Ph.
CEO & President
Erica Peitler & Associates, Inc.

FACULTY RECOGNITION
Faculty Service Award – Professor John B. Morris, Ph.D.
Teacher of the Year – Associate Clinical Professor Sean Jeffrey, Pharm.D.

PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMAS
FOR THE BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHARMACY STUDIES CLASS OF 2011
Robert L. McCarthy, Dean
Andrea K. Hubbard, Associate Dean

CONFERRAL OF DEGREES
Douglas Cooper, Vice Provost

CHARGE TO THE GRADUATING CLASS
Robert L. McCarthy, Dean

RECESSIONAL
Erica Peitler is a certified leadership performance coach, author and speaker, who works with CEOs, high potential executives, corporate executive leadership teams and specialized professionals to create and build their leadership practices so that they can achieve personal and professional success. She created Erica Peitler & Associates, a firm dedicated to leadership coaching and consulting in 2008.

A 1988 graduate of the University of Connecticut School of Pharmacy, she currently serves as the chair of the School of Pharmacy Advisory Board. Previously, Ms. Peitler was the youngest member, and only woman, on a $2.5 billion global management team in the healthcare industry where she spent 20 years in executive leadership roles.

Her background experiences include running a $400 million pharmaceutical division and a $100 million consumer care division for a global healthcare company. She also held senior positions in board level strategic initiatives, serving as the chief scientific officer and leading several start-up initiatives within larger corporate infrastructures. Ms. Peitler has been selected throughout her career to lead, grow and transform brands, teams and organizations. Most recently, Ms. Peitler has written her first book, Open up and say aah!, a personal leadership journey for those wishing to break-out and break-through into what is next in their lives. She is a chairman with Vistage International, the largest CEO executive organization in the world, where she coaches 18 CEOs in New Jersey and facilitates monthly forums where they discuss and debate important business issues and challenges.
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SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS
Jorgensen Center for the Performing Arts
Saturday May 7, 2011 – 5:00 P.M.

PRELUDE
University of Connecticut Wind Ensemble
Jeffrey H. Renshaw, Conductor

PROCESSIONAL
Kristen Marie Smith, Banner Carrier
Class of 2011 – B.M. in Vocal Performance
Ted Yungclas, Marshal

SINGING OF THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
Caroline Marie O'Dwyer, Class of 2011 – B.M. in Vocal Performance

WELCOMING REMARKS
David G. Woods, Dean

CONFERRAL OF HONORARY DEGREE
Peter J. Nicholls, Provost
Mia Farrow
Actress & Advocate
Doctor of Humane Letters

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
Mia Farrow

RECOGNITION OF SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS HONORED FACULTY
Laura Crow, Professor of Dramatic Arts
2011 Lifetime Achievement Award & 2011 Outstanding Faculty Member

Michael Anania, Associate Professor in Residence of Dramatic Arts
2011 New Scholar

Earl MacDonald, Associate Professor of Music
2011 Special Achievement Award

University of Connecticut Wind Ensemble
Selections from Catfish Row, George Gershwin

STUDENT REMARKS
Grace Elizabeth Alpert, Class of 2011 – B.A. in Theatre Studies

RECOGNITION OF THE 2011 CLASS PRINT
Allesandra Macbeth Mossa, Class of 2011 – B.F.A. in Art – Printmaking

PRESENTATION OF THE CANDIDATES

Department of Art and Art History
Michael Orwicz, Marshal

Department of Dramatic Arts
Laura Crow, Marshal

Department of Music
Eric Rice, Marshal

CONFERRAL OF DEGREES AND BESTOWING OF THE GIFTS
David G. Woods, Dean

CLOSING REMARKS
REESSIONAL
COMMENCEMENT
SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER
AND HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENT

Mia Farrow
Doctor of Humane Letters

A critically acclaimed actress who has appeared in more than 40 films in addition to work on the stage and television, Mia Farrow is equally known as an unrelenting advocate for human rights. Her primary focus has been on conflict-affected regions in sub-Saharan Africa. Since 2004, Ms. Farrow has traveled to the Darfur region of Sudan 13 times and written extensively about the genocide there, most notably in op-ed pieces for the Wall Street Journal, Boston Globe, and LA Times. She blogs and posts relevant articles and analyses on her website: www.miafarrow.org. The site contains her entries from Darfur, Chad, Rwanda, Central African Republic, Uganda, Congo and Haiti, as well as her op-ed pieces and photographs which have appeared in publications and exhibitions around the world. She has spoken extensively about the Darfur crisis and human responsibility across the U.S. and Canada, as well as at U.S. Senate and Congressional hearings and the United Nations Security Council.

In 2007 Ms. Farrow helped to secure the liberty of a respected rebel commander who was unjustly imprisoned in Sudan by publically offering to exchange her freedom for his. In 2009 she undertook a hunger strike to protest the expulsion of humanitarian agencies from the Darfur region. She is currently working on her own project, The Darfur Archives, documenting the cultural traditions of Darfur’s major ethnic tribes.

In 2008 Mia Farrow was selected by Time magazine as one of the most influential people in the world. The first American to be accepted as a member of the Royal Shakespeare Company and the first to appear on the cover of People magazine, Farrow is the recipient of numerous awards, including a Golden Globe award (and seven additional Golden Globe nominations), five British Academy of Film and Television Award nominations, and a win for best actress at the San Sebastian International Film Festival. She has also been honored extensively for her singular contributions to humanitarian efforts. In 2008, Ms. Farrow received the French Legion of Arts and Letters Award, the Refugees International McCall-Pierpaoli Humanitarian Award for “extraordinary service to refugees and displaced people,” and the Tiananmen Square Award. In 2009, Ms. Farrow was the recipient of the Leon Sullivan International Service Award.
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COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES
RATCLIFFE HICKS SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE
Harry A. Gampel Pavilion
Saturday, May 7, 2011 – 6:00 P.M.

PROCESSIONAL

SINGING OF THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
Julie Davis, Allied Health Sciences, B.S. 2011

WELCOMING REMARKS
Cameron Faustman, Associate Dean

PRESENTATION OF THE CLASS – STUDENT ADDRESS
Kailey Lyford, Allied Health Sciences, B.S. 2011

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
Andrea Dennis-LaVigne, D.V.M.
Bachelor of General Studies, 2003

PRESENTATION OF THE CANDIDATES

RECOGNITION OF STUDENTS WITH ACADEMIC DISTINCTION
Gregory Weidemann, Dean and Director

RECOGNITION OF TEACHING AWARD WINNERS
Gregory Weidemann, Dean and Director

GREETINGS
Elizabeth Ackell, Animal Science, B.S. 2008
President, UCANRAA

CONFERRAL OF DEGREES
Gregory Weidemann, Dean and Director

CLOSING REMARKS

RECESSIONAL
Andrea Dennis-LaVigne is a private practice veterinarian, founder, owner, and president of the Bloomfield Animal Hospital PC in Bloomfield, Connecticut. She has dedicated her career to the quality care of her patients and the education of her clients.

Dr. Dennis-LaVigne has published articles in Veterinary Medicine and is the host of the radio show, Pet Talk, on WTIC 1080. Professionally she volunteers on the Connecticut Veterinary Medical Association Board as well as the HAVEN Board. A native of Hartford, her community service includes working with Habitat for Humanity and for the past two decades she has mentored hundreds of students in the Hartford county school systems.

In recognition of Trustee Dennis-LaVigne’s dedication to the University of Connecticut and the Alumni Association she received the Connecticut Alumni Service Award. She has served in various aspects of the University. She was President of the Alumni Association, and also has served on the Alumni Board of Directors, University President search committee 2007 and 2010, Foundation Board of Directors, President’s Athletic Advisory Committee, President’s Task Force on Diversity, and Chair of the Committee on Diversity and Opportunity. She has been a member of the University of Connecticut Board of Trustees since 2003.

Dr. Dennis-LaVigne received a D.V.M. from Tuskegee University School of Veterinary Medicine in 1982 and a bachelor's degree from the University of Connecticut in 2003. After working on a Large Animal Residency at the University of California Davis, she was an associate professor at Ross University School of Veterinary Medicine, St. Kitts in the Caribbean.
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SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Harry A. Gampel Pavilion
Sunday, May 8, 2011 – 9:00 A.M.

INTRODUCTION
Linda S. Klein, Associate Dean

PRELUDE AND PROCESSIONAL

SINGING OF THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
Alyssa J. Kafka '11

WELCOMING REMARKS
P. Christopher Earley, Dean

STUDENT REMARKS
Akanksha Bajaj '11

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
Gwo-Duan D. Jou '89, '92 Ph.D.
Chairman, Bigrock Asset Management Ltd.

PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES
P. Christopher Earley, Dean
Linda S. Klein, Associate Dean
Gwo-Duan D. Jou '89, Commencement Speaker

CONFERRAL OF DEGREES
P. Christopher Earley, Dean

CLOSING REMARKS
P. Christopher Earley, Dean

RECESSIOAL
Dr. Gwo-Duan "David" Jou '89, '92 Ph.D.

Dr. Gwo-Duan "David" Jou is the Founder and Chairman of Bigrock Asset Management Company. The company focuses on direct investments, providing consulting services to major life insurers in Taiwan and property development.

Prior to Bigrock, Dr. Jou served as Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Hontai Life Insurance Company, Ltd. in Taipei, Taiwan from 2005 to 2010 where he successfully turned the company around during his first year of service. Under his leadership, Hontai Life enjoyed a buoyant asset growth with CAGR over 20% and a decline in funding costs from 5.1% to 3.9%.

Dr. Jou has over 20 years of experience in the Taiwan life insurance industry and plays active roles in regulatory entities, including Chairman of the Taiwan Insurance Institute, Commissioner of the National Pension Fund and Commissioner of the Financial Institution Reform at the Republic of China. He is also on the boards of Taikang Life China, Taiwan Life Insurance Company, and is Chief Advisor in the Greater China Market for the Zurich Financial Group as well as the Chief Advisor for the Taiwan Insurance Market at Credit Suisse.

In 2004, he served as Chairman of the Insurance Anti-Fraud Institute and as Director of Taiwan Life Insurance Company and the Bank of Overseas Chinese. During Dr. Jou’s term as Chairman of the Taiwan Insurance Institute, he successfully conducted the first ever case of liquidating a local insurance company: Kuo Hua Property and Casualty Insurance Company.

Dr. Jou earned a Master of Science in Mathematics from the University of Connecticut College of Liberal Arts and Sciences in 1989 and a Ph.D. in Business Administration from the University of Connecticut School of Business in 1992.

Dr. Jou and his wife, Frances ’90 M.S., are International Alumni Ambassadors for the UConn Alumni Association and live in Taipei, Taiwan. Their son, Geoffrey, is graduating this year’s Commencement from the University of Connecticut School of Business with a degree in Finance.
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NEAG SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Jorgensen Center for the Performing Arts
Sunday, May 8, 2011 – 9:00 A.M.

INTRODUCTION
Thomas C. DeFranco, Dean

PRELUDE AND PROCESSIONAL
Community School of the Arts Ceremonial Brass Quintet

SINGING OF THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
Daniel Balint

OPENING REMARKS
Marijke Kehrhahn, Associate Dean

WELCOMING REMARKS
Thomas C. DeFranco, Dean

GREETINGS
William Barney, President of the Neag School Alumni Society

RECOGNITION OF FACULTY HONORS
Thomas C. DeFranco, Dean

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
Kelci A. Stringer, Founder and CEO
Korey Stringer Institute

PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES
Thomas C. DeFranco, Dean

RECOGNITION OF STUDENTS WITH ACADEMIC DISTINCTION

CONFERRAL OF DEGREES
Bachelor of Science in Education & Sixth-Year Certificate
Thomas C. DeFranco, Dean

CLOSING REMARKS
Marijke Kehrhahn, Associate Dean

RECESSONAL
Kelci A. Stringer

Kelci Stringer is a firm believer that your life’s purpose will be revealed to you — even if it’s in the midst of tragic circumstances. Her journey towards advocacy, education and prevention of sudden death in sports began on August 1, 2001 when her husband, NFL All-Pro lineman, Korey Stringer, died from the complications of an exertional heat stroke at the age of 27, while practicing with the Minnesota Vikings.

Ms. Stringer met Korey when she was a freshman at Ohio State University, where she was pursuing her bachelor’s degree in psychology. The two were married for four years, and during that time, Kelci gave birth to their son Kodie Drew. As a young widow and mother, Kelci struggled to decide on the best way to honor Korey’s memory, and ultimately established the Korey Stringer Foundation, a 501(c)3 organization. Through her foundation she was instrumental in developing a partnership among the National Football League, Gatorade and the University of Connecticut, Neag School of Education, forming the Korey Stringer Institute. UConn’s Neag School of Education was chosen because she had worked with Dr. Douglas Casa, professor of kinesiology in the Neag School, as an expert witness over many years on her legal cases relating to the death of her husband.

An Atlanta, Georgia native, Ms. Stringer’s love of community is evident in her other nationwide philanthropic contributions. She regularly assists families and children through donations, mentoring and reading at elementary schools. In 2005, she helped resettle evacuees from New Orleans in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina to Atlanta, booking two hotels and providing food and shelter for several months, as well as grief counseling, job placement assistance, and buses for the evacuees to revisit New Orleans.

According to Ms. Stringer, she has used the tragedies she’s faced to learn, grow and confidently walk in her purpose. As Ms. Stringer so eloquently states: “It hasn’t been easy by any means, but I thank God for keeping me, strengthening me and giving me the courage to complete this awesome mission that He has for my life.”
COMMENCEMENT

ORDER OF EXERCISES

COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES
Harry A. Gampel Pavilion, Storrs
Sunday, May 8, 2011 – 12:30 P.M. – Ceremony I

INTRODUCTION
Cyrus Ernesto Zirakzadeh, Associate Dean

PRELUDE AND PROCESSIONAL
Angela Salcedo, Department of Music

SINGING OF THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
Avery Krueger

WELCOMING REMARKS
Peter J. Nicholls, Provost

PRESENTATION OF THE CLAS FACULTY EXCELLENCE IN TEACHING AWARDS AND BOARD OF TRUSTEES DISTINGUISHED PROFESSORS
Jeremy Teitelbaum, Dean

Michael P. Lynch
Philosophy

Nancy A. Naples
Sociology and Women's Studies

Steven L. Suib
Chemistry

Michael R. Willig
Ecology and Evolutionary Biology

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
William Trueheart, Ed.D.
President and CEO, Achieving the Dream: Community Colleges Count

RECOGNITION OF STUDENTS WITH ACADEMIC DISTINCTION
Douglas S. Hamilton, Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education

PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES
Jeremy Teitelbaum, Dean

CONFERRAL OF DEGREES
Peter J. Nicholls, Provost

RECESSIONAL
COMMENCEMENT

COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER

William E. Trueheart, Ed.D.

William E. Trueheart was born in Stamford, Connecticut on July 10, 1942. He earned his undergraduate degree in political science and economics from the University of Connecticut in 1966. He went on to receive a Master of Public Administration at Harvard University’s John F. Kennedy School of Government and an Ed.D from Harvard’s Graduate School of Education in 1979.

Dr. Trueheart spent 1966 until 1972 at UConn, serving as Assistant Director of Admissions, Assistant to the University President, Director of the University’s Academic Advisory Center and Assistant to the Dean of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences. From 1979 to 1986, he served as Assistant Dean at the Harvard Kennedy School of Government and Associate Secretary for Harvard’s Governing Board. In 1986, he was appointed Executive Vice President of Bryant College, and three years later he was appointed President, making him the first African-American to preside over a four-year private college in New England.

Since leaving Bryant in 1990, Dr. Trueheart has served as President and Chief Executive Officer of Reading is Fundamental and The Pittsburgh Foundation. He is currently President and CEO of Achieving the Dream: Community Colleges Count, a national nonprofit dedicated to helping more community college students succeed, particularly students of color and low-income students.

Dr. Trueheart’s awards include an American Council of Education fellowship, 1969; Littauer fellowship, 1973; Charles I. Travelli Foundation fellowship, 1974; Ford Foundation fellowship, 1979; the University of Connecticut Black Alumni Association Award of Excellence, 1989; Distinguished Alumni Award, University of Connecticut, 1990; and Vectors/Pittsburgh Men and Women of the Year – Man of the Year in Finance, 2004. Trueheart’s honorary degrees include a Ph.D. in Humane Letters from Bryant University, a Ph.D. in Education from Bridgewater State College, and a D.B.A. from Johnson and Wales University.

Dr. Trueheart has served on the Board of Directors of the University of Pittsburgh, Johnson and Wales University, the Allegheny Conference on Community Development, the Nellie Mae Education Foundation, AICPA Foundation, the Pittsburgh Regional Healthcare Initiative and Independent Sector, the Commonfund, Inc., the Pittsburgh Cultural Trust, and Highmark Blue Cross/Blue Shield.

He is former Chairman of the Rhode Island Independent Higher Education Association and Vice Chairman of the National Council of Presidents of the Association of Governing Boards of Universities and Colleges. He has also served as Director of the Public Education Fund Network, the New England Education Loan Marketing Corporation, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute and the Rhode Island Children’s Crusade.
COMMENCEMENT

ORDER OF EXERCISES

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
Jorgensen Center for the Performing Arts
Sunday, May 8, 2011 – 12:30 P.M.

INTRODUCTION
Marcelle E. Wood, School Marshall
Assistant Dean for Undergraduate Education & Diversity

Prelude and Processional
Community School of the Arts Ceremonial Brass Quintet

Singing of the National Anthem
Maya Alfonso
Biomedical Engineering

Welcoming Remarks
Mun Y. Choi, Dean

Suman Singha, Senior Vice Provost, Vice President for Research

Conferral of Honorary Degree
Suman Singha, Senior Vice Provost, Vice President for Research

Charles M. Vest, Ph.D.
President, National Academy of Engineering &
President Emeritus of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Doctor of Science

Commencement Address
Charles M. Vest, Ph.D.

Student Speaker
Khayriyyah Munir
Biomedical Engineering

Presentation of Candidates by Program

Conferral of Degrees
Mun Y. Choi, Dean

Recessional
Charles M. Vest, Ph.D.

Doctor of Science

Charles M. Vest is President of the National Academy of Engineering and President Emeritus of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Dr. Vest earned a B.S. in mechanical engineering from West Virginia University in 1963, and M.S.E. and Ph.D. degrees in mechanical engineering from the University of Michigan in 1964 and 1967 respectively. He joined the faculty of the University of Michigan as an assistant professor in 1968 where he taught in the areas of heat transfer, thermodynamics, and fluid mechanics, and conducted research in heat transfer and engineering applications of laser optics and holography. He and his graduate students developed techniques for making quantitative measurements of various properties and motions from holographic interferograms, especially the measurement of three-dimensional temperature and density fields using computer tomography. He became an associate professor in 1972 and a full professor in 1977.

In 1981 Dr. Vest turned much of his attention to academic administration at the University of Michigan, serving as associate dean of engineering from 1981-1986, dean of engineering from 1986-1989, when he became provost and vice president for academic affairs. In 1990 he became president of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and served in that position until December 2004. He then became professor and president emeritus.

As president of MIT, he was active in science, technology, and innovation policy; building partnerships among academia, government and industry; and championing the importance of open, global scientific communication, travel, and sharing of intellectual resources. During his tenure, MIT launched its OpenCourseWare (OCW) initiative, co-founded the Alliance for Global Sustainability; enhanced the racial, gender, and cultural diversity of its students and faculty; established major new institutes in neuroscience and genomic medicine; and redeveloped much of its campus.

He was a director of DuPont for 14 years and of IBM for 13 years; was vice chair of the U.S. Council on Competitiveness for eight years; and served on various federal committees and commissions, including the President’s Committee of Advisors on Science and Technology (PCAST) during the Clinton and Bush administrations, the Commission on the Intelligence Capabilities of the United States Regarding Weapons of Mass Destruction, the Secretary of Education’s Commission on the Future of Higher Education, the Secretary of State’s Advisory Committee on Transformational Diplomacy and the Rice-Chertoff Secure Borders and Open Doors Advisory Committee. He serves on the boards of several non-profit organizations and foundations devoted to education, science, and technology.

In July 2007 he was elected to serve as president of the U.S. National Academy of Engineering (NAE) for six years. He has authored a book on holographic interferometry, and two books on higher education. He has received honorary doctoral degrees from 14 universities, and was awarded the 2006 National Medal of Technology by President Bush.
COMMENCEMENT
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SCHOOL OF NURSING
Jorgensen Center for the Performing Arts
Sunday, May 8, 2011 – 4:00 P.M.

BAGPIPE INTRODUCTION
Tabitha Heavner

PRELUD E AND PROCESIONAL
Community School of the Arts Ceremonial Brass Quintet

SINGING OF THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
Craig Folcik and Avery Krueger

WELCOMING REMARKS
Anne Bavier, Dean & Professor
Lenworth Jacobs, Vice Chair, Board of Trustees
Nancy Bull, Vice Provost for Academic Affairs

RECOGNITION OF SCHOOL OF NURSING HONORED FACULTY
Cheryl Tatano Beck, Board of Trustees Distinguished Professor
Carol Polifroni, Associate Professor and Grand Marshall

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
Robin Froman
Consultant and Interim Director, Center for Nursing Scholarship
Associate Editor, Research in Nursing and Health

STUDENT REMARKS
Brian Gomes, 2011 Class President
Leah Goldberg, 2011 Valedictorian

PRESENTATION OF THE CANDIDATES
CONFERRAL OF DEGREES
Anne Bavier, Dean & Professor

AWARDS PRESENTATION

BESTOWING OF CLASS GIFT

ALUMNI GREETINGS
Mikki Meadows-Oliver ’06, Ph.D., President, Nursing Alumni Society

CLOSING REMARKS
Anne Bavier, Dean & Professor

RECESSONAL
Robin D. Froman, Ph.D., RN, FAAN
Class of '74, '75, '81, '84, '87

Robin D. Froman, Ph.D., RN, FAAN, is a multiple University of Connecticut alumna, having completed bachelor's, master's and doctoral degrees in the School of Education before discovering her affinity for nursing.

While working with School of Nursing faculty as the evaluator in the Title XX office at UConn, Dr. Froman became so impressed with the professionalism and dedication of nurses that she enrolled in the University of Connecticut School of Nursing, eventually completing bachelor's and master's degrees in nursing. Upon graduation Dr. Froman joined the faculty of the University of Hartford. But having Husky Blue in her veins, she soon returned to UConn SON. During her tenure with the SON, Dr. Froman was variously a faculty member, department chairperson and interim associate dean. In 1991, she established the Center for Nursing Research and served as its first director.

While at UConn, Dr. Froman received several grants and awards, including a Science Education Partnership Award from the National Institutes of Health, a NIH research award to study end of life decision making, and other grants from private foundations and government agencies. After almost 30 years at UConn, Dr. Froman was named Associate Dean for Research at the University of Texas Medical Branch in Galveston, where she established a Nursing Research Center and within three years moved UTMB SON into the top 40 schools of nursing receiving federal grant dollars. She subsequently became the Dean at the University of Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio, where she built a student health center in the SON and created a completely nurse practitioner run health service for students.

Dr. Froman was inducted into the American Academy of Nursing as a fellow in 1991, and served as a charter reviewer for the National Institute of Nursing Research. She additionally served as an ad hoc reviewer for NIH Ethics of Human Subjects Research and Research Methodologies panels and as a reviewer for Kathryn and Patrick Donaghue Health Foundation grants.

Now retired from the UTHSCSA Deanship, Dr. Froman serves as a community faculty member in the University of California at San Francisco. She continues to serve as associate editor for the journal Research in Nursing & Health, and consults with state universities in Alabama, Kansas, Oklahoma, Texas and Wisconsin, and has once again returned to UConn, serving as a consultant to the SON and teaching in the nursing program.
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COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES
Harry A. Gampel Pavilion, Storrs
Sunday, May 8, 2011 – 4:30 P.M. – Ceremony II

INTRODUCTION
Jeffrey O. G. Ogbar, Associate Dean

PRELUDE AND PROCESSIONAL
Angela Salcedo, Department of Music

SINGING OF THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
Theresa Pilz

WELCOMING REMARKS
Peter J. Nicholls, Provost

PRESENTATION OF THE CLAS FACULTY EXCELLENCE IN TEACHING AWARDS AND BOARD OF TRUSTEES DISTINGUISHED PROFESSORS
Jeremy Teitelbaum, Dean

Michael P. Lynch
Philosophy

Nancy A. Naples
Sociology and Women's Studies

Steven L. Suib
Chemistry

Michael R. Willig
Ecology and Evolutionary Biology

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
William Trueheart, Ed.D.
President and CEO, Achieving the Dream: Community Colleges Count

RECOGNITION OF STUDENTS WITH ACADEMIC DISTINCTION
Douglas S. Hamilton, Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education

PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES
Jeremy Teitelbaum, Dean

CONFESSION OF DEGREES
Peter J. Nicholls, Provost

RECESSONAL
William E. Trueheart, Ed.D.

William E. Trueheart was born in Stamford, Connecticut on July 10, 1942. He earned his undergraduate degree in political science and economics from the University of Connecticut in 1966. He went on to receive a Master of Public Administration at Harvard University's John F. Kennedy School of Government and an Ed.D from Harvard's Graduate School of Education in 1979.

Dr. Trueheart spent 1966 until 1972 at UConn, serving as Assistant Director of Admissions, Assistant to the University President, Director of the University's Academic Advisory Center and Assistant to the Dean of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences. From 1979 to 1980, he served as Assistant Dean at the Harvard Kennedy School of Government and Associate Secretary for Harvard's Governing Board. In 1980, he was appointed Executive Vice President of Bryant College, and three years later he was appointed President, making him the first African-American to preside over a four-year private college in New England.

Since leaving Bryant in 1986, Dr. Trueheart has served as President and Chief Executive Officer of Reading is Fundamental and The Pittsburgh Foundation. He is currently President and CEO of Achieving the Dream: Community Colleges Count, a national nonprofit dedicated to helping more community college students succeed, particularly students of color and low-income students.

Dr. Trueheart's awards include an American Council of Education fellowship, 1969; Littauer fellowship, 1973; Charles I. Truett Foundation fellowship, 1974; Ford Foundation fellowship, 1979; the University of Connecticut Black Alumni Association Award of Excellence, 1989; Distinguished Alumni Award, University of Connecticut, 1990; and Vectors/Pittsburgh Men and Women of the Year – Man of the Year in Finance, 2004. Trueheart's honorary degrees include a Ph.D. in Humane Letters from Bryant University, a Ph.D. in Education from Bridgewater State College, and a D.B.A from Johnson and Wales University.

Dr. Trueheart has served on the board of Directors of the University of Pittsburgh, Johnson and Wales University, the Allegheny Conference on Community Development, the Nellie Mae Education Foundation, AICPA Foundation, the Pittsburgh Regional Healthcare Initiative and Independent Sector, the Commonfund, Inc., the Pittsburgh Cultural Trust, and Highmark Blue Cross/Blue Shield.

He is former Chairman of the Rhode Island Independent Higher Education Association and Vice Chairman of the National Council of Presidents of the Association of Governing Boards of Universities and Colleges. He has also served as Director of the Public Education Fund Network, the New England Education Loan Marketing Corporation, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute and the Rhode Island Children's Crusade.
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UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT HEALTH CENTER
GRADUATE SCHOOL, SCHOOL OF DENTAL MEDICINE AND SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
Connecticut Convention Center, Hartford
Sunday, May 15, 2011 – 2:00 P.M.

PROCESSIONAL

SINGING OF THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
Hailun Wang, Class of 2011 School of Medicine

WELCOMING REMARKS
Cato T. Laurencin
Vice President for Health Affairs and Dean of the School of Medicine

CONFERRAL OF HONORARY DEGREES
Philip E. Austin
Interim President

Philip I. Bailey
Musician, Founder
Philip Bailey Music is Unity Foundation
Doctor of Fine Arts

Charles J. Burstone
Professor Emeritus
UConn School of Dental Medicine
Doctor of Science

Louis W. Sullivan
Founding Dean and President
Morehouse School of Medicine
Doctor of Science

AWARDING OF FACULTY RECOGNITION AWARD
Gerard N. Burrow
Chair, University of Connecticut Health Center Board of Directors

Marja Hurley
Professor of Medicine, Senior Associate Dean for Education, Interim
Board of Directors Faculty Recognition Award

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
Henry C. Lee
Endowed Professor, Forensics Expert, Founder Forensic Science Program, University of New Haven

Lee Allen Aggison, Jr.
Interim Vice Provost and Dean
Graduate School

R. Lamont MacNeil,
Dean, School of Dental Medicine

Cato T. Laurencin,
Dean, School of Medicine

PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES

CONFERRAL OF DEGREES
Philip E. Austin, Interim President

REMARKS
Joseph Blondin,
Graduate, School of Dental Medicine

Ken Yanagisawa, Class of 1988

ADMINISTRATION OF HIPPOCRATIC OATH
Linda Barry, Assistant Professor, Department of Surgery

RECESIONAL
Commencement

University of Connecticut Health Center
Graduate School, School of Dental Medicine and School of Medicine
Commencement Speaker

Henry C. Lee, Ph.D., M.S.

Dr. Henry C. Lee is an endowed professor and founder of the Forensic Science program at the University of New Haven. He is an acknowledged visionary in his field, advancing the study of forensics at the university over the past 30 years from a small classroom equipped with a single fingerprint kit to an internationally recognized multi-disciplined academic department with state-of-the-art technology.

Over the past several decades, Dr. Lee has assisted in the investigations of more than 8,000 criminal cases, including the O.J. Simpson case, the review of the John F. Kennedy assassination and the death of JonBenet Ramsey. He joined the Connecticut State Police more than 30 years ago and served as the state's first criminalist. He was the driving force behind the creation and the growth of the Connecticut State Police Major Crime Squad and Forensic Science Laboratory, today recognized as one of the finest facilities in the country. He served as the commissioner of the Connecticut Department of Public Safety from 1998 to 2000, during which time he brought the department to the forefront of technology with the development of a new radio system and the Sex Offender Registry Database. In addition, he has served as a forensic expert for all 50 states and 42 countries, consulted with more than 600 law enforcement agencies around the world, and testified more than 1,000 times in court.

Dr. Lee's academic credentials include an undergraduate degree in police science from Central Police College in Taiwan, a Bachelor's of Science degree in forensic science from John Jay College of Criminal Justice, and a master's degree and doctoral degree in biochemistry from New York University. He is the recipient of more than 20 honorary degrees, and, in 1996, he was awarded the Medal of Justice from the Justice Foundation. He has authored or co-authored 40 books and hundreds of articles in professional journals, taught at more than a dozen universities, law schools and medical schools, and lectured throughout the world.

Board of Directors Faculty Recognition Award Recipient

Marja M. Hurley, M.D.

Dr. Marja M. Hurley, a graduate of UConn and the UConn School of Medicine, joined the UConn School of Medicine faculty following completion of an endocrinology fellowship in 1986. She is an internationally recognized researcher, a professor of medicine, an accomplished endocrinologist, and has been associate dean and director of the Health Career Opportunity Programs for more than two decades.

As a professor of medicine, Dr. Hurley lectures first- and second-year students, works closely with residents and supervises graduate students and postdoctoral fellows. She was the 2001 recipient of the prestigious Camel Award for Excellence in Teaching. As the associate dean and director of the Health Career Opportunity Programs, Dr. Hurley has successfully fostered innovative educational programs that have reached out to talented students from middle school, high school, college, graduate levels and encouraged students to pursue careers in medicine, dentistry, allied health. Her work has been recognized by the New England Board of Higher Education, the Association of American Medical Colleges, and UConn, which honored her with the Martin Luther King Award for Achievement in Science. She also continues to secure widespread extramural funding support for the health careers program, including ongoing support from the Aetna Foundation.

Dr. Hurley is also a widely published endocrinology researcher whose work has been supported by the National Institutes of Health (NIH) since 1989. She is known nationally and internationally for her research in the field of molecular biology of growth factors and their role in normal and pathological disorders of bone and has published extensively in this area in peer reviewed journals.

Among Dr. Hurley's many awards and accolades, she was recently the recipient of the 2010 winner of the Connecticut Technology Council's Women of Academic Innovation and Leadership Award and the 2009 West Indian Foundation Community Service Award. On a national level, she is actively involved with the National Medical Association and is also a member of the American Society for Bone and Mineral Research, the Endocrine Society, the American Society for Cell Biology, the International Bone and Mineral Society and the New York Academy of Sciences.
Philip Bailey

Doctor of Fine Arts

Philip Bailey is probably known best for his falsetto vocals with the R&B band Earth, Wind and Fire, described by the Songwriters Hall of Fame as "one of the most innovative and commercially invincible contemporary pop/R&B music forces of the 20th century." EWF won six Grammy Awards from the mid-70s through early 80s and was inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 2000. Two of the group's hits, "That's the Way of the World" and "Shining Star," have been inducted into the Grammy Hall of Fame. EWF also has four American Music Awards, six multi-platinum albums, and three platinum albums to its credit.

Mr. Bailey still performs with EWF. His solo career has included gospel, jazz and pop music. He has collaborated with Phil Collins, Stevie Wonder, Deniece Williams, Julio Iglesias, Kenny Loggins, Nancy Wilson, Eric Benet, Ray Parker Jr., and Anita Pointer.

Mr. Bailey's most recent honors include induction into the Songwriters Hall of Fame last year and the Daniel L. Stephenson Humanitarian Award for Lifetime Achievement in Music in 2009. EWF also won a Lifetime Achievement Award from Black Entertainment Television (BET) and a Rhythm & Soul Heritage Award from the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers (ASCAP).

Mr. Bailey established the Philip Bailey Music Is Unity Foundation in 2006, with the mission of investing in the development of teens as they outgrow the foster care system and encouraging them to become active contributors to society.

Charles J. Burstone, DDS., M.S.

Doctor of Science

Dr. Charles J. Burstone is a founding father of the UConn School of Dental Medicine and has given 48 years of service to the university. He has earned a reputation as a legend in orthodontics and dentistry, both as an educator and innovator. In addition to creating, leading, and serving as a professor in the UConn School of Dental Medicine's Department of Orthodontics, Dr. Burstone also has served as chief of orthodontic services at John Dempsey Hospital, professor of mechanical engineering in the UConn School of Engineering, member of UConn's Institute of Materials Science, faculty member of the UConn Graduate School, and president and director of the American Board of Orthodontics. Today he remains active in teaching and research at the dental school in the role of Professor Emeritus.

Dr. Burstone has developed dental devices, materials and orthodontic wires that have been used throughout the world.

He developed the orthodontic technique known as "segmented arch." He has written or contributed to more than 20 orthodontic textbooks, published more than 125 scientific articles, and continues publishing today. He has lectured as an invited speaker in more than 40 countries and has been honored by more than 40 international orthodontic societies.

As a researcher, Dr. Burstone has received National Institutes of Health grants over the majority of his career. Seventeen grants have gone to studies on which he served as principal investigator, covering the areas of biomechanics, biomaterials, imaging, facial growth and data acquisition.

Dr. Burstone's philanthropic support of UConn has provided seed money for translational research in dentistry and funded a professorship in orthodontics, held today by Dr. Sunil Wadwha.
Louis W. Sullivan, M.D.
Doctor of Science

Dr. Louis W. Sullivan is considered a legendary figure in African-American history, specifically in African-American medicine, as an advocate for the elimination of racial and ethnic disparities. Dr. Sullivan is chairman of the Sullivan Commission on Diversity in the Healthcare Workforce, chairman of the National Health Museum, and chairman of the Sullivan Alliance. He is the founding dean and first president of Morehouse School of Medicine in Atlanta, and served as president for more than two decades before taking a hiatus from 1989 to 1993 to serve as Secretary of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. In 2002, Dr. Sullivan was bestowed the honor of President Emeritus of Morehouse School of Medicine.

A native of Atlanta, Dr. Sullivan graduated magna cum laude from Morehouse College in 1954, and earned his medical degree, cum laude, from Boston University School of Medicine in 1958. He is board certified in internal medicine and hematology and he is a member of the Institute of Medicine of the National Academy of Sciences. He served on the faculties of Harvard Medical School, Seton Hall College of Medicine, Boston University School of Medicine, and Morehouse School of Medicine.

Dr. Sullivan was the founding president of the Association of Minority Health Professions Schools, and he is a former member of the Joint Committee on Health Policy of the Association of American Universities and the National Association of Land Grant Colleges and Universities. He is chairman of the National Health Museum (Washington, D.C.), chairman of the President's Council on Black Colleges and Universities, and co-chair of the President's Commission on HIV/AIDS.
COMMENCEMENT
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SCHOOL OF LAW
55 Elizabeth Street, Hartford
Sunday, May 22, 2011 – 10:30 A.M.

PROCESSIONAL

SINGING OF THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
John Andrew Schaffer

INTRODUCTION
Darcy Kirk, University Marshal

WELCOMING REMARKS
Jeremy Paul, Dean

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
The Honorable George C. Jepsen
Attorney General, State of Connecticut

PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES
Jeremy Paul, Dean

CONFERRAL OF DEGREES
Philip E. Austin
Interim President

STUDENT REMARKS
Laura Schmitt, Master of Laws
John A. B. Langmaid, Juris Doctor, Evening Division
Hillary C. Wasicek, Juris Doctor, Day Division

RECESSIONAL
The Honorable George C. Jepsen

Attorney General George C. Jepsen took office on January 5, 2011, becoming Connecticut's 24th Attorney General since the office was established in 1897. A former legislator, State Senate Majority Leader and Democratic State Party Chairman, Mr. Jepsen was a practicing lawyer for more than 26 years before becoming Attorney General. Most recently, he was of counsel to the Hartford law firm of Cowdery, Ecker & Murphy, L.C.C., in the areas of corporate transactions, and civil and appellate litigation. He also served as counsel to the trust and estates team at Shipman & Goodwin LLP in Hartford and was of counsel to the Stamford firm of Abate and Fox in the general law practice.

Mr. Jepsen began his legal career in 1982 as general counsel to Carpenters Local 2010 in Norwalk, where he represented 4,000 working men and women on employment issues for nearly 10 years. A summa cum laude graduate of Dartmouth College, Mr. Jepsen received a B.A. degree in Government with high distinction. He also studied Chinese and completed foreign study in France and Taiwan.

Mr. Jepsen is a graduate of Harvard Law School, where he earned his J.D. degree, cum laude, in 1982. He simultaneously earned a Master's Degree in Public Policy from the John F. Kennedy School of Government, where he was a teaching fellow for Professor Richard Neustadt for "The American Presidency" and for Professor Archibald Cox, the former Watergate prosecutor, in "U.S. Constitutional Law."

Mr. Jepsen was first elected as a Connecticut State Representative in 1987, representing Stamford's 148th District. In 1990, he was elected State Senator from the 27th Senatorial District, representing Stamford and Darien, a position he held until 2003. While in the State Senate, Mr. Jepsen was chairman of the Judiciary Committee (1993-1995) and ranking member of the Finance Committee (1995-1997). He was elected Senate Majority Leader in 1997 and served until 2003. In 2002, Mr. Jepsen was a candidate for governor and became the Democratic nominee for lieutenant governor. Mr. Jepsen also served as Democratic State Party chairman from 2003-2005.
COMMENCEMENT NOTES

Commencement Day at the University of Connecticut is a time of ceremony and pageantry, embracing traditions dating back to medieval times.

The University of Connecticut was founded as the Storrs Agricultural School in 1881 when the General Assembly accepted a gift of money and land from Charles and Augustus Storrs, natives of Mansfield. In 1893 when it became a land-grant college and officially opened to women, the name was changed to Storrs Agricultural College. As the mission of the institution grew, its name was changed in 1899 to Connecticut Agricultural College, and in 1933 to the Connecticut State College. At first a small but vigorous college with limited undergraduate offerings in agriculture, home economics and mechanical arts, with the development of a university program it became The University of Connecticut in 1930. The Graduate program began in 1935, and in 1940 the University awarded its first doctoral degrees. The regional campuses were established in 1946 to accommodate the influx of veteran students. Today, the University is made up of fourteen different schools and colleges. Through its administrative Divisions, Institutes, and Centers, the University is a Land Grant and Sea Grant College and a Space Grant Consortium Institution, privileged to serve the citizens of the State of Connecticut, and beyond.

Enormous expansion has taken place over the years together with increased enrollment. Today, the University has an enrollment of over 30,000 students. At Storrs there are over 17,330 undergraduates and more than 6,735 graduate students, representing some 101 nations.

This May, the University will award over 7,265 degrees. Of these, approximately 5,055 will be Bachelor's degrees, 1,340 Master's degrees, 230 Juris Doctor degrees, 45 Master of Laws degrees, 103 Doctor of Pharmacy degrees, 42 Doctor of Dental Medicine degrees, 81 Doctor of Medicine degrees, 1 Doctor of Musical Arts degree, 8 Doctor of Audiology, 3 Doctor of Education degrees, 1 Doctor of Nursing Practice, 2 Doctor of Physical Therapy, and 273 Doctor of Philosophy degrees. Also to be awarded are 48 diplomas in Professional Education and 33 Associate's degrees in the two-year Radcliffe Hicks School of Agriculture.

The Commencement Ceremony, because of the large number of graduates, is divided into separate exercises, by college or school. The Schools of Dental Medicine and Medicine, located at the University's Health Center in Farmington, and the School of Law, located in Hartford, hold their own exercises. The Commencement procession in each of the exercises at Storrs is heralded by the ceremonial trumpets, acquired especially for the University's commencement.

THE PROCESSIONAL BANNERS

College and School of Agriculture .................. Brown and Maze
School of Business .................................. Drab Green
Center for Continuing Studies ...................... Brown and Blue
School of Dental Medicine ........................ Lilac and Gold
Neag School of Education ...................... Light Blue
School of Engineering ................................ Orange
School of Fine Arts .................................. Brown and Pink
The Graduate School
    Masters Candidates .......................... Blue, White and Gold
    Doctor of Philosophy ........................ Gold
School of Law ........................................ Purple
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences .................. White and Yellow
School of Medicine .................................. Green and Gold
School of Nursing .................................. Apricot
School of Pharmacy .................................. Green
School of Social Work ................................ Citron

The Academic Procession is led by the Bearer of the Mace, followed by the faculty. The University Marshal, identified by his Baton, follows the President, together with the speaker, the Board of Trustees, vice-presidents, deans, and other University officials. The Mace is presented at the center of the stage while members of the platform party enter and take their places. Once the Mace is placed on the stand, it signals the beginning of the ceremony.
The Academic Gowns, Hoods and Regalia represent more than elegance or colorful attire. Academic caps and gowns continue a tradition which reaches far back into the early days of the oldest universities of the Middle Ages. The early European universities were founded by the church; the students, being clerics, were obliged to wear prescribed gowns and caps at all times. Caps and gowns were once common forms of clothing and were retained by the clergy when the laity adopted more modern dress. Though some universities here and abroad have other colors, the usual color for gowns in America is black. Hoods are lined with the official color of the college or university which conferred the degree. The velvet edging of the hood varies in length for bachelors, masters, and doctoral degrees. The color represents the appropriate degree.

The Mace is presented at all academic ceremonies. In medieval times maces were weapons of warfare, but today a mace is a staff borne by, or carried before, a magistrate or other dignitary as an ensign of his authority. It is the emblem and symbol of the President's authority to administer the University. This Mace was first used at the Inauguration of President Homer D. Babbidge, Jr. on October 20, 1962. It was designed by Nathan Knobler, former head of the Department of Art. The University's early seal, executed in beautiful wood carving, appears on both faces. A penney dated 1884 is affixed to it, to commemorate the date of the University's founding.

The Baton, carried by the University Marshal, was specifically designed for ceremonial activities at the University of Connecticut and was first used at the Commencement in 1968. The Office of Marshal can also be traced back to the medieval period, and the Baton is a symbol of the Marshal's authority. This Baton has silver mountings and is surmounted by a representation of the University's former seal in enamel, which itself incorporates the coat of arms of the State of Connecticut. The University Marshal, carrying the Baton, follows the Mace Bearer who leads the academic procession into and out of the place of ceremony.

The Silver Collar/Medallion, worn by Philip E. Austin, Interim President, was first used in 1964, at the time of the University’s Silver Anniversary. Each link on the collar represents one of the University’s Schools or Colleges and consists of a cloisonne circle enameled with its traditional school or college colors. Hanging from the chain is a large silver medallion containing the University’s early seal.

The Awarding of Degrees at the University of Connecticut is accomplished by a twofold process. First, the candidates for degrees of each respective school or college are presented by the University Marshal. The candidates proceed to the front, receive their diplomas, are congratulated by their administrative officers and return to their seats. The School or College Marshal then officially presents the candidates to the Dean who acknowledges the candidates and declares the appropriate degree. Second, when all candidates have been duly presented, the President of the University formally confers the appropriate degree. This is accomplished verbally at the time that he speaks the words:

"By virtue of the authority vested in me by the Trustees of The University of Connecticut, and in accordance with the procedures and regulations of the University, I confer upon you the Associate Degree, appropriate Bachelor's Degree, Master's Degree, Juris Doctor, Doctor of Dental Medicine, Doctor of Medicine, Doctor of Musical Arts, Doctor of Nursing Practice, Doctor of Education, or Doctor of Philosophy for which you have been presented at this One Hundred and Thirty-Second Commencement of The University."

The Recessional of the officials and faculty is once again led by the Mace Bearer and University Marshal. The graduates, along with the audience, are requested to remain seated until the recessional is concluded.

Out of respect and courtesy to all graduates, participants and guests are requested to remain in their seats until the ceremony is concluded.

The flowers displayed during the ceremonies are from the University’s Plant Science Department greenhouses.
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ACADEMIC HONORS

University Scholar

The University Scholar designation is the highest scholastic honor at the University. The individualized undergraduate programs of these students, which in some cases include work toward a graduate degree, are supervised by faculty committees. Up to thirty students are selected as University Scholars in the junior year. Candidates for the University Scholar designation wear medals on gold and blue ribbons at the commencement exercises.

Honors Scholar

Honors Scholars are outstanding students who complete intensive two- or four-year programs, including Honors courses of unusual breadth and depth. Honors requirements include a senior thesis in the major field. Candidates for the Honors Scholar designation wear medals on blue and white ribbons at the commencement exercises.

RATCLIFFE HICKS SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE

ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE

Elizabeth S. Abreu
Chelsea Louise Anderson
Dawn Marie Astrella
Steven Francis Breene
Molly Moriarty Brown
Kathleen Crystal Celotti
Allison Lynn Christensen
Eve Aila Cicirello
Juliana Christine DeMay
Jeffrey Jeb Denno
Erica Marguarite Gabor
Brett Taylor Gearwar
Marjorie Marie Hardy
Jemima R. Hesketh-Tutton
Lydia Jean Larrea
Christopher Davis Latz
Cassandra Leighton Leone
Adam Robert Mason
Eric Douglas Maulucci
Jessica Mastrogianni
Kayleigh Amanda Meyer
Keely Rae Ouellette-Danis
Kaitlin E. Pannone
Brittany L. Pesey
Brian Ervin Picarello
Mark Patrick Quigley
Samuel Alfred Shore
Brittany Rose Tabin
Jordan Robert Wells
Gregory George Zlotnick

Graduates, December 19, 2010

Nathan Stephen Berube
Stephen Russell Lundeen
Melissa Lynn Magini
Berkeley Anne Olkes
Courtney Lynn Pelletier
Caitlin Baccanale Tufts

Graduates, August 24, 2010

Liesel Ashley Grigerek
Casey Robert Hallahan
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Honors Scholars

Ariann Boylan, in Animal Science
Maria Danielle Cardona, in Animal Science
Kendall Ann Erskine, in Resource Economics
Katherine Denise Hebert, in Animal Science
Kevin Kuruvilla, in Diagnostic Genetic Sciences
Amanda Corrine Lopez, in Animal Science

Jason Michael Cannata
Gina Marie Capriceo
Anthony John Carcio
Maria Danielle Cardona
Kristen Ann Carlucci
Michelle Ashley Carlucci
Zachery Jon Carr
Jessica Lynn Carrier
Emily Marie Casciano
Brianna Alessandra Casperson
Anthony M. Catalano
Laura Marie Cersosimo
William A. Champagne
Jonathan Edward Chan
Cassandra Michelle Chery
Harleen Kaur Chhabra
Wesley Chiu
Kathryn Aline Chleapas
Giovanni Cipriano
Meghan Elizabeth Clark
Elizabeth Ann Clemmons
Brett Thornton Connolly
Stephanie Marie Cornell
Amanda D. Costanzo
Charles David Cota
Amanda Pauline Cote
Heather Nicole Cote
Andrew Richard Cousins
Karissa Lynn Covelli
Collyn Ann Cuning
Elise Frances Curley
Molly Elizabeth D'Agata
Lauren Claudine Daly
Ashley Marie Danowski
Julie Claire Davis
Stephanie Danielle Davison
Lisa Marie DeChance
Jessica Lynn Deeb
Rebecca Ann Delande
Morgan Colleen Delaney
Gabrielle Marie Delisi
Heather Marie DeRico
Robert James Diamond
Clarice Divunzuka Diavua

Ashley Tavares DiCicco
Sasha Marie Diederich
Kurt M. Dietrich
Lauren Christine Diello
Zachary Richard Donais
Laura Kathleen Driscoll
Jessica Erin Ebrahimzadeh
Alicia Kelly Eichorn
Hillary Eisenberg
Leah Beth Elman
Katie Elizabeth Enos
Kendall Ann Erskine
Jessie Danielle Erwin
Camila Escobar Ejegald
Renata Alexandra Eydelman
Marissa Dawn Fahlberg
Will Thomas Faustman
Jason Reid Fay
Brad M. Feathers
Elizabeth Jean Fedorko
Brenden Michael Fimian
Lindsay Nicole Finch
James William Fleckenstein
Katie Jane Fontanazza
Kelly Elizabeth Fontneau
Brianna Elise Fosha
Jessica L. Foss
Sarah Fournier
Angelica Lynn Francescucci
Samuel R. Franco
Sara Marie Franklin
Mark Alexander Franks
Michelle Elizabeth Frohman
Joanna Fu
Lori Fuchs
Kelly Marie Gallen
Anthony Joseph Garibaldi
Annekie Gayle
Nicolle Bernadette Gehn
Moya Irene Getrouw
Matthew Peter Getz
Chelsea Gilbert
Stephanie Lynn Goldstein
Lauren Marie Golebiewski
John Michael Sopronyi
Stephanie Marie Spencer
Jocelyn Ann Starzyk
Joseph Allan Stevens
Fiona Monica Mary Stewart
Kate Andrea Stringfellow
Christine Emily Sullivan
Connor Patrick Sullivan
Alan Hyung Surh
Christina Sara Tacinelli
Rod Taheri
Danice Amber Tatosian
Elkin David Taveras
Crystal Jean Taylor
Bridget Elizabeth Teveras
Yarellys Altigracia Tita
Felicia Tiso
Ethan Matthew Toczko
Katie Teresa Torpey
Benjamin Spencer Toueey

Matthew Charles Alaimo
Kristen Michelle Amodeo
Elsa Marie Anglin
Aubree Lauren Annino
Antony Nehme Atallah
Jocelyn Paige Belanger
Andrew Steven Blovish
Trevor Mark Brown
Zachary Oliver Brown
Juan Jose Carmona Caguau
Maria Pamela De Leon Casucog
Danielle Murphy Cooney
Kyle Morgan Corey
Melisa Corona
Lindsey Marie Cosgrove
Catherine Higgins de Ronde
Rachel Domenica DiVenere
Elizabeth Ashley Fearnley
Amanda Crystal Gossom
Kelly Alexandra Graziadei

Anastasia Triandafilou
William Baker Trumbo
Eileen Rose Curtis Underwood
Kristie Elizabeth Uniakee
Monal Atulkumar Vaidya
Andrea Vajda
Jessica Elizabeth Van Buiten
Andrea Adel Vassallo
Ashley Amber Villoresi
Jennifer Marie Vinci
Vedrana Vracevic
Celia Ann Wagner
Ty Kibbe Wagner
Samantha Eve Wallad
Shannon K. Walsh
David Walter Wanik
Samuel Albert Warner
Alicia Maria Wasynczuk
Brianne Marie Weiss
Stephen Paul Welch

Matthew Charles Alaimo
Kristen Michelle Amodeo
Elsa Marie Anglin
Aubree Lauren Annino
Antony Nehme Atallah
Jocelyn Paige Belanger
Andrew Steven Blovish
Trevor Mark Brown
Zachary Oliver Brown
Juan Jose Carmona Caguau
Maria Pamela De Leon Casucog
Danielle Murphy Cooney
Kyle Morgan Corey
Melisa Corona
Lindsey Marie Cosgrove
Catherine Higgins de Ronde
Rachel Domenica DiVenere
Elizabeth Ashley Fearnley
Amanda Crystal Gossom
Kelly Alexandra Graziadei

Nicole Lee Greenbaum
Sam Crum Guarino
Catalina Sofia Guzman
Kate Marie Hornbecker
Jade Elaine Huang
Mary Elizabeth Ingram
Kirsten Marie Johnson
Meagan Kristine Kiley
Michelle Dawn Lacey
Timothy Joel Lambert
Katherine Maxine Lan
Robert J. Lawler
Mark Ryan Levy
Shanna-Marie Pristina Maragh
Christopher J. McGovern
Caitlin Macia Meskill
Jason Benjamin Muchmick
Steven Paul Muhlberg
Matthew John Palmer
Sarah Elizabeth Patenaude

David M. Ploof
Jordan Gabrielle Power
Alison Aubin Ritchie
Rachel Ann Rutfield
James Lawrence Sadlon
Matthew Joseph Sclza
Matthew Jay Schilling
Krista Aristia Sfridis
Daniel Michael Shea
Angela Lisbet Sierra
Sarah Ann Slack
James Davis Smith
Maha Taha Furst
Kathleen Ann Taylor
Christine Alison Tedford
Amy V. Thees
Joseph James Tierman
Olivia Y. Wisniewski
Chloe Zhu
Nicole Ann Zima

* Candidate for two degrees
Rita Raposo Aguiar
Michelle Lindsey Arslan
Kelly Ann Barry
Bethany-April K.H.J. Bedard
Samantha Marie Beyer
Jayme Lynn Brainard
Sarah Marie Brezinski
Kristen Renee Bruno
Daniel James Cahill
Jillian Elizabeth Collins
Tanya Santos Costa
Nathaniel G. Cyrus
Sonam Suresh Dalasania
Matthew Joseph De Luca
Jill Marie Derwin
Haig A. Dodakian
Julian George Frega
Raphael W. Garcia
Anastasia Rose Gaudreau
Tiffany Ryan Good
Rachel Ferin Harrison
Samantha Brooke Hinebaugh
Katelyn Hope
Jessica Lee Horn
SM Zaeen Hussain
Linda Minhee Kang
Natalie Halyna Kebalo
Timothy James Kenniston
Stephanie Kathryn Kerames
Kelly Faith Kerrigan
Aman Zameer Kidwai
Kevin Kuruvilla
Nicole Klare Laemers
Kaitlyn Tran Le
Contien Lean
Ashley Lee Lebel
Kaylin Anne Lehmus
Jessica Joy Lutz
Tyler James Mahard
Jillene Forrest Mahony
Bryan Alejandro Martinez
Robert James Mauro

Jenny Samantha McCoy
Michele Lynn Merenda
Charissa Lynne Morin
Jordan Lee Muir
Bryant Michael Oliveira
Caitlin A. Partyka
Vanessa Patel
Nora Patumanon
Danny Viet Pham
Sarah Jean Reilly
Nathalie L. Roy
Steven Sanchez
Christopher Charles Savas
Kimberly Michelle Scribe
William Paul Shedrawy
Kerry Victoria Smith
Monica A. Tawadros
Anthony Robert Traficanti
Phuong Thao Hoang Tran
Andrew P. Veilleux
Rebecca Lynn Wilkes
Harris Tochuckwu Agbor
Thomas James Aldrich
James Alexander
Amanda Ann Ambriano
Max Alan Amster
Dimitra Anastasopoulos
Liza D. Annelli
Robert Matthew Antolini
John Michael Apostolakos
Stephanie Arango
Matt Santos Arena
Chris Elliott Armbruster
Jillian Sarah Aronson
S. Jake Atkins
Saad Azmat
Boris Babic
Akanksha Bajaj
Christine Marie Baker
Jonathan Baker
Thomas Patrick Baker
Amanda Tyler Ball
Joseph M. Ballatore
Noelle Marie Ballietti
Honor Bamarny
Janet E. Barnett-Bailey
Eric Roman Barnhart
Christopher Dennis Barrett
Murat Becirovic
Patricia Sade Bellamy
Christopher Sean Bellingeri
Jenna Marie Bellissimo
Dominic Anthony Berarducci
Daniel Scott Berger
Stacey Lynn Berger
Matthew Joseph Bertelli
Travis Benjamin Biechele
Corinne Leigh Bildstein

Nazli M. Binbay
Melanie Bishop
Keith George Blair
Raphael Natan Bloom
David J. Blue
Jacqueline Brittany Boesel
Malissa Kristine Bolton
Alicia Marie Bongo
Amanda Leana Boonraj
Angela Rose Borrelli
Eric James Boucher
Gary Clement Boucher
Christopher Anthony Bove
Joseph Thomas Bowen
Kaitlyn Rose Bradley
Kathleen Meredith Bradley
Jennifer Lee Bradshaw
Pooja Brahmania
Geoffrey Michael Brainard
Donna Dee Bramlett
Steven J. Brancato
Michael Joseph Briganti
Paul Nelson Bristol
Seth Martin Bronko
Michael Raymond Broussard
Caryn Helene Brouch
Samantha Elizabeth Brown
Alison Lorraine Brzeska
Matthew Robert Brzozka
Ercald Bunch
Joel Alan Burnett
Stefanie Alexandra Burra
Jonathan Todd Burros
Jose Jain Cabanero
Salvatore Anthony Calafiore
Christopher W. Camasso
Nicholas Francis Camenker
Christopher John Capela
Patrick Anthony Carino
John Vincent Carlson
Karen Jeanette Carlson
Frank Anthony Caruso
Omar R. Cassells
Chris Ryan Cerminara
Gregory McCurdy Chalder
Derek James Chard
Matthew Adam Chetlen
Peter Walter Chudy
Joseph P. Ciarleglio
Brandon Robert Clark
Erin Shea Clark
Ross Alexander Clark
Alyssa Marie Cofrancesco
Zachary Michael Cohen
Ryan Park Colleary
Kevin Constantine
Katherine Anne Contant
Matthew Joseph Conway
Michael Albert Coones
Thomas Michael Coperine
Gregory Michael Coppola
Nicole Marie Corriveau
Rebecca Ann Corso
Charles Salvatore Costanzo
Christopher Michael Cote
Anthony Christopher Cottiero
Chelsea Marie Cracco
Shaun Robert Craig
Brandon Helferman Criner
Caitlin M. Croswell
Brendan Mark Crouse
Jaclyn Louise Crowley
Nicole M. Cucchiara
Andrew James Culio

Eric Roman Barnhart, in Finance
Donna Dee Bramlett, in Accounting
Caitlin M. Crosowell, in Marketing
Emily Safford Donohue, in Finance
Hannah Marie Drake, in Finance
Gregory Joseph Gambill, in Finance
Megan Mary Guild, in Management
Helen Elizabeth Gunn, in Accounting
Kelly Teresa Hallinan, in Finance
Alexander Andrew Hul, in Finance
Jonathan Michael Jenson, in Finance
Anna V. Kapranova, in Management

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Honors Scholars

David Robert Knox, in Finance
Wenqi Ma, in Accounting
Emily Anne McDonough, in Marketing
Daniel Scott Ratner, in Management
Alana Nicole Russell, in Accounting
Nina Marie Sacco, in Management
Adria Lauren Stigliano, in Accounting
Kailey Elizabeth Stockenbojer, in Finance
Timothy John Troiano, in Accounting
Prasant Venimadhavan, in Accounting
Emily Jane Williams, in Marketing
Graduates, December 19, 2010

Marcia B. Adler
Garrett Paul Altiere
Elena Arahovitis
Rasheem Lamonte Banks
Marina Batt
Yaron Isaac Benichooov
Eric Bevans
Alex John Bousquet
Katelyn Cheryl Bowling
Blake Tyler Brannon
Maria Jose Cadena
Anthony Michael Carducci
Nicole Marie Caroline
William Joseph Carroll
Michael Leonard Costello
Bryan Patrick Currie
Michael Christopher Dealy
Sangeet Satish Dharamsey
Amy Nicole Ewalt
Faiven Saba Fesahzion
Justin L. Freimuth
Robert Francis Gabarce
Blanca Guadalupe Garcia
Kenneth William Godek

Rachel Goldberg
Emily Ann Goldemen
Shamini Reddy Gopidi
Kauki Gupta
Michael Gregory Helmus
Christopher Heng
Allison Marra Hessenius
Sarah Elizabeth Hoffman
Marie Hoyt
Jameson D. Irvine
Raymond Clayton Johnson
Shreya Joseph
Taryn Abra Kaplan
Heather M. Kenney
Aristarkh Kovalenko
Ryan Robert LaCourse
Danielle Lamoureux
Matthew James Lawrence
Michael Jared Leader
Jeffrey Robert LeBreux
Brian Hung Lee
Vincent Anthony Luppino
Dan Ly
Stephen John Magyar

Maria Moisiades
Mikol Murriel
Benjamin Damery Murphy
Patrick A. Murphy
Raymond Ng
Evan Christopher O’Connor
Joshua Stephen Perron
William Sipala Philbrick
Jeremy Joseph Platt
Joseph Frank Quattropani
Christopher Lloyd Ritchie
Jeremy Robert Rosa
Daniela Francesca Russo
Katherine Doyle Seabrooke
Max Shtefan
John B. Simonetti
Marzena Anna Szal
Marisa Ann Taroli
Jared E. Telesco
Kelly Marie Terney
Julian S. Tirsu
David Wick
Bing Xu
Alexander Michael Yashura
Aurora Alickolli
Melissa Rossana Correa
Kaylee Lasharne Delgado
Stella Ryana Delimini
Brian Gregg Demetros
Charles Lewis Diamond
Brian J. Doyle
Christopher Patrick Doyle
Carly Elisabeth Falkoff
Michael Arthur Gianopoulos
Victoria Glenbock

Nicholas Anthony Gwiazda
Merjola Hasani
Christopher D. Heydt
Amina Jalaludin
Jennifer Ashley Kalbacher
Ashley Marie Kelsey
Danielle Lynn Kimber
Derya Kocapinar
Kyle Larned
Emily Anne McDonough
Brendan Lane Olinyk

Bhaskar Pandya
Amy Tam Pham
Eric Matthew Phillips
Stephen H. Quint
Catherine Anne Rung
Daniel Patrick Stine
Terry Ann Tu
Kelly Ann Waddock
Sana Zuhaad
NEAG SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Honors Scholars

John Robert Ehlinger, in Elementary Education
Ashley Nicole Ruegg, in Mathematics Education
Kelly Lynn Shea, in English Education

Tara Marie Stockmon, in Elementary Education
Katherine R. Swedberg, in Elementary Education

Bethany Anne Laing
Sara Lynn LaMont
Nicole Marie LaPierre
Carolyn Kelly Larson
Gabrielle Marie Lataille
Bryan Anthony LeBlanc
Peter Thomas Lennon
Melissa Levenstein
Melissa Nichole LoStocco
Jennifer Anne Lowrey
Chelsea Robin Maigis
Christopher Michael Mangini
Vadezka Ivelisse Marcano
Jonathan Joseph March
Emily Elizabeth Mattson
Elizabeth Larmson McCormick
Justin Clark McManus
Tina Marie Mediate
Nicholas Messier
Gregory George Mihailides
Courtney Marie Moody
Alexander Morales
Kathleen Anne Moritz
Jessica Maria Mueller
Sara Ashley Mulderon
Adam Benjamin Nemeroff
Amanda Rachel Ness
Valerie Elaine Nezvesky
Karen Elizabeth Nixon
Rebecca Emma O'Brien
Ryan Piggott O'Connell
Emmanuel Osadebamwen Omokaro
Kelsey M. O'Reilly
Brianna Marie Ozimek
Christina Denise Ferraro Parmelec
Theodore R. Pert II
Joseph Paul Pinoila
Jessica Lynsey Pitro
Michelle Renee Poirier
Kimberly Anne Poor
Danielle Antoinette Puig
Staci Lynn Puto
Emily Rose Ramsey
Megan Amanda Ramsey
Emily Alita Rasicol
Christina Elizabeth Rheume
Jose Luis Rios
Christopher Colby Roberts  
Melanie Jeanette Rodriguez  
Hannah Marie Rosemont  
Leah Steele Rossette  
Rebecca Pearl Rudell  
Ashley Nicole Ruegg  
David Paul Russo  
Michael Andrew Rutt  
Michael Francis Ryan  
Rebecca Hope Sanger  
Jonathan Daniel Sazo  
Todd Robert Scheer  
Taylor Christine Schoenthaler  
Jake Aaron Sebastian  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Christopher Colby Roberts</th>
<th>Melanie Jeanette Rodriguez</th>
<th>Hannah Marie Rosemont</th>
<th>Leah Steele Rossette</th>
<th>Rebecca Pearl Rudell</th>
<th>Ashley Nicole Ruegg</th>
<th>David Paul Russo</th>
<th>Michael Andrew Rutt</th>
<th>Michael Francis Ryan</th>
<th>Rebecca Hope Sanger</th>
<th>Jonathan Daniel Sazo</th>
<th>Todd Robert Scheer</th>
<th>Taylor Christine Schoenthaler</th>
<th>Jake Aaron Sebastian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Valentina Semyanko  
Amy Elizabeth Sevigny  
Lilah Moustafa Sharaf  
Colin John Shaughnessy  
Kelly Lynn Shea  
Jonathan Casey Shelly  
Jonathan Robert Simmons  
Stefanie Lynn Sonstrom  
Matthew Adam Spector  
Anthony Michael Spinelli  
Caroline Alberta Stackhouse  
Allison Steingiser  
Tara Marie Stockmon  
Mark Daniel Sutterlin  

|-------------------|----------------------|----------------------|----------------------|------------------|----------------------|------------------------|-----------------------|---------------------|------------------------|-----------------------|---------------------|--------------------------|

Katherine R. Swedberg  
Matthew Daniel Sych  
Allison E. Trzaskos  
George Antonios Tsakos  
Steven Michael Turgeon  
Christina Lee Vasilakos  
Emily Beth Wallingford  
Megan Teresa Wax  
Kimberly Sarah Weber  
Erica Brittany Yorgensen  
Jillian Sara Zabrocky  
Lisa Susan Zima  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Katherine R. Swedberg</th>
<th>Matthew Daniel Sych</th>
<th>Allison E. Trzaskos</th>
<th>George Antonios Tsakos</th>
<th>Steven Michael Turgeon</th>
<th>Christina Lee Vasilakos</th>
<th>Emily Beth Wallingford</th>
<th>Megan Teresa Wax</th>
<th>Kimberly Sarah Weber</th>
<th>Erica Brittany Yorgensen</th>
<th>Jillian Sara Zabrocky</th>
<th>Lisa Susan Zima</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Alexander B. Areias  
Michael Kevin Bjornberg  
Emma Brigg Eaton  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alexander B. Areias</th>
<th>Michael Kevin Bjornberg</th>
<th>Emma Brigg Eaton</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Zachary David Frazer  
Shpendi Lluhani  
Madeline Marie Northrop  
Matthew Gerald Prior  
Brooks Andrew Sable  
Shannon Lynn Snieue  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zachary David Frazer</th>
<th>Shpendi Lluhani</th>
<th>Madeline Marie Northrop</th>
<th>Matthew Gerald Prior</th>
<th>Brooks Andrew Sable</th>
<th>Shannon Lynn Snieue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Graduates, December 19, 2010

Nathan Wood Bean  
Kristen Claire Beasley  
Jake Cohen  
Bradley Joseph Kanuch  
David Knapp  
Grace Christine Lindner  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nathan Wood Bean</th>
<th>Kristen Claire Beasley</th>
<th>Jake Cohen</th>
<th>Bradley Joseph Kanuch</th>
<th>David Knapp</th>
<th>Grace Christine Lindner</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Richard Timothy Palmer  
Emily Elizabeth Roberts  
Erica Jane Sheehan  
David Roderick Stephens  
Kyle Brookens Testerman  
Brian Thomas  
Daniel Patrick Torf  
John Michael Varrone  
Shaun Patrick Winn  
Stacie A. Zielinski  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Richard Timothy Palmer</th>
<th>Emily Elizabeth Roberts</th>
<th>Erica Jane Sheehan</th>
<th>David Roderick Stephens</th>
<th>Kyle Brookens Testerman</th>
<th>Brian Thomas</th>
<th>Daniel Patrick Torf</th>
<th>John Michael Varrone</th>
<th>Shaun Patrick Winn</th>
<th>Stacie A. Zielinski</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Graduates, August 24, 2010

Sixth-year Diploma in Professional Education candidates are listed on page 103.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING

University Scholars

Katelyn Amanda Burkhart
Lu Han

Honors Scholars

Barbara Adu-Ballour, in Biomedical Engineering
Prince T. Alam, in Biomedical Engineering
Robert Alexander Amatuli, in Biomedical Engineering
Ryan Michael Anthony, in Mechanical Engineering
Christie Marie Barbera, in Mechanical Engineering
Katelyn Amanda Burkhart, in Biomedical Engineering
Michael Chen, in Biomedical Engineering
Alex Peter Cocco, in Mechanical Engineering
Emily Anne Cole, in Chemical Engineering
Gustavo Kenneth Contreras, in Electrical Engineering
Kathleen Joyce Cooney, in Biomedical Engineering
Kathryn Sarah Czaja, in Materials Science and Engineering
Alexander Philip Dellin, in Mechanical Engineering
Kara Ann Det, in Chemical Engineering
Matthew Richard Desch, in Biomedical Engineering
Patrick Michael Devaney, in Mechanical Engineering
Kerry Marie Duffy, in Civil Engineering
Michael Hoyle Goldman, in Biomedical Engineering
Jonathan Allan Goldman, in Chemical Engineering
Susan Mary Hamilla, in Biomedical Engineering
Lu Han, in Chemical Engineering
Brian Scott Hefler, in Electrical Engineering

Michael Joseph Heusser, in Biomedical Engineering
Chad Ryan Jens, in Chemical Engineering
Michael Joseph Lalli, in Biomedical Engineering
Rachel Marie Lellis, in Biomedical Engineering
Meghan Elizabeth McGuire, in Chemical Engineering
Sean William Mechan, in Engineering Physics
Eileen Allison Molloy, in Biomedical Engineering
Jacqueline Shannon Oakes, in Environmental Engineering
Kyle Charles O'Brien, in Biomedical Engineering
Jennifer Marian Olson, in Biomedical Engineering
Kelly Elise O'Neill, in Biomedical Engineering
Christian Howard Osorio, in Electrical Engineering
Christopher David Pelletier, in Engineering Physics
Michael Pomykala, in Chemical Engineering
Joshua Michael Rosenzweig, in Mechanical Engineering
Jason J. Schinis, in Biomedical Engineering
Brian Jacob Schwab, in Chemical Engineering
Shashank Anand Settipalli, in Biomedical Engineering
Solomiya Teterichko, in Biomedical Engineering
Hong Wei Wang, in Computer Science & Engineering

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Stephen Herman Armbruster
David Henry Bella
Kristopher Alan Collins
Stephen James Corbo

Joseph Dowden
Demis Ivanov
Matthew Brent Jacobson
Joshua Michael Roy

Evan Michael Rutkowski
Eugene Nicholas Santzi
Michael Vincent Schiraldi
Adam Daniel Siena

Graduates, December 19, 2010

Brian Pruitt-Goddard
James Christopher M. Redway

Alexander John Riordan
Ishmael Smyrnow

Daniel John Vingo
Royce Edward Labriola
Adam Michael Lambert
Danielle Marie LaPointe
Timothy Damian Largier
Dan Dong Le
Rachel Marie Lellis
Derick Michael Lessard
Ricardo Keegan Lewis
Christine Amy Linscott
Robbie David Luppi
Sean Patrick Lynch
Daniel Jeffrey Lynn
Kathryn Ann Macaulay
Francesco Macri
Jeffrey Philip Magnusson
Philip Anthony Maiorano
Jaspreeet Singh Mankoo
Benjamin Samuel Marcus
Nicole Marie Martin
Adam Stuart Markman
Andrew James Martin
Vanessa Leonor Martinez
Brian Joseph Martins
Brian Eugene Mascia
Daniel Micheal Matosian
Benjamin Maysonet, Jr.
John Michael McBrien
Kevin Allen McCarter
Kevin McGuffin
Meghan Elizabeth McGuire
Andrew Norman McHugh
Michael Patrick McKeon
Austin Skipwith McMan
Noah John Mealy
Sean William Meehan
Ryan Christopher Menner
Mark Thomas Meotti
Daniel John Messner
Christopher John Meyer
Brett Edward Millar
Daniel James Milligan
Steven David Milligan
Ali David Mirza
Brian Frank Molgano
Eileen Allison Molloy
Zachary J. Morek
Elizabeth Katherine Morgan
Michael Thomas Morra
Khayriyyah Bint Munir
Ian Andrew Munro
Ashley Elizabeth Murphy
Andrew Scott Napoli
Amir Abdollahi Nasser Bigdeli
Omid Reza Nasser Bigdeli
Victor ThaiViet Nguyen
Kate Alice Nicholson
Sampat Sai Nidadavolu
Ayeshch Malihch Nims
Megan Ashley Nolan
Matthew James Noll
Jacqueline Shannon Oakes
Kyle Charles O'Brien
Brendan Richard O'Grady
Julia Kristina Olczyk
Jennifer Marian Olson
Kelly Elise O'Neill
Anthony Michael Orfitelli
Christian Howard Osorio
Nicholas Anthony Ouellette
Brian Carl Lee Outlaw
Jason Micheal Outlaw
Jose Antonio Palacio
Michael Christos Papachristos
Hetul S. Patel
Ravi S. Patel
David William Payne
Nichole Bethany Pellerin
Christopher David Pelletier
Nicholas Paul Pellon
Joshua Michael Pennie
Jeffrey Thomas Peterson
Momtchil Stanislavov Petkov
Michael Drew Petrovicz
Albert Q. Pham
Congtin L. Phan
Ronald Christopher Pickering
Stephen M. Pizzo
Elyssa Victoria Polomski
Michael Pomikala
Weini Qiu
Farrukh Syed Rahman
Joseph Rajan
Andrew Derek Ranger
Nolan Francis Richard
Amy Lynn Richards
Nicholas Paul Rivers
Nicholas Corrigh Robinson
Andrew John Roche
Jeffrey Joseph Rodny
Christopher Michael Rogers
James Michael Rollett
Mario Anderson Roman Tapia
Jordan Steven Rose
Joshua Michael Rosenzweig
Ronouk Saha
Chris Michael Scanlon
Jason J. Schinis
Dane Anthony Schneemann
Daniel Samuel Schneider
Brian Jacob Schwab
Kerry Lynn Semle
Shashank Anand Settipalli
Andrew Boyd Severson
Michael John Shannon
Abhijet Shrestha
David Matthew Sidoti
Dominique J. Smith
Jamel Anthony Smith
Benjamin Peter Soloway
Matthew J. Stagon
Rebecca Marie Steinbach
David Van Buren Stephenson IV
Oskar Mathias Stiansen-Perskaas
David Jon Stockford
Stephen Aaron Strickland
Junchuan Sun
Justin Matthew Swann
Derek Matthew Talbott
Solomiya Teterevichko
Thomas Roessner Thordike
Christopher Joseph Thourin
Bryan Patrick Toohey
Joshua Louis Treiber
Franco N. Trombetta, Jr.
Michael Francis Tyszkiewicz
Celio Jesus Vasquez
Joshua Keith Vassell
Matthew Scott Veilleux
James Joseph Vincenzo
Christopher Douglas Von Kohorn
Mark A. Wade
Aaron Christopher Wall
Andrew Scott Walter
Hong Wei Wang
Benjamin William Wargo
Derek Tyler Welch
Jonathan Quincy Welch
Michael Dana Welch
Jonathan Louis Wescott
Michael Raymond Wieczerszak
Christian Theodore Wilkie
Mark Mathew Williams
Tracey Leah Williams
Ryan Scott Wilson
Vincent Guanhaowong
Michael Francis Woods
Pieter Claesen Wyckoff
Sirjan Xhurxhi
Tara Nicole Yankee
Sereibot Yem
Brendan John Yonsky
Cong Yu
Raza Haider Zaidi
Michael Erik Zilm
Brian Gerald Zimmer
Peter Thomas Zywiak
Graduates, December 19, 2010

Hisham Abouchacra
Julia Altshul
Kristie Lynn Astoria
Thomas John Balzano
Ronny-Ale Rios Bejarano
Corey Allen Benoit
Elizabeth S. Bernard
Robert Joseph Blake
Daniel Philip Boyden
John Richard Canevari IV
Brian Carpenter
Brian Scott Crabtree
Caitlin Jane Danchy
Keegan Oren Elder
Shawn Couceiro Fonseca
Michael David Karmazine Fowler
Matthew John Fusaro
Seth Francis Gitman
Dominik Tomas Grzywacz
Daniel Konrad Haptas
Andrew Clark Harold
Robert Leon Hart
Brendan James Heckman
Nicholas Andrew Ivanoff
Ramandeep Singh Josen
Eric Robert Jurczyszak
Gerald Joseph Klein III
Weston James Kruse
Michael Joseph Lalli
Selome Bekele Mandefro
Erica Katie Marcinek
Ryan Edward McGivern
Kevin Morillo
Kevin Anthony Perkins
Max Nicholas Plomer
Johana Molina Redden

Jeffrey Vern Riesterer
Emily E. Riskalla
Robert Sean Scalise
Richard Carmine Scarpetti
Frank J. Sclafani
Ryan Simmons
Benjamin Scott Sirois
Bryan Marquis Slater
Eric Lee Snapper
Tyler Robert Swanson
Morgan Merrill Templeton
Michael Frederick Turcio
Jeffrey Stuart Urban
Richard Thomas Way
Joseph James Wilson
Eric Paul Zawatski

Graduates, August 24, 2010

Sarmad Tariq Ahmad
Christopher Michael Aliapoulous
Igo Obondah Alikor
Sam A. Azer
Peter Michael Bracket
Benjamin Aaron Carignan
Geoffrey Gerard Cullen
Joseph Kenneth Filomeno
Kevin Wayne Fowler
Corey Andrew Giordano
Stephen David Hall
Nicholas Allen Hart
Andrew Lapointe
Pasquale F. Lavorato
Alexander Louis Mann
John James Mills

Nathan Andrew Storie
David James Shurtleff
Eric L. Soares
Stephen A. Symski
Sean M. Tierney
Laura Ann Weismantel
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Domenico Patrick Carusone
Haley Marie Collis

Ryan James Gallacher
Arpan Maheshbhai Patel

Jessica Anne Vesce
Geoffrey Paul Winkley

Graduates, December 19, 2010

David P. Hayes
Eric David Sachs

William Trinh

Graduate, August 24, 2010

Kyle James Karpuska

Patrick Robert Waters
SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS

BACHELOR OF ARTS
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
BACHELOR OF MUSIC

University Scholars

Grace Elizabeth Alpert
Seth Hunter Koproski

Honors Scholars

Natalie Christine Abreu, in Design/Technical Theater
Grace Elizabeth Alpert, in Theater Studies
Arijit Robin Chakraborty, in Music
Bethany Alyssa Ciullo, in General Program in Music
Ashley Lynn Fong, in Design/Technical Theater

Sena Lorena Hornby, in Music
Seth Hunter Koproski, in Acting
Jayne Kathleen Kunze, in Music
Alexia Catherine Lalande, in General Program in Art

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Joseph Adam Axiak
Daniel Stephen Balint
Amy Lynn Barbieri
Jamie Lynne Bertoluzzi
Erin Louise Bowman
Jan Anders Brinkerhoff
Melinda Anne Burnham
Drew Anthony Camputaro
Emma Carey
Rachel Brand Carson
Shannon Emily Cerruto
Bethany Alyssa Ciullo
Sara Catherine Cotter
Elizabeth Mary Demaria
Kristin Marie Deming
Ashley Kristin Deveny
Robert Matthew Doran
Alexandra Emily Eckhardt
Allison Kelly Footit
Jordan Elisabeth Gibson
Tammy Lynn Eldredge Giflord
Gillian Ann Greco
Monika Guziewicz
Caitlyn J. Knoll
Brian Thomas Kowalsky
Mark Sebastian LaRosa
Craig Stephen Lawrence
Thomas Jacob Lee
Peter Thomas Lennon
Jonathan Joseph March
Lisa Catherine Mauro
Scott Thomas McColl
Justin Clark McManus
Peter Joseph Orfitelli
Michael Anthony Paglione
Caroline Ashley Palumbo
Alison Riley Parman
Jonathan Casey Shelly
Page Andreas Veillette
Tamsen Brooke Warner
Lindsay Erin Washbond
Julie Ann Weaver
Amanda Marie Weiss
Lisa Susan Zima

Graduates, December 19, 2010

Grace Elizabeth Alpert
Carolyn Marie Anderson
Nicole Aldrich Boudreau
Ellen Sullivan Bremner
Daniel A. Fiedorowicz
Melissa Lynn Fitzmaurice
Brendon Thomas Foley
John Anthony Franco
Megan Domincelle LaChance
Laura Marie Mesite

Matthew Gerald Prior
Howard Cartnick Reith
Carmen Alexandra Torres
Ashley Frances Volpe

Graduates, August 24, 2010

Elena Teresa Rose Gisler
Robert Zei Kennon
Kayla Theresa Mullen

Christopher Joseph Stelluti
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS

Natalie Christine Abreu
Jacob Cooper Anderson
Kaitlin Alyssa Archambault
Yuri B. Avila II
Alison Rowe Barton
Andrea Michelle Berberick
Rishi Anthony Bhoodram
Mitchell Ronald Bilodeau
Matthew William Bortz
Kristen Lynn Candella
Lilian Chen
Harleen Kaur Chhahra
Erin Kathryn Connolly
Catina C. Cricco
Chelsea Diamond Cutler
Adam Marino Del Re
Xiaotong Lisa Duan
Benjamin Tyler Dunlavey
Ashley Lynn Fong
Thomas Mullaney Foran
Kerri Ann Gaudelli
Brittany Virginia Green
Margaret Ellen Hoagland
Anna Rose Hughes
Shaun Patrick Kelly
Seth Hunter Kroposki
Cecilia Marie Lane
Tyler Wolff Leslie
Michael Adam Siporin Levine
Arron Shuqawn Lloyd
Aileen Aixa Lora
Laurelin Ann Matulis
Caitlin Elizabeth McMahon
Peter Michael McMahon
Kristen Rachel McNevins
Jennifer Ryann Miller
Philip Wright Morgan III
Allesandra Macbeth Mossa
Frances Mildred Muldoon
Katharine Paige Murphy
Marissa Elizabeth Oceguera
Arielle Johanna Orbach-Smith
Deanna Lynn O'Shea
Sarah M. Ostasiewicz
Lori Lynn Parisi
Sarah Smallwood Parsons
Alexandra Ellen Perlwitz
Victor Preato
Zane Michael Roberts
Hannah Lee Sawhney
Trevor Paul Schulz
Veseth R. Sieu
Seth Ian Stockdale-Woolley
Elizabeth Kelly Tepper
Jaclyn Danielle Toporek
James McCord Kaleialoha Turner
Sarah Louise Upjohn
Regina Kaitlin Vecchione
Jessica Wang
Julie Ann Weaver
Caitlin Marie Whynall
Lachell Cathleen Workman

Graduates, December 19, 2010

John William Allie
Stephanie Elizabeth Beausoleil
Rebecca Tess Brayman
Jacqueline Susan Campbell
Laura Anne Carpenter
Ryan Scott Crane
Lillian Marie Fortino
Nicolas James Giapponi
Derek Michael Jones
Cassandra Renee Kerns
Rebecca Elise Levine
Robyn Alexandra Levine
Marc Vincent Maignan
Peter Raymond Maniscalco
Jennifer Ann Pascale
Rachel Leigh Rosado
Ellis Grace Sant'Andrea
Melissa Ann Savisky
Daniel James Seigerman
Marti Ann Simmons
John Andrew Spiwak
Emma Miller Sullivan
Sherry Chih Wong
Zachary Parker Wussow

Graduates, August 24, 2010

Alivia Molly Atwood
Jillian Nicole Bonner
Amy Jessica Chalifoux
Clarice Chow
Kimberly Ann Holliman
Alexia Catherine Lalande
Christopher Jeremy Lovell
Dylan Fitzgerald Marquis
Ryan Elizabeth McCabe
Robert Matthew Rosado
BACHELOR OF MUSIC

Arijit Robin Chakraborty
Lisa Margaret Conant
Kelly Allison Davis
Meagan Elise DeBona
Angelica Maria Durrell
Sena Lorena Hornby
Katharina Elizabeth Jackson
Amanda Robin Mule
Caroline Marie O'Dwyer
Gregory George Platt
Sophie Roy
Valentina Semyanko
Kristen Marie Smith

Graduate, December 19, 2010

Jayme Kathleen Kunze

Graduates, August 24, 2010

Spencer Emanuel
Caitlin Anne O'Hara
University Scholars

Michael Christopher Abramczyk
Jordan Alexander Bloch
Stephanie Rose Davis
Kaitlin Anna De Yoe
Anna Embardo Goodheart
Maulik Jitesh Jani
Anuja Shripad Kanaskar

Jungho Kim
Seth Hunter Koproski
Chelsea Elizabeth Leser
Charles Robert Mackin
Rachel Ann Madariaga
Ryan Daniel Molony
Isabella Louise Pilato

Honors Scholars

Michael Christopher Abramczyk, in Physics and Philosophy
Vivek Alaigh, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Brian John Albanese, in Psychology
Andrew James Alquesta, in English
Faseeha Khawar Ataf, in Physiology & Neurobiology
Joseph C. Antelmi, in Economics
Kaithin Alyssa Archambault, in Anthropology
Kashif Nooruddin Ather, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Amanda Lynn Azarjan, in Psychology
Michael Paul Ballard, in Political Science
Matthew Joseph Begue, in Mathematics
Lidia Beka, in Biological Sciences
Ankex Sunil Bhatt, in Biological Sciences
Rachel Patricia Bisacky, in History
Jordan Alexander Bloch, in English
Amy Nicole Bledgett, in Psychology
Philip A. Bonanno, in Psychology
Allyson M. Bower, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Sarah Madeline Brokaw, in Biological Sciences
Michael James Burke, in Political Science
Alexandria Lauren Butler, in Biological Sciences
Timothy Herbert Callaghan, in Political Science
Ann L. Charles, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Jennifer Lisa Chevinsky, in Individualized: Bioethics in Cross-Cultural Perspectives
Leah Rose Christani, in Political Science
William Andrew Ciurylo, in Physiology & Neurobiology
Kenyen Daniella Colli, in Psychology
Rebecca Irene Cook, in History
Lauren Marie Cunningham, in Physiology & Neurobiology
Flora Dakas, in Psychology
Danielle Latoya Daley, in Psychology
Stephanie Rose Davis, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Kaitlin Anna De Yoe, in Psychology
Stephanie Marie DeCesare, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Valen Rose Diaz, in Individualized: Health Disparities
Elizabeth Grace Didan, in Ecology & Evolutionary Biology
Grazzella Vittoria DiRenzo, in Biological Sciences

Michael C. Qiu
Chana Leora Rich
Madeline Hathaway Roth
Robert E. Slattery
Kathleen Regina Stewart
Michael Steven Wheelock
Helen Ann Zincavage

Jessica Rose DiVanno, in Psychology
James Paul Dombrowski, in Chemistry
Olivia Whitney Drabicki, in French and Linguistics/Philosophy
Jessica Suzanne Dussault, in Political Science
Olayinka Bolade Edwards, in Physiology & Neurobiology
Caitlin Zoe Emma, in Journalism
Elizabeth Deborah English, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Sejal Prabhudas Faldu, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Michelle Elizabeth Farber, in Anthropology
Charles Yakov Feigin, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Brittany Lee Flynn, in Physiology & Neurobiology
Cara Micaela Flynn, in Human Development & Family Studies
Juliana Marie Flynn, in Cognitive Science
Christa Mary Galietello, in Linguistics/Philosophy
Jeremy Joseph Galtieri, in Political Science
Elena Ramsay Garcia, in Human Development & Family Studies
Michael Lawrence Gibilisco, in Individualized: Social, Scientific & Business Studies of Health
Kevin Michael Gilroy, in Economics
Sandie Shandi Gong, in Mathematics
Ariel Gonzalez, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Anna Embardo Goodheart, in Biological Sciences
Marianna Gorbenko, in Interdisciplinary Studies
John Paul Haskoor, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Kaithin Michele Heenehan, in Ecology & Evolutionary Biology
James Reed Helms, in Philosophy
Laurie Anne Holmes, in Economics
Derek Philip Horkel, in Physics
Ann Marie Margaret Hovey, in German
Maulik Jitesh Jani, in Biological Sciences
Christie Dorine Jean, in English
Geoffrey Shao Jou, in Mathematics/Actuarial Science
Anuja Shripad Kanaskar, in Cognitive Science
Pavel Leonidovich Karkantisa, in Physiology & Neurobiology
Nicole Elizabeth Kavalan, in Psychology
Joseph Andrew Keller, in Ecology & Evolutionary Biology
Yazmin Ali Khan, in Interdisciplinary Studies
Jungho Kim, in Mathematics/Statistics
Daniel Carlini King, in Cognitive Science
Thomas Jacob Knecht, in Political Science
Seth Hunter Koprowski, in English
Kristina Jean Koprowski, in Psychology
Taylor August Koriakin, in Psychology
Mikaela Ann Kurzawa, in English
Anna Lakomy, in Psychology
Jon-Marc LaRue Zitzkat, in Classics & Ancient Mediterranean Studies
Francis Herbert Lavelle, in Sociology
Mary Bess Ledoux, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Chelsea Elizabeth Leser, in Psychology
Sara Maria Pauline Leslie, in Biological Sciences
Allison Rebecca Levene, in History
Zachary Andrew Lindamood, in Statistics
Krishna Anand Lingiah, in Biological Sciences
Rachel Maria Linsky, in Spanish
Jessica Brittany Lurie, in Psychology
Charles Robert Mackin, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Rachel Ann Madariaga, in English
Justin Thomas Maher, in History
Farida Houcounde Mama, in Communication Sciences
Catherine Margaret Maness, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Mark Christopher Marchitto, in Physiology & Neurobiology
Jamie Frances Marotto, in Communication Sciences
Alysha McKay Martin, in English
Jeffrey Michael Mastrianni, in History
Margaret Lynn McCarthy, in Political Science
Andrew Gary Meguerdichian, in Sociology
Douglas Michael Mennen, in English
Laura Marie Mesite, in Cognitive Science
Ryan Daniel Molony, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Jessica Alexa Moreno, in Human Development & Family Studies
Gillian M. Mozer, in English
Christopher Thomas Nichols, in English
Kelly Frances O'Donnell, in English
Thomas Richard O'Neill, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Caitlyn Mae Orlomoski, in English
Benjamin Carmichael Page-Fort, in Interdisciplinary Studies
Dante Angelo Paolino, in Biological Sciences
Shan S. Parikh, in Physiology & Neurobiology
Sneha Pratik Parikh, in Communication Sciences
Bijal Dipak Patel, in Biological Sciences
Russell Simon Paul, in History
Diane Rachel Pauley, in Interdisciplinary Studies
Matthew S. Perreault, in History
Jason David Peterson, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Isabella Louise Pilato, in English
Zachary Solomon Pinchover, in Classics & Ancient Mediterranean Studies
Elyse Nicole Pizzio, in Biological Sciences
Katherine Elene Plitas, in Psychology
Catherine Ann Pomposi, in Individualized: Environmental Analysis
Usha Prasad, in Biological Sciences
Joseph C. Qui, in Chemistry
Elise Natalie Radolf, in Spanish
Melissa Raquel Ramirez, in Biological Sciences
Nora Anne Reasoner, in English
Alexandra Elizabeth Remus, in Biological Sciences
Chana Leora Rich, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Jeffrey Joseph Rodny, in Cognitive Science
Krista Lee Rogers, in Individualized: Japanese Studies
Suzanne Margaret Rollins, in Psychology
Lauren Heather Rollman, in Communication Sciences
Greta Hirt Rosenberger, in English
Rebecca L. Ruito, in Human Development & Family Studies
Yevhen Rutovytskyy, in Applied Mathematical Sciences
Alicia Lee Sanabria, in Psychology
Michael James Saraceno, in Human Development & Family Studies
Lindsey Maude Seaman, in English
Amy Jaclyn Sierpina, in Psychology
Renee Marie Silvis, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Robert E. Slattery, in Economics
Brooke Joan Smith, in Economics
Kelly Leigh Smith, in Political Science
Benjamin A. Smithwick, in Political Science
Loraine Barnett Stevens, in Economics
Kathleen Regina Stewart, in Molecular & Cell Biology and Anthropology
Kailey Elizabeth Stockenbojer, in Political Science
Silvia Anne Stockman, in Communication Sciences
Agnes Natalie Stygares, in Physiology & Neurobiology
Wenhui Sun, in Individualized: Sociobiomedical Perspectives in Health
Pauline Takos, in Statistics
Charles Leonard Talbot, in Mathematics
Rakhee Avinash Thombre, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Amber Ann Thurston, in Communication Sciences
Bieu Tran, in Philosophy
Josef Browne Tucek, in Individualized: International Relations
Erin-Beth Turner, in Political Science
Alex Keller Upton, in Individualized: International Relations
Jennifer Marie Valenti, in Political Science
Mark Anthony Volpe, in Biological Sciences
Cara Michelle Wallace, in Psychology
David Owen Walls, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Samuel Gordon Watson, in Environmental Science
Michael Steven Wheelock, in Molecular & Cell Biology
Erik Amos Willett, in Chemistry
Megan Elizabeth Zabilansky, in English
Brittany Lynn Zenner, in Journalism
Zhenxiang Zhang, in Psychology
Helen Ann Zincavage, in Individualized: International Relations
Zachary Thomas Zwiesler, in Ecology & Evolutionary Biology
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Alysa Nicole Leary
Jennifer Erin Leclair
Kalyne Aline Leddy
Heatheryn Amber Leduc
Sue Patricia Leduc
Bethany Marie Lee
Branden Michael Lee
Lisa Lee
Danielle Mary LeFevre
Michael Curtis Leisten
Jessica Lynn Lemere
Lauryn Chelsea LeMond
Brittany E. LeMontagne
Michael James Lenn
David Louis Leonardo
Eric James Leone
Kristen Ashel Levay
Allison Rebecca Leven
Michael Jason Levin
Arisha S. Lewis
Janice L. Lewis
Jennifer Anne Lewis
Latifa Janet Lewis
Christopher W. Lewis, Jr.
Glena Lezau
Lun Li
Sean C. Li
Virginia Shu-Yan Huie Li
Xinyi Li
Yue An Li
Patrick Stephen Libby
Elizabeth Frances Lighthall
Felipe Neves Lima
Zachary Andrew Lindamood
Nicole Elizabeth Lindgren
Rachel Maria Linsky
Adam Michael Lisabeth
Matthew John Lisi
Claire Hyde Lissitzen
Jessica Whitney Livingston
Michele Ann Lobello
Alicia Marie Loesche
Erin Kelly Lofink
Kathryn E. Lohr
Frederick Oechsler Lohse
Brittany Ann Londa
Roberto Lopez, Jr.
Elizabeth Mariposa Lora Rodriguez
Philip Hector Lord
Jenna Anne Lorusso
Jessica Meagan Losi
Amy Elise LoStocco
Melissa Nichole LoStocco
William J. LoTurco
Alyssa Susanne Loustion
Ashley Louise Loviza
David Daniel Lubarsky
Migen Lubonja
Emily Kelley Luchansky
Shelby Lee Luettjen
Justin M. Lukas
Cassandra Rae Luna
Chelsea Joy Lund
Jessica Brittany Lurie
Paul Ly
Marcus James Lynam
Courtney Kathryn Lynch
Robert Daniel Lyon
Vinton R. Lyttle
Kyle Joseph Macchia
Kristin Elizabeth MacDougall
David Cibreo Macklem
Erin Marie MacNeil
Bryan Thomas MacWilliams
Janhavi Madabushi
Rachel Ann Madariaga
Philip Vincent Madonna
Melissa Nicole Madsen
Marc Angelo Magnotta
Justin Thomas Maher
Ghaffar Mahmood
Noell DaSilva Maia
Michael William Makucin
Arjun Malhotra
Farida Houenoude Mama
Kurt Daniel Mancini
Merisa Ellen Mangano
Briana Alon Mangram
Nicholas Saul Mann
Paul Vincent Marando
Seana Anne Macau
Alexa R. Marchese
Amanda Marie Marcucci
Jed Moylan Mariner
Jamie Frances Marotto
Keith Benjamin Marron
Eileen Margaret Mars
Brian Marshall
Alysha McKay Martin
Durrell L. Martin
Katherine Elizabeth Martin
Ryan Allen Martin
Joseph Henry Martinez
Jacqueline Marie Martone
Tony Marzano
Ali S. Masood
Jenna Lynn Masotta
Kelly Anne Massari
Erica Massimino
Stephanie Anne Massini
Cassandra Catherine Mastrianni
Jeffrey Michael Mastrianni
William Aristotle Mastrogianis
Nicole Jordan Mathew
Christopher F. Mattera
Sean E. Matthews

Emily Joy McDonnell
Erin Ann McGettigan
Sean Andrew McGlynn
Christine Megan McGrath
Matthew Ryan McGrath
Brendan Joseph McGuff
David Pleifer McKay
Bryan Keith McKiernan
Andrew James McKirryher
Brittany Anne McLaren
Amelia Leigh McLaughlin
Brian G. McMahon
Tynisha La-Joy McMillian
Kaitlyn Maureen McNamara
Kayla Marie McNickel
Melissa Anne McPhee
Kevin Michael McQuade
Christine Regina Meagher
Geoffrey George Meagher
Garrett Michael Meckling
Tina Marie Mediate
Ryan H. Mednick
Mayya Naumovna Medved
Allison Marie Meese
Kelly Elizabeth Meineke
Beatriz Ileana Melendez
Eric R. Melillo
Samatha Anne Meller
Sarah Anne Melnick
Rachel Kathleen Mendes
Douglas Michael Mennen
Alessia Michela Menozzi
Daniel Meredes
Lauren Buckley Merenda
Kamden Garr Merrill
Scott Paul Meshnick
Laura Marie Mesite
Stephanie John Michael
Jenna Lynn Michaud
Jessica Lee Mihales
Alex Lang Miller
Brandon Corbin Blount Miller
Lauren Alyse Miller
Matthew Edward Miller

* Candidate for two degrees
Abraham Anders Millett
Jonathan Butler Mills
Michael Anderson Minardi
Claire Elizabeth Minella
Devin Minnis
Tara Elizabeth Mirabelli
Konstantine Nicholas Miraliotis
Emily Leigh Miranda
Elaina Marie Misiano
Stephen Robert Miske
Latanya Monique Mitchell
Traci Leigh McNich
David Connor Modzelewski
Angeli Vinoel Mohanani
Junior J. Moise
Kayla Marie Molinaro
Shayna Marlliss Moliver
Brendan Keaveny Molloy
Amanda Lynn Molnar
Allison Leah Monat
Danielle Monsiegneur
Lydia Spicer Montagnese
Erin Jeanne Montague
Jessica Marie Montana
Mayra Fernada Montenegro
Joseph Thomas Montone
Allison Dolan Moore
Evelyn Shantelle Moore
Maya April Moore
Abigail Morales
Zachary J. Morek
Christopher Thomas Morgan
Nikhailia Marie Morgan
Kevin Michael Moriarty
Caitlin Beatrice Morin
David Charles Morin
Gabrielle Nicole Morin
Alexandr Anton Morosky
Morgan Robert Morris
Abby Erica Morrison
Ezra Figarsky Morrison
Paige Marie Morrissey
Daniel Warren Morton
Sperry Thomas Morway
Kristina Marie Moscarillo
Christopher Ryan Mosquera
Carissa Serena Mottillo
Matthew Francis Mowel
Colleen Marie Moylan
Jessica Joan Mucci
Sara Ashley Muldoon
Richard Thomas Mullaney, Jr.
Samantha Ann Mullins
Katherine Anastasia Murillo
Brielle Amara Murphy
Douglas Corrigan Murphy
Tyler Drew Murphy
Rebecca Lynn Murray
Samantha Rose Murray
Marta Elizabeth Musial
Samantha Alexis Muszulin
William Daniel Nachman
Evan Samuel Nahins
Anthony Apollo Nardi
Ariel Jessica Nathan
Noah Isaac Nathanson
Jessica Elizabeth Navallil
Danielle Paige Nawarskas
Bryanna Ashley Neale
Brian Richard Neikirk
Ariel Brooke Neitlich
Kyle C. Nelson
Adam Benjamin Nemeroff
Michael Gordon Nemeth
Marissa J. Nettleton
Kim Vu Nguyen
Michael Nguyen
Myinh Nguyen
Christopher Thomas Nichols
Christopher Cameron Nicholson
Shawn Robert Nicklaw
Kyle Christopher Niejadlik
Michael Glen Noceilla
Thomas B. Nolan
Andrew Scott Nonnweiler
Melanie Braz Nunes
Christopher Nuzzi
Kimberly Glenessa Oates
Carol Obeid
Lauren E. Oberlin
Eric Allan Oberlin
Michael John O'Brien
Timothy Francis O'Brien
Matthew David O'Brien, Jr.
Daniel Miguel Ocasio
Sherri Occulto
Blaine Daniel O'Connell
Ryan Piggott O'Connell
Nicholas Carey O'Connor
Nicole Marie O'Connor
Ryan O'Connor
Kelly Frances O'Donnell
Derek Spencer Oertel
Brendan Richard O'Grady
Susan Alexandra O'Hara
Charles Chukwuma Okwandu
Moshood Obisibio Olatokunbo
Andrew William Olson
Peter Lloyd Omdahl
Brittany Marie O'Meara
Lunice Omega
Molly Evelyn O'Neill
Gina Marie Onudi
Catherine Ann Onorato*
Allison Ann Orchard
Tchintola Olufunke Orisamolu
Caitlyn Mae Orlomoski
Lauren Orlovsky
Irina D. Orozco
Alexander R. Ortega
Philip John Orzech
Craig Joseph Osborn
Julia E. Otero
Chelsea Ann Oyer
Nicole Christine Pac
Rebecca Christine Pace
Nicole Paci
Vincent Anthony Pacileo IV
Stephanie Nicole Page
Benjamin Carmichael Page-Fort
Jon Matthew Paige
Sonique Mary Paige
Nancy Marie Paladin
Jessica Lynne Palladino
Sheldon Mark Palmer
Lauren Elizabeth Palmieri
Jordan Elizabeth Paoletta
Stacie Asteria Papaioannou
Sheena Pratik Parikh
Sarah Catherine Parise
Karissa Lee Parker
Meredith Alaine Parker
Neil Joseph Parzych
Sima S. Patel
Caroline Christina Patenaude
Victoria Anna Patrick
Paul Michael Patrigani
Russell Simon Paul
Diane Rachel Pauley
Marek Paw
Courtney Payzant
Daniel Edward Peacock
Michael Charles Peal
Lillian Kathleen Pearson
Madeline E. Pearson
Heather Leigh Pedemonti
Christopher Louis Pellegrino
Peter J. Pellegrino, Jr.
Ashleigh Meghan Pellerin
Michael Francis Pelletier
Jennifer Ann Pellowski
Michael Gerard Penrose
Katelyn Nicole Peowski
Mariana Vanessa Perdomo
Christopher Sean Perez
Michael Martin Perez
Bryce Klein Perler
Matthew S. Perreault
Ashley Marie Persechino
Alex Marron Peru
Richard James Perucki
Jorge Pesok
Sara Jane Peters
Jesse Ross Petersen

* Candidate for two degrees
Kimberly Anne Sampieri
Danielle Marie Sampieri
Patrick Nicholson Sampson
Leanna Patrice Samuels
Alyssa Marie Sanzaro
Blayne Alan Sapelli
Jeffrey Scott Sapieha
Lisa Marie Sapienza
Taren Alexandra Sarantos
Anthony Michael Sargis
Yael Sasonov
Jenni Rebecca Saunders
Katherine Victoria Savarese
Daren Paul Saviano
Aubrie Lynn Savickas
Dina Marie Savoca
Nicole Marie Scalise
Meghan Leah Scanlon
Calli Joy Schechtman
Heather Ann Schenkel
Jeffrey Aaron Scheraga
Stephanie Rose Schiessl
Joline Yvonne Jane Schilling
Marianne Schinella
Jason J. Schinis
Brendan Chase Schlander
Hannah Elizabeth Schleker
Andrew Ian Schneider
Sarah Kelly Schneider
Geoffrey Verity Schofield
Neil Roger Schoppmann
Amy Elizabeth Schwarz
Jessica Jude Scannell
Sara Elizabeth Scribner
Nicole M. Scrivano
Lindsey Maude Seaman
Corey James Seatquist
Michael Walter Seib
Bethany Lynn Semler
Christopher Richard Senter
India Hurston Severini
Michael-Anne Sevick
Sara Anne Shaban
Paul Allan Shaler
Pooja Vijay Shah
Matthew K. Shang
Bridget Jeanne Shannon
Jeffrey N. Shapiro
Sarah Jasmine Shapland
Jillian Nicole Sharples
Christine Louise Shawah
Kelly Lynn Shea
Matthew Malachi Sheahan
Julie Elizabeth Shellard
John Robert Sherman
Justin Ross Sherwood
Elyssa Sue Shildneck
Rawan Shilleh
Tyler Marie Shilling
Ethan J. Shipley
Rena Shlomo
Jamie Elizabeth Shomphe
Vinod Kumar Shri
Michelle Elizabeth Shukis
Monarae O. Shurko
Amy Jaclyn Sierpina
Andrea Marie Silva
Jasmine Elissa Silvestre
Scott Daniel Silvestri
Matthew Harrison Simonds
Kenneth Toree Sims
Maurice Stiles Sinclair
Joseph Michael Sklenar
Harriet Rita Skroubelos
Robert F. Slattery
Melissa Nicole Slavin
Joshua A. Slep
Jessica Lee Sloan
Tyler Leon-Victor Slomkowski
Andrew Lee Smith
Brett William Smith
Brooke Joan Smith
Christina Elizabeth Smith
Kelly Leigh Smith
Kimberly Anne Smith
Lauren Ashpar Smith
Megan Amanda Smith
Rachel Troy Smith
Vanessa Marie Smith
Benjamin A. Smithwick
Tomasz Rafal Sobek
Jordi Lee Soler
David J. Solis
Michael Joseph Solla
Peter Michael Solomon
Rachel Dana Solomon
Shaakir Stephen Solomon
Tae Hwan Song
Adrian Lee Sonnenschein
Stefanie Lynn Sonstrom
Daniel Joseph Sottini
Kristina Re Sowin
Joseph Trimore Sparacino
Lauren Beth Sparks
Mark Edward Sperandio
Christopher John Spicer
Erik Stephen Spohn
Pronoma Srivastava
Lianna Paula Staffieri
Christina Marianna Stanford
Katherine L. Stapp
Sophie Denise Staskiewicz
Tiffany Anne St. Bernard
Brandon Thomas Steben
Matthew Peter Steeg
Joseph Raphael Stein
Sherry Katherine Stepak
Keisha Ann Stephens
Jarrett James Stevens
Loraine Barnett Stevens
Blake Corbin Stewart
Jon Andrew Stewart
Kathleen Regina Stewart
Rebecca Grace Stewart
Stacey Lynn Stobierski
Timothy Michael Stobierski
Kailey Elizabeth Stockenbojer
Christina Sharron Stockford
Rachel Lynne Stokes
Alex David Stone
Alexandra Claire Stone
Leanne Celia Stone
Eric Franklin Stowe
Zoe Louise Strickler
Stuyan Su Ah Sor
Baltazar David Suarez
James Neil Sullivan
John Joseph Sullivan
Kelly Elizabeth Sullivan
Michael Joseph Sullivan
Ryan Patrick Sullivan
Haider Sultan
Katherine R. Swedberg
Kriss Leonard Al Sweeney
Steven Robert Sweeney
Sarah Sweeny
David Thomas Swift
Wing Wai Sze
Michael Richard Szego
Thomas Talty
Andrei Victor Tarutin
Alexis L. Taylor
Amelia Charlotte Taylor
Adam Sean Jeff
Edyta Marta Tereda
Asheton Carole Terrell
Elizabeth Ann Terrell
Maximilian John Thiel
Alesia Thomas
Ian C. Thomas
Ruth Anestine Thomas
Alyssa Frances Yogel
Samantha Leigh Yogel
Samantha Elizabeth Yohn
Jonathan Carl York
Robin Keizaburo Yoshikami
Lauren Elizabeth Young
Shekinah Rosa Young
William P. Young
Joseph Francis Youre
Castle Autumn Rose Yuran
Megan Elizabeth Zabilansky

Mark Andrew Zaborowski
Jillian Sara Zabrocky
Brie Ann Zadzilko
Ernest Anthony Zahn
Fatima Zehra Zaidi
Daniel Joseph Zbin
Marcantonio Zeferino
Thomas Joseph Zemetis
Brittany Lynn Zenner
Ian Bernie Zettervall
Yi Zhang

Willis Li Zhao
Yong Zhao
Jaime Samantha Ziegler
Natasha Corinne Zielinski
Helen Ann Zincavage
Allison Grace Zinski
Caitlin Andrea Zito
Katherine Victoria Zoeller
Richard William Zschoche
Miriam Lytton Zucker
Ryan Andrew Zulpa

Graduates, December 19, 2010

Eric Michael Abrams
April Linda Acker
Maroof Ahmad
Lauren Bradley Allaben
Kristen Anne Anderson
Beatriz Susana Andino
Stacey Cathryn Andrejko
Michael Peter Apuzzo
Gina C. Arnold
Rita Lynn Baboolal
Angela Mae Balduyck
Nicholas M. Bannon
Megan Elizabeth Barry
Adam Thomas Beauchamp
Betty Binkley
Paul Ryan Bittner
Joshua Zachery Blackler
Alexis Emmanuelle Blais
Lauren Patricia Bonenfant
Michael Matthew Borca
Emily Catherine Borgnan
Victoria Annton Bosshart
Luke Edward Boyajian
Tyler Anderson Bradshaw
Gigi Suzanne Brighndhi
Megan Elizabeth Briscoe
Sophy Alyaa Brocke
John Paul Brophy
Amanda Elizabeth Brown
Michael David Brown
William Normand Bruneau III
Matthew L. Bull
Joshua E. Burke
Andrew Ellis Burnett
Elizabeth Burzler
Margaret L. Bush
Jessica Caceres
Eliza Marie Caldwell
Dana A. Canastar
Caroline Leigh Capasso
Chad Dominic Cardillo
Juan Jose Carmona Caguao

Heather Lynn Cassidy
Jillian Renee Cerar
Patricia Fernanda Chan
James Earl Chapman
Jessica Sophia Chilinski
Danielle Lynn Chmielewski
Elizabeth Una Connolly
Vanessa Cora Connor
Maura Bess Connors
Erin Elisabeth Conover
Jennifer Lynne Cook
Rachel Cooperstein
Daniel J. Costello
Caitlin Paradis Cote
Paul Justin Coyle
Tonya Curtiss
David N. Dadgar
Kerry Elizabeth Daigle
Elizabeth Terese Davis
Matthew Bryant Frederick Davison
Margaret Conlon Day
Nicol Lyn Decker
Joseph Robert Dempsey
Brittany Lynn Desmarais
Kathleen Anne Devore
Nicholas Carmine DiCarlo
Sarah Danielle Dollard
Lynn Mary Dombroskas
Valerie J. Doughty
Katrina Erin DaBrava
Kimberly Grace Dunlevy
Dresdon Christian Dupuy
Emily Gayatri Eckert
Brian William Eisenbeis
Osly Renan Espinoza
Amanda Elizabeth Pallman Fairbanks
Ronald Eugene Fairchild II
Stephen Phillip Fairweather
Brady Joseph Farland
John Joseph Farrell
Paul Stewart Farrell
Stephanie Anne Farrell

Christian Scott Fedczuk
Kara Alexandra Fenn
Ruth Fissaha
Heather Ann Fleming
Yolette Viergele Florian
Ryan William Fogarty
Joshua Adam Ford
Craig Charles Foster
Brendy Rossibele Franco
James Manuel Freire
Emerson W. Frisbie
Madeline A. Gale
Monica A. Gallagher
Cristina Vittoria Galluzzo
Richard Connor Gasparini
Hasan Huseyin Gereke
Malalai Ghafoor
Angela Marie Gilbert
Benjamin L. Gluck
David Kelly Goggins
Casey Elizabeth Gomez
Sofia D. Goncalves
Sebastian Gondek
John Francis Gouthro
Arlene Augusta Grassner
Brittany Teresa Guidone
Hilary Ann Hall
Lisa Ann Hamel
Paul Redgate Harris
Gregory Paul Hebert
Adam Alexander Heidbreder
Alexa Hope Heller
Angela Renee Hemp
Ashton Elizabeth Henry
Cruz J. Hernandez
Joseph Richard Heuschen
Patrick Edward Hevey
Michael Joseph Hogan
Tianan Cleo Holder
Jiwon Jason Hong
Justin Joseph Howie
Elidon Hoxhallari
Kevin Michael Hoyt
Zachary Graham Hurd
Nicolas Iannacito
Alissa Lynne Ingraham
Mathew Paul Jaronko
Julien Andre Jarry
Jordan Charles Jarvis
Charles Albert Johnson
Kristyn Marie Johnson
Beren Michael Indiana Jones
Michelle Jordan
Christopher Kalfik
Mandeep Kaur
Nicole Elizabeth Kavalan
Kevin Joseph Keane
Craig H. Kell
Celia Burns Keniry
Gregory Thomas King
Lori Krista Kleindienst
Zack Joseph Konopka
Patricia Kathleen Kostiuk
Bryan Jerome Kotlarz
Michael Gavro Kovac
Giedre Kovaliovaite
Caitlin Avery Kroc
Jayme Kathleen Konopka
James R. Lacerenza
Lacey Belle LaHaie
Michael Joseph Lalli
Kimberly Jean Lane
Stephanie JoAnn Lapore
Kristen Nicole Lasky
Deman Nejad Latif
Charisse Marie Laughery
Sarah Helen Lavoie-Stamos
Leon Lee
Ryan Steven Lewis
Zhengrui Richard Li
Madeline Therese Liebling
Vincent Anthony Luppino
Anthony Lawson Luth
Scott James Lutrus
Katherine Childers Macauley
Angela Marie Maggiore
Robert Weston Maglietti
Michael Bruce Maguire
Justin Thomas Maher
Alexander J. Mancini
Christopher Michael Mangini
Brent Livingston Manley
Bret Anthony Manning
Julia Elizabeth Manning
Kevin Joseph Manoni
Kurtis Alexander Martel
Timothy James Martucci
Kate Erin Mason
William Donnell Mathis
Samantha Adams Maxwell
Becky Mayer
Nicolette Marie Mazzatto
Samantha Christine Mazzocco
Amy Lynn McCann
Michael Frank McCarthy
Kelly Marie McLaughlin
Thomas John McMicken
Corey Michael McNair
Michael William McNamara
Kaitlin Marie McNeil
Ralph J. Merant
Ronald Richard Mercey
Anthony Joseph Messina
Christina Alexandra Milewski
Rebecca Dziezye Millichamp
Robert V. Mingione III
Kristen Mary Misset
Lionel Christopher Moirez
Christopher Moise
Justin Anthony Montellese
Dinah Marie Morales
Jessica Alexa Moreno
Gillian M. Mozer
Jessica Marta Mueller
Lisa Rachel Munick
Thomas Richard Myers, Jr.
Benjamin Rice Nadler
James Nag
Eric M. Nemchek
Warren Frank Nesteruk
Szel Zoey Ng
Matthew Jeffrey Nixon
Paula Maria Nixon
Shannon R. Norton
Timothy John Novak, Jr.
Kaitlyn M. Occhionero
Samantha Morgan Odyniec
Piotr Okrasa
Mathieu Gerard Olivier
Adekunbi Molesoa Oluwasusi
Carissa Marie Ouellette
Jonathan Augusto Pacheco
Devin Christopher Paige
Daniel Joseph Pajot
Brittini M. Paliotta
Vinayak Pandle
DeAnna Antoinette Panico
Lauren Ashley Paolucci
Keith D. Parks
Alexandra Elise Penick
Natalie A. Pentz
Hayley Erica Percy
Jessica Marie Perso
Joseph Vincent Pfeifer
Kaisone Phouthasy
Joanna Margaret Piascik
Amanda Emily Pickett
Alexander John Polito
Brett Thomas Potenta
Scott Allan Powell
David Louis Presutti
Maria Melissa Pretel
Allison Elizabeth Price
William Morris Price
Ryan Tompson Purves
Nicole L. Puttick
Nicole Marie Quintilliani
Denise Elizabeth Reed
Jessica Marie Repik
Ada Mary Reyes
Michael Anthony Ricci
Brian Edward Riesbeck
Edson Boniek Rivas
David W. Rivera
Jon-Paul Roche
Jorge Alejandro Rodrigues de Sousa
Janira Ivett Rodriguez
Christine Marie Romaniello
Daniel C. Rosa
Daniel N. Rossano
Nicholas Thomas Rotondo
Irfan Sabovic
Michael Richard Saita
Cesarina S. Saldana
George Michael Sanchez
Quinci Lee Sanderson
Komal Sandhu
Ellis Grace Santi'Andrea
Richard Matthew Santos
Steven James Sariganis
Elizabeth Kathleen Sawyer
Daniel Peter Schaefer
Tyler Beck Schaefer
Julia Joanna Schenk-Peterson
Paul D. Schipul
Andrea Piedrahtita Schod
Brittany Ann Schramm
Jeffrey John Scoppetto
Emily Quinn Seaman
Bailey Nicole Seddon
Alexandra Rae Serafin
David Sevush
Michael J. Slendorini
Jessica Marie Sheehan
Kristina Marie Sheehan
Desaire Marie Sheldon
Ian Russell Sherwood
John Robert Slusarz
Andrew W. Smith
Brett Arthur Smith
Ean Ambrose Smith
David Alan Smith, Jr.
Joseph Herbert Sobanski
Stacey Somsichack
Derek Zenon Sosnowski
Jessica Marie Spillman
Frank Spinelli
Christopher James Sponzo
Noelle Theresa Staufenberger
Jason Vito Stephens
Sylvia Anne Stockman
Dana Jean Stradinger
Amy Lynn Strecker
Joshua Alan Strunk
Vincent Su
Jessica Anaaidid Suarez
Kelsey Ann Sullivan
Tricia Elizabeth Sullivan
Khaled Ahmad Sultani
Olivia Janet Swerling

Marzena Anna Szal
Pauline Takos
Allison Patricia Tartaglino
Jessica Lynn Thibodeau
Jake Steven Thurrott
Payden Edmund Tierney
Shannon Lee Tracy
Anh Que Tu
Simone T. Tyrell
Samantha Lynn Uphoff
Nathalia Velez
Tyler James Wall
Michael Y. Wan
Madeline R. Ward

Maureen McGhee Wenner
Patricia M. Wilding
Kristine Michelle Wilson
John Joseph Winter
Lindsey Rashaun Witten
Michael James Wojcicki
Jiawen Xiao
Haibin Xue
Shiwei Yan
Daniel Yepes
Alexander Yuriевич Zubarev
Nickolas Edward Zurita

Graduates, August 24, 2010

Karen Ann Abiog
Michael Christopher Abramczyk
Jessica Melissa Abrams
Armen Michael Adamian
Bryan David Aimetti
Danielle Elizabeth Sterling Allen
Victor Alejandro Anazco
Jessica Enid Andino
Joseph C. Antelmi
Nicholas Elliott Armlington
Benjamin Joseph Arsenault
Aileen Patricia Asante
Aaron Edward Bagsby, Jr.
Mario Mikihal Bailey
Daniel Paul Baker
Hilary Claire Barletta
Barbara Anne Barnes
Robert Frank Barone
Michael Domenic Bartone
Benjamin Andrew Beaudry
James Edward Belasco
Amanda Lee Bennett
Adam Rainier Betts
Pema S. Bhatia
James Andrew Black
Alina Marie Blum
Jenna Eleanor Bolduc
John Thomas Bradshaw
Megan Elizabeth Brazel
Erik Joseph Brennan
Mallory Diane Brown
Mychal Ashley Brown
Lauren Anne Bruno
Ian Charles Bunting
Meghan Diane Burns
Maritza Leigh Burrows
Desiree Danielle Byrd-Robinson
Zach A. Bzdrya
Alicia Lynn Cairns

Stephen Gregory Calvert
NicoIe Ann Carpenter
Zachary David Caruso
Lauren Riley Cecchi
Richard Vincent Celone
Marie Ann Chiappetta
Chileshe Chisanga
Alexandra Dawn Chiuilli
Clarice Chow
Rubaiyat Chowdhury
Brian James Christina
Nolan Brett Ciaszki-Riley
Michael Dean Circosta
Kathleen Mary Cochrane
Kerry Duffy Coffey
Tyler Andrew Combelic
Jessica Ann Cosgrove
Antonio Paul Costa
John Franklin Cottell III
Andrew John Coughlin
Matthew Robert Cournchene-Roy
Kathleen Elena Criscitiello
Carly Hannah Curran
Samantha Paige Curry
Henry Capron Cutter
Melanie Lee Cyr
Gregory Lee Czaplicki
Stefanie Marie D’Angelo
Monica Daniels
Jessica Elyse Daven
Austin James Davies
Renée Catherine Deltenre
Anthony David DeMaio
Ricardo Desther
Ebony Loreal De Valda
Blairr R. Diaz
Brandon Jumile Dillon
Cathy Dinas
Erica Leigh Dixon

Michael Lawrence Docimo
Katherine Sade Donahue
Christine Lynn Dufour
Shannon Dunlevy
Casey James Durand
Ralph H. Durand
Eileen Echevarria
Brian Corey Ellis
Peter Emmanouilidis
Annalis Esposito
Breanna Janay Evans
Sydelle Thamart Exantas
Krystal Lashawn Fatley
John Francis Famiglietti
Nicholas Christopher Field
Samuel Godfrey Flax
Samuel Merrick Forster
Justin Meyer Freedman
Justin Daniel French
Marc Harry Frucht
Andrew Fredrick Fuchs
Joshua Kyle Furman
Anthony Steven Gaglio, Jr.
Brian Thomas Gagnon
Timothy Curtis Gaipa
Andres Roberto Galvez
Katherine Elizabeth Gaynor
Christopher John Gilson
Julianne Maria Giordano
Melissa Charmaine-Maxine Gittens
Genna Rose Gold
Kevin MacDonald Goldreich
David Benjamin Goldstein
Suany Miquelina Gomez
Shade Turia Gottgens
Jesse Scott Grab
Rowana Annette Grady
Marisa Anne Gumpert
Lori M. Gunn
Caroline Anne Harmelin
Richard James Harrison
Eric M. Hassani-Sadi
Shane Richard Healey
Brendan William Held
Brian M. Hennigan
Ivette Mercedez Hernandez
Adam Nicholas Herrick
Andrew Justin Hoberman
Ronald James Houde, Jr.
Christie Adelia Houser
Steven Cole Hurley
Hussain Alim Hussain
Michael Chikezie Ijomah
John Jacob
Avital Darshinee Jaipershad
Douglas Charles Jennings
Emily Jean Johnson
Kristen Elizabeth Johnson
Martin Nathaniel Jones
Bora Joo
Zachary James Jordan
Charles Stratton Juliard
Kineret Kandelker
Umar Ali Kapadia
Brian Michael Keenan
Anduela Kelmendi
Adam Dennis Kery
Unnas Muhammad Khan
Jyotsna Khattri-Chettri
Tyler N. King
Carin Knight
Lisa Marie Konopka
Patrick Francis Koudelka
Lehel Rohert Kovacs
Emily Michelle Kozlowski
William Edward Kurth
Yuki Lama
Danielle Frances Lambert
Khalyl Naim Lane
Julie Christina Larsen
Sarah Naomi Larsen
Mark Steven Lauten
Paul James LaValle
Joseph Rupert Lawrence
Katherine Dewitt Lee
Jaehoon Lim
Nicole Sawyer Littell
Jianing Liu
Mary Ellen Lorenz
Kyle S. Lussier
Christine Emma Lutian
Patrick Thomas Lynch
Monica Florence Manteghian
Menge Mao
Christopher Michael Marciniak
Brian Douglas Maresca
Jesse David Marrow
*
David Ryan Masotta
Courtney Rae Matula
Brian Matthew May
Ann Marie Mazur
Stephen Thomas Mazzone
Jason Demian McCartney
Christopher John McDonald
Robert Ryan McHardy
Kaili Elizabeth McLaren
Valentina Mehmeti
Chengjie Mei
Megan Linn Miller
Danielle Lee Mitchell
Crystal Marie Molina
Molly Marie Monahan
Michael Andrew Montalvo
Travis Robert Moore
Zulynette Morales
Gabriela Moreira
Halynton Moreno
Leroy Jerome Moton
Aken Musa
Gabi Mark Musayev
Christopher A. Nash
Tara Nicole Nelson
Tyler Reed Nierendorf
Ashley Rose O'Brien
Kyle Edward O'Connor
Erin Glenna O'Reilly
Aimee Anne Ouellette
Marlene Luisa Pagan
Evan C. Pajer
Kristy L. Paquette
Michael William Parks
Thomas Lawrence Peloquin
Marvin Perez
Tanya Marie Petronchak
Johnny A. Phothisarat
Peter Michael Pietrini
Addler K. Pluviose
Calla Marie Poulos
Jared D. Pratt
Elise Natalie Radolf
Lindsey Anne Randazzo
Michael Dennis Redden
Lakeisha L. Reed
Mary Katharine Reiners
Korie Anthony Richards
Peter James Roach
Emily Elizabeth Roberts
Ian Charles Roberts
LeRoy George Robinson, Jr.
Rachel Lynn Romano
Benjamin Scott Rosenthal
James Francis Roy
Katherine Ruiz
Lawrence Frederick Rush, Jr.
Catherine Mary Russell
James Andrew Sabean
Marian Serwaa Sampong
Tony Santh
Kayla Lindsay Savage
Thomas David Scheffler
Chelsea Brooke Schoriman
Kevin Scott Secor
William Donald Seddon
Gylshen Selmani
Kathryn Jean Semanoff
Toby Ryan Serfes
Brian Michael Sewell
Tanya Urvashi Shankar
Justin Shaw
Mohammed I. Siddiqui
Colleen Andersen Sims
Aminderjit Singh
Joann I. Skiba
Hannah Lee Smith
Joshua Henry Smith
Jeffrey Elton Smith, Jr.
David Ryan Spatcher
Lisa Olivia Spirito
Daniel Moritz Stanley
Erica Meghan Stein
David Jonathan Stevens
Eboni St. John
Sara Lily Strauss
Spencer Ryan Swan
Jessica Rose Tangarone
Andrew James Tarca
Michaela Helen Ten Cate
Kaitrin Mary Tessier
Amanda Catherine Theriault
Spencer Michael Toth
Bieu Bu Tran
Jennifer Y. Tso
Ethan Richard Tucker
Kevin Anthony Vanderpool
Richard John Varadian
Serginho S. Walker
Meaghan S. Walsh
Joanna Monica Wasilowski
Lucas James Weber
Jevan Louise Whitaker
Joshua Dhamer Wiley
Michael David Wilkison
Barbara Williams
Bret S. Williams
Lonnie Williams
Lauren Ashley Willocks
Kayla Frances Wilt
Erik David Wright
Shaun Patrick Wrinn
Kiel Eric Yang
Justin Yoo
Jason Frank Zema
Nataly Zhitnitsky
Ryan Thomas Zyskowski
*
Candidate for two degrees
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Christopher George Adams
Vivek Alagh
Jessica Tracey Anderson
Nadia Alexandrea Andrianov
Kristin Arena
Melissa Marie Argraves
Katelyn Arruda
Kashif Nooruddin Ather
Rimsha Atique
Steven Robert Auscavitch
Madiya Aziz
Natasha Cherie Balkcom
Estrellita Ballester
Danielle Elizabeth Balser
Mary Banh
Vanessa Luna Barber
Alex Edward Bars
Chelsea Lynn Beaudry
Matthew Joseph Begue
Lidia Beka
Daniel William Benitez
Charles Andrew Berdan
Emily Ann Bettini
Chelsea Davis Bleckwehl
Amy Nicole Blodgett
Craig Joseph Bloun
Melanie Lynn Booth
Randall Scott Bova, Jr.
Allyson M. Bower
Russell Evan Bratman
Kathleen Renee Brenneman
Charles Malcolm Bridges
John Anthony Bucciarelli
Harini N. Buch
Colin James Burgess
Alexandria Lauren Butler
Melanie Ann Cairns
Timothy Herbert Callaghan
Alexander James Canora
Matthew Thomas Capozziello
Jared Lawrence Carr
Nicole Sorayah Carr
Joel A. Casale
Taryn Michelle Cassanelli
Ann L. Charles
Jennifer Risa Chevinsky
Angeline Chiang
Drew Douglas Christie
William Andrew Ciurylo
Sabrina Grace Clark
Michael John Cobill
Kyle Stephen Cole
Scott James Colleran
Lauren Elisabeth Collin
Richard Scott Connelly
Victoria Costello
Olivia Diane Cowenhoven
Ellesse Credaroli
Robert Austin Cronic
Jody-Ann Sherika Crooks
Danielle Marie Croteau
Nicole Lolita Crupi
Lauren Marie Cunningham
Shamin S. Dalal
Michael Patrick D'Amico
David J. Daniel
Marjorie Anne Cruz Daria
Stephanie Rose Davis
Stephanie Marie DeCesare
Mark A. deGuzman
Mitchell Steven DelVecchio
Christine Anne Denisevich
Elizabeth Grace Didan
Anthony Edward DiGangi
Brian Sebastian Di Pace
Graziella Vittoria DiRenzon
Tina Thao Do
Tabitha Amy Dodge
James Paul Dombrowski
Megan L. Domenech
Gregory John Ducch
Nha Tri Duong
Eric Charles Dyson
Catalina Echeverry
Olayinka Bolade Edwards
Nadia Ellahi
Tyler Andrew Engel
Elizabeth Deborah English
Sejal Prabhudas Faldou
Kelyn Ross Faust
Charles Yakov Feigin
Shane Stephen Ferraro
Jonathan Laurence Ferrerri
James Joseph Fink
Emily Kathleen Fink
Grace M. Fisler
Gena Fontus
Sherzod Michael Frishman
Michael Anthony Garcia
Lauren Sierra Gates
Andrew Todd Geisler
Joseph G. Gelose
Shana Elizabeth George
John William Giametlla
Kyle Edward Gibb
Elliot Thomas Giese
Melissa Charmaine-Maxine Gittens
Isabelle Martha Gniadeck
Sandie Shandi Gong
Ariel Gonzalez

Anna Embardo Goodheart
Philip Jacenty Gorecki
Zachary Jacob Gortler
Carrie Frances Greenough
Qin Guo
Himank Gupta
Mallory Lynn Guy
Michael James Guyot
Dan Jeffrey Hagen
Katherine Leigh Halkyard
John Paul Haskoor
Ashley Patricia Hazleton
Danielle Courtney Hebert
Kaitlin Michele Henry
Roberto Andrés Henry
Jackson Frederick Herget
Shannon Ahearn Heyse
Mark Alexander Higgins
Sejla Hodzic
Derek Philip Horkel*
Whitney Khadijah Hosein
Jessica Lynn Hoyancik
Joseph Matthew Huff
Cassandra Alesha Huizenga
Jacob Allen Hunter
Ethan Andrew Ide
Umbrreen Iltekar
Genevieve April Ivanoff
Shiva Subramanian Iyer
David S. Jacob
Matthew Brent Jacobsen
Ankita Jain
Karina Kay Jakobsen
Ashley Lynn Jakubowski
Maulik Jitesh Jani
Anne-Kara Kryselle Petre Jose
Jibi Josi
Gregory William Kaelin
Anuja Shripad Kanaskar
Pavel Leonidovich Karkamitsa
Geoffrey Randall Kaump
Joseph Andrew Keller
Amena Keshawarz
Lindsay Rose King
Daniel Scott Kirk
Joshua Kishore
Edward Edmund Kissel III
Agnieszka Kostrycka
Jacob Joseph Kotoor
Andrew Charles Koutrakos
Elena A. Kozlova
Nathan A. Krakue
Daniel Evan Kraus
Victoria Rose Krueger
Tedi Kulofa
Saryn Kunajukr

* Candidate for two degrees
Christopher Ryan Tomascak
Ian Matthew Tornberg
Nathanael Huy-Khiem Tran
Theresa Nada Tripler
Krystal Ashley Trull
Christina Tsiokrikis
Lauren Ming-Jia Tsou
Natalie Elizabeth Turner
Yusuke Kevin Ueki
Neil David Ventura
Shafali Verma
Sarah Grace Vitelli
Mark Anthony Volpe
Anna Thi Yu
Acacia Lauren Wagner
Rachel Marian Waiztman
David Owen Walls
Kayleigh Ann Walsh
Timothy Patrick Walsh
Ryan Wantroba
Samuel Gordon Watson
John Patrick Watterlon
John Paulo Wenceslao
Adam Richard Werner
Mario William Westenburg
Daniel S. White
Jamie Ann Whittendale
Erica Vannia Whyte

Jeffrey Nicolai Wilkins
Chelsea Willet
Erik Amos Willett
Alexander Edward Williams
Shanado G. Williams
Rachel Anne Wood
Ervis Xhihani
John William Yurek
Christopher Jacob Zagorski
Kristen Marie Zapatka
Zhenxiang Zhang
Jun Xian Zhu
Zachary Thomas Zwiesler
Anna Zyla

Clifford Osazua Aguele
Faseeha Khawar Altaf
Wintana Efrem Araya
Priyesha Biswas
Aaron C. Brown
Tanner Winslow Burk
David Matthew Busch
Yan Chen
James R. Crandall
Chelsea Morgan Drda
Brianna Lee Flynn
Heather Mae Foster
Bryan A. Gaudreau
Shea E. Gillan
Rachel Mac Grenon
Jared Christopher Head
Michael Christopher Kang
Kerrie Lynn Kennedy
Jennifer Lynn Krogul
Sara Maria Pauline Leslie
Nicole Leszczynski
Elyse Marie Leth-Steensen
Madeline Therese Liebling
Clinton Andrew Lo-Lau
Kevin Howard Ludington
Joshua Michael Madore
Daniel John Maffeo
Omar Maklad
Michelle Andrea Mauer
Jessica Lee McDonough
Nathan Andrew McNeece
Nirav Pankaj Mehta
Shayna L. Mesko
Kent Nathan Michonski
Lionel Christopher Moirez
Hank Kin Ng
Trinh Thuy Nhan
Christa Marie Oates
Kristen M. Orlando
Joseph John Pena
Willythssa Stephie Pierre-Louis
Catherine Ann Pomposi
Carrrie E. Potts
Meghan Louise Qualey

Sajjad Syed Raza
Taryn Elizabeth Redding
Brian Matthew Reddington
Adam Luis Reyes
Amanda Maia Ruple
Kathryn Lynn Rymisz
Winnie Elsa Saji
Niket Govind Shah
Brandon Scott Shain
Paul Taradejna
Asya Tsarkova
Ruonan Wang
Griffin K. Weigel
Brian Nathaniel Williams
Dinsdale G. Wint
Kerri Kathleen Wolf
Briseida Xhelaj
Bing Xu* 
Aliaksandr Vasily Yeudakimau
Lan Yu

Michael Christopher Abramczyk
Jennifer Marlene Bednarek
Ankeet Sunil Bhatt
Philip Jonathon Brown
Dan Young Choi
Christopher Michael Cipriano
Michael Patrick Davidson
Ryan Christopher Dels
Courtney Ann DesJardins
Assana Adamou Dodo
Sierra Jane Drevline
Kha-The Thanh Du
Phyllicia Annette George
Michael Lawrence Gibilisco
Dana-Marie Ashley Gomes
Lisa A. Harris
Jason William Hartley
Megan Leigh Hiifa
Camille Roxanne King
Karoline Kosiorowski
Jenny Ya Ling Kwok
Anna Lakomy
Christie Ann Lee
David DeForrest Lee

Alison Frances Lones
Kherveleen Rene Louis
Yuriy Maklyan
Benjamin Marshall McClosey
Jacob Matthew Morello
Amanda Marie Murphy
Robin Stacy Myers
Nisha Mahesh Odedra
Gordon Michael Olmstead
Shan S. Parikh
Reshma R. Patel
Duy Vu Pham

* Candidate for two degrees
Chanmaly Nini Phanthalangsy
Edward Thomas Powell
Victoria Elizabeth Price
Johnson Prophete
Stephanie Ragozzino
Rumla Hasan Rizvi
Heather Amber Roberts
LeRoy George Robinson, Jr.

Matthew Paul Sharp
Mimoza Shehu
Michael Carlton Spangler
Coleman Mark Stoltze
Wenhui Sun
Cyrus Neal Thomas-Walker
Alexander Steven Turowski
Anjani Jyotika Villa

Alexis Gerardo Villegas
Connie K. Vong
Daniel J. Wakefield
Michael Steven Wheelock
Rama Krishna Yalamanchili
Subtain Ahmad Zia
SCHOOL OF NURSING

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Honors Scholars

Stephanie Regina Jorge, in Nursing
Justine Marie Kokoszka, in Nursing
Stephen Edwin Mahier, in Nursing

Mariliam Victoria Padilla, in Nursing
Tanya Jean Pare, in Nursing
Jennifer Song, in Nursing

Sara Ann Haven
Leah E. Hendriks
Ashley M. Hudson
James John Hudyma
Katherine Ann Hughes
Connie Han Huh
Emily Michelle Humphries
Yaraslav Ivakhnyuk
Candace Marie Jones
Lauren Elizabeth Jones
Sheronda Monet Jones
Stephanie Regina Jorge
David Aaron Kapplan
Christine Elyse Kenney
Sadia Mahmood Khan
Sheila Marie Kissane
Sarah Frances Kline
Justine Marie Kokoszka
Jennifer Marie Kozikowski
Gerishma Kunwar
Nina Line Lavoic
Drew Morgan Lebovich
Ken Pangchin Liu
Jamie Elizabeth Losi
Brittany Anne MacGregor
Stephen Edwin Mahier
Kyle Craig Malan
Nicole Amanda Martin
Jennifer Elise Matthews
Lauren Grace Mazzariello
Katie Elizabeth McBrien
Heather Jane McHugh
Brittany Anne McKeown
Angela Uson Mendaros
Katherine Marion Mercer
Kathleen Volpe Merwin
Lindsey Edith Mica
Samantha Ann Moffett
Lauren Marie Moore
Pamela Anne Murac
Trang Nguyen
Anna Patricia O'Connor
Alison Ray Olmstead
Brittany Taylor Owen
Mariliam Victoria Padilla
Rebeckah Lynn Papenfuss
Tanya Jean Pare
Ellen Lee Perreira
Jonathan Pinter
Rachel Anne Plourde
Emily Anne Powell
Megan Irene Price
Kaitlyn Hendrey Reid
Catherine Elisabeth Reilly
Cheryl Lynn Risley
Samantha Azar Rovers
Emma Marie Savitsky
Lindsay Marie Scopetski
Laura Ann Servedio
Lori A. Slakios
Brianna L. Simmons
Jennifer Song
Caitlin Paige Stavens
Joanna Michele Szewczak
Diane Tating
Taryn Nicole Teraila
Rose Ta Tran
Katherine Amanda Veltung
Nicole Jessica Vena
Alexandra Nicole Venezia
Katherine Lee Wallender
Ashley Lauren Wells
Garrett James Whittaker
Heather Marie Wilbur
Abby Marie Williams
Stephen Lee Yarbrough
Claudio Raffaele Zampino
Yelena A. Zaytsev
Julie Anne Zigadlo

Graduates, December 19, 2010

Mari Scellesse

Graduate, August 24, 2010

Mario Patricio Nunez
Eunice Antwi-Mensah
Lauren Nicole Bendel
Ruchita Bhagat
Evan Daniel Bois
Lyndsi Harriet Branon
Seth John Burzycki
Vanessa Danuta Bys
Kelly Allison Cabral
Elizabeth Ann Casserly
Anna Maria Chmiclewska
Allan Costa
Jessica Leigh Courtois
Daniel Alexander DiMeo
Sally Kim Doan
Rebecca Lynn Dube
Liv Svea Erhard
Ijcema Ann Ezeoke
Cristina A. Fantino
Christine Marie Fisher
Elizabeth Anne Flatley
Lanting Fuh
Cynthia Ann Gagliardi
Lynsey-Lyn Genauer
Kelly Lynn Hagstrom
Emma Katherine Hardy
Taylor Anne Hoige
Zachary Mayerson Hovis
Heather Lynne Jahn
Joe Jiravisitcul
Nathaniel Bryce Johnson
Amreen Kaur Josen
Andrea Kam
Kirandeep Kaur
Kevin Matthew Keller
Grace Se-Eum Kim
Justin Marc Klein
Jillan Marie Koczela
Amit Lal
Emily Chui-Ting Lau
Lisa Marie LaValley
David John Lee
Rebecca Leah Lessick
Sherry Liu
Chien Lo
Ilona Lourie
Vivian Yun Lua
Emily Ann Ludvigson
Darren Krishna Luon
Richelle Bolivar Manalang
Eva Manjani
Alyssa Lauren Meier
Daniel Kubus Michalak
Nicole Marie Murphy
Preston Joseph Noon
Mark O'Brien
Hannah Kathleen O'Neill
Dan Long Pham
Michelle Pheng
Robyn Lynn Pisacane
Manas Vrat Prasad
Ashley Nicole Procaccini
Gabriella Maree Pughese
Roopa Raju
Amina Ramic
Amanda Carolyn Ramsdell
Katherine Elena Richardson
Corey Douglas Robinson
Daniel Victor Rocki
Ludwig Varls Rosiclair
Derek Scott Ruiz
Jamie Lynn Smith
Justin Alexander Smith
Lindsay Rae Smyth
David Jacob Snyder
Gretchen Marie Stern
John T. Stiles
Samuel Roger Strong
Jody Leanne Sydor
Amanda Marie Szeliagowski
Randy Tang
Daniel James Tardette
Tayla Nicole Thompson
Quang D. Truong
Kevin Tse
Anna Tuminska
Robert Michael Urban
Chelsea Anne Varghese
Daniel James Venticelli
Matthew Chan Wang
Ashley Ann Warning
Kimberly Ann Widmann
David Wu
Daniel James Young
Eric Arthur Zaccaro
Yunfeng Zhu
Monika Teresa Zmarlicka

Graduate, August 24, 2010

Christopher George Carnaroli
SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
DOCTOR OF PHARMACY

Honors Scholars

Stephen David Bendel, in Doctor of Pharmacy
Anthony Joseph Prol, in Doctor of Pharmacy

Demetre Antonios Stamatis, in Doctor of Pharmacy
Elizabeth Siqi Zhu, in Doctor of Pharmacy

Sabina Alikhanov
Michael David Angell
Katherine Victoria Arlington
Laura Katherine Ash
Olusegun Awodele
Victoria Leigh Baczek
Jacob Michael Badura
Thomas M. Baran
Kristine Anne Barbino
Tiffany Diane Battles
Dawn Elizabeth Belden
Stephen David Bendel
Zachary Thomas Binkowski
Lisa Marie Blanchette
Gerard Michael Borrelli
Danielle Voisine Bowen
Cheng Lucy Chang
Wenjie Chen
Janet Soojung Cho
Jeanine Marie Clark
Christopher Thomson Colgan
Courtney Walsh Collins
Timothy F. Conboy
Kevin Christopher Crozier
Patricia Ellen Cutting
Rupangi Datta
Justine Elyse Dickson
Jillian Dorrance
Michael John Duda
Stephanie L. Gaburo
Habiba Ghafour
Danielle Elizabeth Griep
Carlie Rose Hershgordon
Scott Martin Hogtuf
Erica Aijia Huang
Chi Ngoc Huynh
Sophia Iliadis
Matthew Joseph Jenings
Lena Kissi Mensah
Amanda Leigh Koury
Virjan Kristollari
Jeffrey Lagasse
Brittany Dana Larsen
Dayne Andrew Laskey
Christine Lee
Jiehyun Lee
Tricia Lyn Lemieux
Trudy R. Lewis
Anni Li
Brendan Louis Limone
Victoria Ching Liu
Wenxi Liu
Michael Nicolo Lombardo
Kevin Matthew Luck
Kenneth E. Lupi, Jr.
Hannah Elizabeth Lupinacci
Shawn Harrison MacVane
Ian Thomas McColl
Malek Mediouni
Rachael Alexandra Merson
Sara Rose Miernicki
Nicole Marie Millar
Soo Kyung Moon
Haley Jean Morrill
Lindsey Lee Murphy
Kristen Ann Murray
Duquesa Naepil
Carmen Fernanda Nobre
Gabriel Ouellette
Nishta Mital Padhy
Christopher Joseph Papa
Nicole Lee Peters
Brian Thomas Petras
Alexandra Catherine Polito
Anthony Joseph Prol
Marc Christopher Pulford
Tracy Jill Rosenblum
Milena Ann Rydzewski
Bryan Charles Sandy
Corey Elizabeth Scheer
Kevin Joseph Silvestre
Daniel Micah Simon
Jennifer J. Smith
Jason Paul Summa
Demetre Antonios Stamatis
Andrew David Straznitskas
Kelly Ann Sullivan
Daniel Vincente Tavares
Reem Telmesani
Steven Quoc Thai
Rachelle Alessandra Thermora
Christine M. Torda
Wenisa Tran
Khrystyna Tsar
Ashley Laurel Underwood
Allison Wanda Wiencek
Kristina Elizabeth Wilson
Sara Nicole Winkler
Clifford Allen Wright, Jr.
Melissa Carolyn Yanurian
Linda Wen Zhang
Huawen Zheng
Elizabeth Siqi Zhu
Kelli Anne Abraham
Gabriela A. Alban
Huguette Alexandre
Thomas John Alferi
Robert M. Anderson
Darcy A. Anderson-Abbott
Gina C. Arnold
Rebecca Krystyna Atkins
Marguerite Ann Attanasio
Maria Lorena Bain
Jacqueline H. Bedrin
April Belanger
Maegan A. Belanger
Tracy A. Benson
Michael J. Bertolotti
Steffan Levi Biggs
Ellen Anne Binio
Christine L. Biro
Courtney M. Bitters
Ermina Bojadzic
Danielle Elizabeth Bossie
Jennifer E. Bradley
Cynthia Lou Brodeur
Ande P. Burns
Elizabeth C. Byam
Marie K. Caizzi
Thomas William Caliolo, Jr.
Naomi J. Cardello
Sarah Pierson Carlson
Anthony M. Carpanzano
David Carrasquillo
Theodore Brian Carrington
Jennifer M. Carroll
Beverley J. Cartwright
Liam Sean Casey
Paul Michael Casey
Emily Anne Cavalieri
Aisha Nadine Celestin
Edgar Chavarriaga
William J. Clark
Kelly Callaghan Clarke
Nicole Colapietro
Patricia Louise Cole
Lisa Marie Coleman
Kenneth John Considine
Thomas J. Cook
Thomas W. Cookson
Beverne K. A. D. Cordner
Michelle D. Cortese
Richard Craig Cosse
Elizabeth H. Costello
Eben Elwell Curtis
Lidia Anna Czerniecta
Michelle Yvette Ashby D’Aiuto
Edward Kahrs Danielsen
Suzanne E. Davis
Wendy B. Day
Adam S. Delaura
John P. Dempsey
Robert Franklin Deschino
Debora B. DiPreta
Rebecca M. Doolittle
Lucille Nicole Durham
Daniel L. Edwards
Jeffrey Bruce Edwards
Juan L. Fabian
Barbara Faulkner
Joanne E. Faust
Evgeniya Fedotova
Mallory E. Finch
Vanessa Florian
Holly M. Fontana
Lenore Fox
Christina E. Frausini
Tiffany Claire Friedlander
Kaitlin Galvin
Lakshmi Ganapathi Subramanian
John A. Garcia
Peter L. Germano
Denise E. Gertz
Agron Gjini
Blanca M. Godoi
Diana Gonzalez
Julia A. Gorham
Stephanie L. Green
Kevin Griffin
Ritu Gulati
Charles Frederick Haase IV
Heather A. Harris
Pamela J. Harrison
Chorlette A. Harvey
Yauheni Herasimau
Christopher D. Hicks
Evelyn Hill
Kate Elizabeth Hobart
Lenora Jamison
Meredith Ann Jarvas
Marie Milord Jean-Pierre
Lauren Alyssa Jenkelunas
Elise A. Johnson
Kelvin P. Johnson
James Martin Keczkenathy
Sindis Kica
Timothy Pearson Knecht
Deborah Gayle Kopjanski
April A. Kozlowski
Jeanne M. Kurasz
Cory Michael Lagasse
Cherrie L. Lamb
Sheryl Guillotte Lambert
Patricia A. Lannon
Shannen L. Lener
Eric Brian Loscher
Katherine K. Lowenstrom
Terry M. Lucas
Sergio C. Macieira
Timothy James Maffiud
Matthew P. Manzella
Daria Marcano-Matthews
John J. Martinez
Patrick Jon Masella
Maryann P. Massengill-Black
Paul J. McCarthy
Daniel R. McLane
Maureen A. Mcleer
Caitlyn E. Menge
Keith Richard Meyer
Brendan T. Miller
Lisa M. Miller
Paul J. Mitchell
Christine M. Moore
Timothy Paul Munsie
Francis Patrick Murphy III
Caleena J. Namdeo
Syeda Ramla Naqvi
Gina Nardi
Sally C. Nolen
Casey Manning O’Donnell
Jeffrey Daniel O’Neill
Donna M. Orrico
Joel W. Ortiz
Jonathan D. Osborne
Elizabeth J. Ostrowski
Amy M. Oulundsen
Brian L. Parker
Jessica J. Parrell
Patricia R. Parsons
Sarah M. Perkins
Amanda Sue Peso
Laura Petakopoulos
Anna Vanessa Petrisky
Robert P. Petrone
Magdalena Alicja Piatek
Jessica L. Piche
Elizabeth Provenzano
Scott Walter Przygocki
Ronald William Putetti
Jamie Quick
Aleah Y. Rawls
Jesse A. Raymond
Kaitlynn N. Richmond
Fernando Rico
Joseph A. Ritchie
Kelli Ann Roberts
Raymond J. Roche
John Dennis Rollins III
Jorge A. Romero
Shavon Yvette Roscoe
Jaime Buchanan Ross
Elizabeth M. Roth
Daniel John Royle
Jennifer L. Rusiecki
Pierre B. Russell
Katia C. Samuel
Jennifer Lynn Sanderson
Richard D. Schempp, Jr.
Alexander Shvayetsky
Christine J. Simon
William James Simons
Randy Devon Skeret
Ann M. Smith
Brooke Elizabeth Smith
Denise D. Smith
Anna Maye Sofia
Susan C. Sonnati
Lisa Marie Stackhouse
Elise L. Sullivan
Oksana Tanasiv
Natasha D. Taylor
Timothy S. Taylor
Selena S. Thomas
Joel W. Thompson
Poliana Toledo
Maria Tolzmann
Haley Tuyet Tran
Ronald D. Trotman
Luis Joel Urbina
Alice R. Vargas
Thomas Charles Veneziano
Annette Kae Viall
Patricia M. Viera
Estefania Villarruel
Michael S. Vinci
Christina L. Voonasis
Martha E. Wallace
Tacha Leonor Wasilewski
Nancy A. Wattnem
Kurt T. Werner
Dee-Ann Wierzbowski
Latisha Tonicia Williams
Nick M. Wilson
Ryan Thomas Wolkowicz
Ermir Xhihani
Indira A. Yanez
Christopher Jason Yuen
Kaitlin Elizabeth Zak
Jennifer N. Zakrzewski

Janel Adorno
Krista Dale Albright
Michael K. Appio
Jeremy J. Autry
Rebecca Avila
Shirley M. Barber
Rudian Bardhollari
Katherine M. Beck
Amy Louise Bellows
Courtney J. Berger
Simarpal Bharara
Brian Bhatt
Richard O. Blum
Adam Ross Bogdan
Lisa M. Bosworth
James Benjamin Bowdy
Celeste Bracey
Sandra P. Canales
Diane L. Carney
Jenny Welch Churchill
Peter J. Cifaldi
Sally A. Corcoran
Noelle C. Crane
Christopher Ryan DeForge
Timothy Patrick Devine
Neil Diedrickson
Thomas Edison Dunham
Robert B. Dwyer
Jonathan A. Dyson
Joann M. Easton
Darlene Rose Erlingheuser-Marks
Daniel Jr. Eugene
John Patrick Flanagan
Robert C. Flanagan
Katherine A. Fontneau
Christopher Sears Garnett
Alyssa Rose Gaudreau
Jason Michael Geffert
Robert P. Gessinger
Sean R. Glenn
Samuel Edward Greenfield
Keith W. Guilmette
Marie A. Hall
Andriana Hansa
Jonathan M. Healey
Jody A. Hines
Amanda Hliva
Brian Hawley Hurst
Christine E. Imbrogno
Brynn Thayer John
Thomas Wayne Kekelik, Jr.
Beth Ann Kellerstedt-Birden
Barbara M. Kubalok-Dides
Christopher J. Lawler
Anna Lipka
Patrick Lorent
Kettlifie Louis
David J. Margiotta
Kerrianne McAuliffe
Tonja D. McCrorey
Lois Orie
Philip Joseph Oswald
Erin Christine Overtoom
Craig Daniel Pedersen
Joyce Lorraine Pollard
Tania S. Ranelli
Daniel A. Reeves
Andres Eduardo Rios
Nadine Rit
Michelle Anne Roberts
Kaitlyn T. Shake
Karina Solomon
Jeffrey L. Staak
Joan M. Stapkowski
Chana Stein
Joseph Stephenson
Marcia P. Sterling
Erika Svecova
Lisa A. Tess
Stacy-Ann Thompson
Christopher James Travis
Lisa Upton
Alison Ann Vertucci
Winston Washington Walsh
Kerry L. Watterson
Melanie L. White
Manja Wurschke
Douglas Lee Yeager
Karl J. Zimmerman

Graduates, December 19, 2010
Robert Thomas Abruzzese
Susan M. Anghel
Ryan K. Baldwin
Linda M. Barone
Isabella Bedoya
Scott Burrell
Eric R. Cadrain
Matthew Chester Chmielowicz
Michael Anthony Corbo
Dana M. D'Andrea
Timothy Robert Depelteau
Jennifer L. Dewitt
Bernice E. Felinski
Joy L. Fichera
Nicole Ann Georgakis
Veronica C. Gomez
Cheryl A. Gruner
Paulina Grzesik
Jason J. Hatfield
Shannon Lynn Hernandez
Erika Illyes Zanotti
Cindy Jimenez
Abigail Renee Johnsky
Simon R. Johnson
Bridget Grainne King
Janice C. Knowles Meagher
Paul L. Lemelin
Richard Gary Manegio
Donyell Lamar Marshall
Patricia A. McAuliffe
Vena N. McDonald
Emma Faye Meyer
Kristen Miller
William A. Nickeo
Nosakhare V. Osemohor
Felix M. Perez
Rene Philip Rivera
Alexander Charles Romans
Alicia Mariett Rosado
Frank Silva
Tracey B. Sniffen
Rebecca J. Sullivan
Lisa A. Tomcho
Tara B. Trigg
Arax-Rae Van Baren
Brent William Wahl
Janet M. Willits
John Henry Winalski
Harry Spencer Wolff
Amanda Evangeline Abbott, in Curriculum and Instruction: English Education
Christopher James Abel, in History
Latania Alekseiwa, in Judaic Studies
Beau James Anderson, in Survey Research
Jenna Mac Apicella, in Kinesiology: Exercise Science
Kristin Angela Applegate, in Kinesiology: Exercise Science
Taryn Anne Argenta, in Special Education
Shirley Martha Armenteros, in Higher Education and Student Affairs
Katherine Rose Asklnazi, in Communication Sciences: Speech, Language, and Hearing
Rebecca Marie Auger, in Special Education
Kyle Estephany Avendano, in Curriculum and Instruction: Foreign Language Education
Maureen Rose Axiak, in Curriculum and Instruction: Mathematics Education
Kelsey Renee Bahre, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Christine Joann Barile, in Curriculum and Instruction: English Education
Anne E Begin, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Beate Birkefled, in German
Loretta Black, in Communication Sciences: Speech, Language, and Hearing
Christine Sabrina Bolduc, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Justin Charles Brown, in Kinesiology: Exercise Science
Melanie Ruth Brown, in Curriculum and Instruction: Science Education
Shante Leora Brown, in Higher Education and Student Affairs
Kathleen Marie Buckley, in Curriculum and Instruction: English Education
Erin Leigh Burner, in Kinesiology: Exercise Science
Erin Michelle Butler, in Special Education
Tara Lynn Butler, in Curriculum and Instruction: Science Education
Samantha Rose Buzzelli, in Curriculum and Instruction: English Education
Jaclyn Alyssa Calovine, in Higher Education and Student Affairs
Benjamin Matthew Cannon, in Higher Education and Student Affairs
Jennifer Ann Cardile, in Curriculum and Instruction: Mathematics Education
Lorna Melissa Carrasquillo Rodriguez, in Curriculum and Instruction: Science Education
Dallas Marie Carter, in Higher Education and Student Affairs
Emily Katherine Castro, in English
Natalia Chamorro, in Spanish
Neela Chandrashekar, in Higher Education and Student Affairs
Thomas Choukroun, in French
Rory O'Connell Christensen, in Communication Sciences: Speech, Language, and Hearing
Alexander Joseph Clark, in Curriculum and Instruction: History and Social Science Education
Paige Elizabeth Classy, in Curriculum and Instruction: English Education
Kelley Ann Cobb, in International Studies: European Studies
Kristen Alexis Cocchia, in Human Development and Family Studies
Ashley Michelle Comb, in Kinesiology: Sport Management
Scott Michael Connolly, in Higher Education and Student Affairs
Maureen Elizabeth Cop, in Curriculum and Instruction: Mathematics Education
Lisa Michelle Coté, in Higher Education and Student Affairs
Brent C. Creighton, in Kinesiology: Exercise Science
Kelly McGrail Carran, in Human Development and Family Studies
Lauren Marie Cyr, in Curriculum and Instruction: History and Social Science Education
Kimberly Ann Davies-Schirle, in Psychology: Industrial and Organizational
Danielle Anne DeRosa, in Kinesiology: Sport Management
Sarah Ann DiPinto, in Curriculum and Instruction: History and Social Science Education
Andrew Doniger, in Curriculum and Instruction: History and Social Science Education
Christopher Michael Donnelly, in Sociology
Kailee Marie Donovan, in Curriculum and Instruction: Mathematics Education
Rebecca Nicole Dorn, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Molly Doub, in History
Emily Pagano Drehier, in Special Education
Anna Decosta Droheim, in Curriculum and Instruction: English Education
Philip Conrad Dwire, in Kinesiology: Sport Management
Ashley Michelle Earl, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Lauren Barbara Eben, in Special Education
Elaina Echevery, in Communication Sciences: Speech, Language, and Hearing
John Andrew Ely, in Philosophy
Paula Marie Esposito, in Communication Sciences: Speech, Language, and Hearing
Alyssa Kathleen Evering, in Kinesiology: Sport Management
Megan Victoria Fenerty, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Crystal Lee Fernandes, in Adult Learning
Jennifer Christine Few, in Special Education
Emily Elizabeth Fields, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Mark Joseph Filippi, in Curriculum and Instruction: Science Education
Gregory Scott Fink, in Higher Education and Student Affairs
Lindsey Lee Finlayson, in Communication Sciences: Speech, Language, and Hearing
Melanie Heather Finn, in Curriculum and Instruction: Science Education
Eileen Mary Flanagan, in Communication Sciences: Speech, Language, and Hearing
Mark Andrew Flynn, in Higher Education and Student Affairs
Nicole Elizabeth Francisco, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Loren A. Fuller, in Kinesiology: Sport Management
Matthew David Gade, in Kinesiology: Sport Management
Bin Gao, in Curriculum and Instruction: Mathematics Education
Jami Danielle Garner, in Educational Psychology: Gifted and Talented Education
Corrine Roberts Hawes, in Curriculum and Instruction: Business
Samantha Ann Goodrich, in Curriculum and Instruction: English Education
Caitlin Elizabeth Harkins, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Jennifer Theresa Henry, in Curriculum and Instruction: Science Education
Amberly Brooke Howe, in Communication Sciences: Speech, Language, and Hearing
Ann Caroline Humphrey, in Medieval Studies
Megan Kathleen Hurley, in Curriculum and Instruction: Science Education
Michael Thomas Hurst, in Curriculum and Instruction: English Education
Kenna Colleen Jacobs, in French
Rocio Linda Jara, in Curriculum and Instruction: History and Social Science Education
Sabrina Elizabeth Jara, in Communication Sciences: Speech, Language, and Hearing
Heather Bethani Jeffers, in Curriculum and Instruction: English Education
Kashaema Jennings, in Educational Psychology: School Counseling
Leslyann Jimenez, in Curriculum and Instruction: Bi-lingual and Bi-cultural Education
Marquis Jawaan Johnson, in Curriculum and Instruction: Science Education
Kathleen Lynn Johnston, in Curriculum and Instruction: English Education
Danielle Amelia Jones, in Special Education
Amal Juliana Orono, in International Studies
Jessica Jeathae Kang, in Psychology: Social Security
Anna Karpiej-Szczepanski, in Curriculum and Instruction: Reading Education
Rachel M. Karslo, in Kinesiology: Exercise Science
Neil Anthony Kelly, in Kinesiology: Exercise Science
Christian Theresa Kemp, in Special Education
Christopher James Kennedy, in Curriculum and Instruction: English Education
Kelly Patricia Kennefick, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Laura Ann Kern, in Special Education
Alexander Khan, in Curriculum and Instruction: English Education
Pat John Kozlowski, in Educational Psychology: School Counseling
Jeff Kramer, in Curriculum and Instruction: Mathematics Education
Deborah Timmins Kuykendall, in Educational Psychology: Gifted and Talented Education
Matthew Joseph LaMontagne, in Curriculum and Instruction: History and Social Science Education
Katherine Anne Lancaster, in Curriculum and Instruction: Reading Education
Karen Kathleen Landwehr, in Curriculum and Instruction: Science Education
Jacqueline Christine Larriva, in Human Development and Family Studies
Lindsay Ann Larsen, in Curriculum and Instruction: English Education
Andrew Peter Lawton, in Curriculum and Instruction: Mathematics Education
Kelsey Rae Leach, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Camille Legrand, in French
Amanda Marie LeMare, in Curriculum and Instruction: History and Social Science Education
Laura Olszewski LeMay, in Curriculum and Instruction: Mathematics Education
Kathryn Rose Lenihan, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Kathy Renee Les, in Kinesiology: Exercise Science
Rebecca Anne Likar, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Mert Lim, in Higher Education and Student Affairs
Kevin Liner, in Curriculum and Instruction: Mathematics Education
Tara Ackley Lloyd, in Special Education
Jaclyn Elizabeth Long, in Special Education
Martin Francis Lopez, in English
Di Lu, in Economics
Nam Qian Lu, in Educational Psychology: Cognition and Instruction
Joshua Michael Lupinek, in Kinesiology: Sport Management
Peter James Macala, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Katherine Ann Mack, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Allison Beth Magdelan, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Michelle Maher, in Curriculum and Instruction: History and Social Science Education
Crystal Maldonado, in Higher Education and Student Affairs
Sarah Elizabeth Maltese, in Special Education
Angela Mann, in Curriculum and Instruction: Reading Education
Justine Marie Marsh, in Communication Sciences: Speech, Language, and Hearing
Caitlin Alexandra Martin, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Elizabeth Lyons Martin, in Communication Sciences: Speech, Language, and Hearing
Megan Claire Martin, in Curriculum and Instruction: Foreign Language Education
Jessica Lynn Martschinske, in Kinesiology: Exercise Science
Caitlin L. Masopust, in Curriculum and Instruction: History and Social Science Education
Stephanie Ann Mather, in Curriculum and Instruction: Science Education
Tiffany Marie May, in Communication Sciences: Speech, Language, and Hearing
Gregory D. Mayer, in Curriculum and Instruction: History and Social Science Education
Christina Marie Mazzola, in Curriculum and Instruction: Science Education
Maureen Helen Mazzone, in Curriculum and Instruction: Foreign Language Education
Lindsey H. McDowell, in Kinesiology: Exercise Science
Erin Marie McKenzie, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Benjamin Ryan Meagher, in Psychology: Social
Tierney Kathleen Mecham, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Meghan Audrey Melanson, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Victoria Alexis Melnikow, in Human Development and Family Studies
Sarah Kavitha Menon, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Michael Christopher Metzger, in Higher Education and Student Affairs
Nicole Shaina Mikuski, in Special Education
Jenna Aileen Miller, in Curriculum and Instruction: Science Education
Courtney Elizabeth Moore, in Curriculum and Instruction: Foreign Language Education
Lyn Erin Moore, in Human Development and Family Studies
Michael Thomas Mudrick, in Kinesiology: Sport Management
Anthony Edward Myrill, in Educational Psychology: Cognition and Instruction
Sarah Ann Neuschwander, in Kinesiology: Exercise Science
Van Thi Trang Nguyen, in Economics
Aisha Kamilah O'Fillvie, in Communication Sciences: Speech, Language, and Hearing
Elizabeth Chandler Overton, in History
Kara Lynn Pac, in Curriculum and Instruction: Reading Education
William E. Page, in Survey Research
Derek Edward Palmisano, in Curriculum and Instruction: Science Education
Gregory Xenophon Panos, in Curriculum and Instruction: English Education
Chelsea Marie Panse, in Special Education
Sarah Lindsay Papale, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Chloe Helaine Paquette, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Amanda Christine Pasciucco, in Human Development and Family Studies
Katherine Elizabeth Pearson, in Curriculum and Instruction: Foreign Language Education
Luz Gisela Perez-Villagra, in Curriculum and Instruction: Bi-lingual and Bi-cultural Education
Brittany Michele Perotti, in Kinesiology: Sport Management
Akeya Rachel Peterson, in Higher Education and Student Affairs
Michael Edward Pontacoloni, in Curriculum and Instruction: English Education
Eliza Emilova Popova, in Italian
Amanda Courtney Powell, in Curriculum and Instruction: Mathematics Education
P. Kathryn Powell, in Art History
Rodrigo Praino, in Political Science
Lisa Anne Prushko, in Communication Sciences: Speech, Language, and Hearing
Gina Marie Purpura, in Curriculum and Instruction: History and Social Science Education
Paige Elizabeth Quandt, in Communication Sciences: Communication
Matthew O’Neill Quinn, in Curriculum and Instruction: Science Education
Natasha Mischelle Rabinowitz, in Curriculum and Instruction: Science Education
Elizabeth Rapoport, in Higher Education and Student Affairs
Christopher John Rappa, in Geography
Bethany Michelle Rataic, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Elizabeth Anne Raynor, in Curriculum and Instruction: Science Education
Matthew Roy Recore, in Curriculum and Instruction: Science Education
Patricia Ann-Marie Reid, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Michelle L. Renihan, in History
Sara Jane Renzulli, in Educational Psychology: School Counseling
Jordan Joseph Rich, in Kinesiology
Sarah Michelle Richardson, in Educational Psychology: Gifted and Talented Education
Maureen A. Ringrose, in Curriculum and Instruction: Mathematics Education
Emily Elizabeth Roberts, in Curriculum and Instruction: English Education
Kaitlyn Marie Rojee, in Curriculum and Instruction: Mathematics Education
Stacey Elena Rosado, in Educational Psychology: School Counseling
Eric Burton Roy, in Curriculum and Instruction: Mathematics Education
Molly L. Ruder, in Communication Sciences: Speech, Language, and Hearing
Stephanie Ann Russell, in Curriculum and Instruction: Science Education
Catherine Saenz, in Kinesiology: Exercise Science
Valerie Grace Sandin, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Nicholas Richard Satin, in Curriculum and Instruction: History and Social Science Education
Jena Mac Savage, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
David Matthew Sax, in Educational Psychology: School Psychology
Leah Marie Scampini, in Communication Sciences: Speech, Language, and Hearing
Kristine Marie Alice Schmitt, in Curriculum and Instruction: English Education
Lauren A. Schowerer, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Jeffrey C. Schupp, in Curriculum and Instruction: Science Education
Maryann Adele Schuppe, in Special Education
Chelsea Flynn Seidenberg, in Curriculum and Instruction: Mathematics Education
Amanda Serenson, in Communication Sciences: Speech, Language, and Hearing
Lindsay Lauren Shean, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Kathleen Simpson, in Kinesiology: Exercise Science
Aikaterini Georgia Skarvelas, in Curriculum and Instruction: History and Social Science Education
Caitlin Anne Smith, in Art History
Gianna Lauren Smith, in Kinesiology: Sport Management
Natalie Luce Smith, in Curriculum and Instruction: Science Education
Jacob William Soffronoff, in Survey Research
Katie Anne Spaulding, in Curriculum and Instruction: Foreign Language Education
Stephan T. Stacey, in Special Education
Joseph N. Staub, in Kinesiology: Exercise Science
William George Stebbins, in Curriculum and Instruction: English Education
Colette Anne Stephens, in Special Education
Nyauna Wi Stevens, in Sociology
Andrew Lee Stewart, in Psychology: Social
Sarah Ann Stockmann, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Alyssa Fantone Stoner, in Higher Education and Student Affairs
Allison Madara Strout, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Michelle Ann Sullivan, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Hannah Sunderland, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Lukas Szabo, in International Studies
Tunde Katalin Szivak, in Kinesiology: Exercise Science
Ann Marie Telman, in Educational Psychology: School Counseling
Alex Ivers Thompson, in Sociology
Anne Elizabeth Thompson, in Higher Education and Student Affairs
Kenna Rae Thurston, in Human Development and Family Studies
Elise M. Tobin, in Curriculum and Instruction: English Education
Sarah Ann Towne, in Curriculum and Instruction: English Education
Jelani A. Townsell, in Kinesiology: Sport Management
Amanda Nicole Trofa, in Curriculum and Instruction: English Education
Dongnuh Thuy Truong, in Psychology: Neurosciences
Amy Marie Trzcinski, in Communication Sciences: Speech, Language, and Hearing
Sarah Elizabeth Tung, in Curriculum and Instruction: Science Education
Emma Clark Tuthill, in Curriculum and Instruction: History and Social Science Education
Katherine Leone Vanase, in Special Education
Megan Marie VanSumeren, in Kinesiology: Exercise Science
Laurie Ann Vega-Boulay, in International Studies: Latin American Studies
Laura Allison Veilleux, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Fabiana Viglione, in Italian
Jessica Ann Voloshin, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Yuan Wang, in Economics
Stephen Richard Watson, in Spanish
Yan Wei, in Educational Psychology: School Counseling
Christopher Cody Willis, in Survey Research
Ryan Jordan Wishart, in Human Development and Family Studies
Kacie Elizabeth Wittke, in Communication Sciences: Speech, Language, and Hearing
Matthew D. Wogksch, in Kinesiology: Exercise Science
Kimberly Lindsey Wolcott, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Christopher W. Woodside, in Kinesiology

Abdulmajid Abdullah Albasri, in Economics
Maria Celeste Arrieta, in Spanish
Alissa Sloan Bellotti, in History
Salil Deepak Benegal, in Economics
Jason David Benfield, in Educational Psychology: Gifted and Talented Education
Trent Alexander Berger, in Geography
Victor Hasan Bilgen, in Communication Sciences: Communication
Elissa Beth Blanchard, in Curriculum and Instruction: Bi-lingual and Bi-cultural Education
Marine Bodimaud, in French
Mallory Cate Bogart, in Political Science
Rebecca A. Boncoddo, in Psychology: Developmental
Timothy Sean Cary, in Kinesiology: Sport Management
Nicholas R. Cavanna, in Psychology: Neurosciences
Luye Chang, in Psychology: Industrial and Organizational
Terry Charles Ellis, in Educational Psychology: Gifted and Talented Education
William Richard Evans, in Economics
Fet Fet, in Economics
Daniel Joshua Freidenreich, in Kinesiology: Exercise Science
Kerri Lynn Fulginiti, in Educational Psychology: Gifted and Talented Education
Chavivo Jo Galatz, in Judaic Studies
Breanna May Gallagher, in Medieval Studies
Jennifer Lynette Gaskins, in Psychology: Clinical
Marissa Nicole Goldberg, in Judaic Studies
Sharon Anne Goldhammer, in Educational Psychology: Gifted and Talented Education
Caroline Gombe, in Dramatic Arts: Acting
Kathy Lynn Green, in Educational Psychology: Gifted and Talented Education
Rebecca Mary Elizabeth Gugino, in Educational Psychology: Gifted and Talented Education
Amy Elisabeth Hale-Smith, in Psychology: Clinical
Gretchen Michelle Hendrick, in Medieval Studies
Claire Marie Horan, in Educational Psychology: Gifted and Talented Education
Bethany Irene Hordern, in Economics

Shaun Patrick Wrinn, in Curriculum and Instruction: English Education
Huanan Xu, in Economics
Bryan Scott Yarrington, in Curriculum and Instruction: History and Social Science Education
Johnathan Michael Zalucki, in Curriculum and Instruction: History and Social Science Education
Guoying Zeng, in Educational Psychology: Measurement, Evaluation, and Assessment
Ashley Nicole Zeppa, in Curriculum and Instruction: History and Social Science Education

Graduates, August 24, 2010

Kevin Michael Hurley, in Political Science: American Studies
Caroline Anne Jobin, in Educational Psychology: Gifted and Talented Education
Austin Hunter Johnson, in Educational Psychology: School Psychology
Michelle Casey Kelly, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Michael Ray Kennerty, in Anthropology
Stefania Marzano, in Kinesiology: Exercise Science
Felix Minnoh, in Economics
Meghan Maria Nanfieldt, in Kinesiology: Sport Management
Lisa Mari Natcharian, in Educational Psychology: Gifted and Talented Education
Katherine Elizabeth O'Leary, in Psychology: Clinical
Paul James Parent, in Economics
Katherine Leigh Peveler, in Judaic Studies
Jerry Cheston Rice, in Political Science
Carl Hayden Richardson, in Geography
Claire Alison Rickards, in Psychology: Industrial and Organizational
Rebecca Rodriguez, in History
Anna Elizabeth Schieberl Scherr, in Psychology: Clinical
Steven David Schmidt, in Human Development and Family Studies
Jens Hendrik Schmidtke, in German
Niv Nissim Schwartz, in French
James Bradford Simpkins, in Comparative Literary and Cultural Studies
Kelly Ann Spencar, in Educational Psychology: School Psychology
Brent J. Sweeter, in Psychology: Neurosciences
Corinne Marie Tagliarina, in Political Science
Trisha Joy Tiamzon, in Sociology
Gregory John Trumble, in Political Science
Wen-Ling Tung, in Comparative Literary and Cultural Studies
Antia Virga, in Italian
Angela Christine White, in Psychology: Social
Kemen Zabala, in Spanish
Daxiang Zhang, in Geography
Kate Pearson Zona, in Psychology: Clinical
Karen Bendelman, in Educational Psychology: Gifted and Talented Education
Jennifer Bailey Bisson, in Psychology: Developmental
Geoffrey Andrew Brencher, in Educational Technology
Robert Dane Brenner, in Kinesiology
Anna Marya Bromaghim, in Spanish
Joshua R. Bryars, in Educational Psychology: Gifted and Talented Education
Jared Michael Buttero, in Educational Technology
Danica Olivia Cabral, in Educational Psychology: School Psychology
Erin Mae Campbell, in Human Development and Family Studies
Michael Truman Cavanaugh, in Dramatic Arts: Puppetry
Lucas Marcelo Cometto, in Political Science
Brett Alden Comstock, in Kinesiology
Felicia Crump, in Kinesiology: Sport Management
Ashley Michelle Cusanelli, in Educational Psychology: School Counseling
Heather M. Delude, in Educational Psychology: Gifted and Talented Education
Brianna Christine Diaz, in Communication Sciences: Communication
Daniel Noam Finkel, in Anthropology
Margaret Marie Flynn, in Communication Sciences
Samantha Ann Goodrich, in Human Development and Family Studies
Leslie Marie Golay, in Psychology: Industrial and Organizational
Lauren Elise Herlihy, in Psychology: Clinical
Joanna Jurczewski, in Educational Psychology: School Counseling
Nicole Kaepelli, in Educational Psychology: Gifted and Talented Education
Barret Mary Katuna, in Sociology
Lindsey Kupec, in Educational Psychology: School Psychology
Erica Lynn Laughlin, in Communication Sciences: Speech, Language, and Hearing
Seung Yong Lee, in Kinesiology: Sport Management
Christina Marie Lewis, in History
Andrea Lynn Mainiero, in History: American Studies
Catherine Joy McKenzie, in English
Kerry Leigh Mechan, in Communication Sciences: Communication
Colleen Erin Murphy, in Educational Technology
Patricia Gomes Neves, in Political Science
Matthew August Olexa, in International Studies
Kayla Olson, in Kinesiology: Exercise Science
Kimberly Ann Palca, in Educational Technology
Joseph Louis Poswinski, in Special Education
Patrick Arthur Randall, in Psychology: Behavioral Neuroscience
Nancy Sforza Roberts, in Curriculum and Instruction: Mathematics Education
Scott Daniel Ryan, in Psychology: Industrial and Organizational
Sarah Mae Sanborn, in Psychology: Developmental
Timothy Nugent Soper, in Educational Technology
Elena Karen Shekleton, in Comparative Literary and Cultural Studies
Laramie Rae Smith, in Psychology: Social
Antonius Herwancli Tanan, in Educational Psychology: Gifted and Talented Education
Felicia Corinne Timpson, in Educational Technology
Nanette Cecilia Trusler, in Educational Technology
Julio Villa, in Linguistics
Brendan Walsh, in Educational Technology
Matthew Christopher Waltz, in Curriculum and Instruction: Foreign Language Education
Rong Zhou, in Economics
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Andre Aekins
David Lee Agerton (Venture Consulting)
John E. Albis (Finance)
Neil H. Amwake
Juan Francisco Antelo (Finance)
Josephine Baah (Management)
Jeffrey Alan Bache (Finance)
Matthew John Bachinski (Finance)
Pawel Baczyk (Finance)
Nicholas Baker (Venture Consulting)
Smita Balakrishna (General)
Joseph Barinov (International Business)
Jeffrey R. Barnett (Finance)
Stephanie L. Bedard (Marketing)
Daniel James Belisle (Finance and Health Care Management)
William Frazier Bell (Marketing)
Sean Beznicki (Finance and Marketing)
Eva Bica-Winterling (Management of Technology)
Joshua I. Blazer (Finance)
David Roy Bourlard (Finance)
Keith Eric Brinsmade (Finance)
Sarah Emily Brittain (Health Care Management)
Meghan Ann Brunaugh (Marketing and Venture Consulting)
James Rene Cadieux (Finance)
John Calabrese (Finance)
Steven W. Camerota (Finance)
Amanda Ann Caruso (Finance)
Kathryn Jean Casner (Management of Technology)
Carlo Anthony Cavallo (Finance)
Michael Chan (Finance)
Li Chung Chang (Finance)
Daniel M. Cheever (Finance)
Jesse Christophel (Management)
Eric J. Coffield (Finance)
Elizabeth S. Cohen (Real Estate)
Charlotte Thomas Creech (Marketing and Venture Consulting)
Oana Sandra Dancescu (Finance)
Sonai Date (Marketing)
Krithika Deepa (International Business)
Ramalingom Devarajan (International Business)
Meghan L. DiCorleto (Finance and Management)
Jae Hoon Do (Information Technology)
John Christopher Donnelly (Finance)
Marianne Barbino Dubueque (Management)
Kristen Michelle Dudley (Finance)
Joseph David Duggan (Marketing)
Jonathan Tippman Dunn (Finance)
Channa S. Edirisinghe (General)
Osama El Maghraby (Finance and International Business)
Jennifer F. Fila (Management)
Jonathan Thomas Fishpaw (Real Estate)
Nicole Joelle Foote (Finance)
Robyn Lynn Forcier (Management)
Allison J. Ford (General)
Michael Anthony Forte (Finance)

Raymond Daniel Gaito (Information Technology)
Brian C. Gale (Finance)
Kathryn Leigh Guinn (Management of Technology)
Jay Gulati (Finance)
Jonathan David Guynes (Marketing)
Amanuel Haile-Marim (Finance)
Usman Ul Haque (Management and Marketing)
Abigail Whitney Hastillo (Marketing)
Daniel Robert Hernandez (Management)
Eric Michael Hoffman (Real Estate)
JiEun Hong (Health Care Management)
Timothy G. Hood (Finance)
Conor Segerson Horrigan (Venture Consulting)
Methuei Huang (Information Technology)
Krenar Jusufi (Management)
Janet Kalandranis (Finance)
John Verdier Kaufman (Management)
Claudia Lorena Kelley (Marketing)
Gregor M. Kevrekian (Real Estate)
Ruchita M. Kewalramani (Finance)
Punita Khanna (Marketing Intelligence)
Sourabhbdeep Singh Khanna (Venture Consulting)
Francis John Kirchoff (Finance)
Katherine Ann Kitterman (Finance and Management)
Alexander B. Kniffin (Marketing)
Anthony Aloysisus Koos (Real Estate)
Paul Koschnitzke (Finance)
Shripurna Kulkarni (Finance and Information Technology)
Michael A. LaCaresse (Marketing)
Jessica Lyn Lampron (Marketing)
Nicole Claudette Lapointe (International Business)
Eric Anthony Larson (Management of Technology)
Ileana Adriana Lawrence (Finance)
Jonathan Lenz (International Business)
Tomas Roberto Lelltwilcr (Management)
Bradley John Lindquist (Finance)
Corrie Anne Lombari (Marketing Operations and Information Management)
Alexei Yevgenyevich Lourie (Finance)
Scott Byerley Lowder (Finance)
Jennifer Lucaitino (Finance and Marketing)
Keith Lynch (Finance)
Zachary Andrew Lyons (Finance)
Kimberly Anne Macauley (Finance)
Michael Joseph Maggipinto (Finance)
Jimi Mangio (Management)
Ryan R. Mankus (Management)
Ji Mao (Finance)
Miguel Andrew Marling (Management)
Benjamin David Marshall (Finance and Real Estate)
Andrew Albert Matos (Real Estate)
Rebecca J. Maxwell (Finance and Management)
Christopher John McAuley (Operations and Information Management and Venture Consulting)
Scott Michael McDonough (International Business)
Sarah Joanna McGovern (Marketing)
Adam Michael Mease (Marketing)
Mikhail Mensh (Finance)
Jessica Marie Michalewicz (Marketing)
Keith Douglas Miller (Marketing and Venture Consulting)
Danielle Christine Moleski (Management)
Albert J. Monti (Management)
Jason C. Moss (Finance)
Derrick Ng Mueller (Finance)
Lindsay Lee Murphy (General)
Melissa Murphy (Marketing)
Prem Kumar Nagabandi (Finance and International Business)
Joshua David Neto (Finance)
Marcia Lorraine Noel (Finance)
Thomas Patrick O'Donnell (Finance and Marketing)
James Joseph O'Leary (Finance)
Bryan Scott Ottley (Real Estate)
John A. Palozie (Management of Technology)
Diana Elizabeth Pawul (Health Care Management)
Bruce Dean Peart (Management)
Conrad A. Peters (Management)
John David Pickert (Marketing Intelligence)
Jonathan Hal Pintoff (Health Care Management)
John Stephen Pires (Operations and Information Management)
Ashley Elisabeth Plosky (Management and Marketing)
Elliott Christian Ponte (Finance and Management)
Nicholas D. J. Priscott (Marketing)
Brian Robert Pulford (Health Care Management)
Yuval Rabin (Marketing Intelligence)
Ramaiah Radhakrishnan (Finance)
Devarajan Ramalingom (International Business)
Justin Edmund Rattner (Venture Consulting)
Luis Angel Rosario (Management)
John Francis Rosato (Real Estate)
Michael Anthony Rosenberger (Management)
Marc Darius Rostami (Finance)
Joseph Saidock (Finance and Operations and Information Management)
David M. Salvage (Finance and Real Estate)
Matthew Paul Sangeloty (Marketing Intelligence)
Eric A. Santini (Marketing and Real Estate)
Matthew David Scanlin (International Business)
Meghan Lyn Scussel (Finance and Management)
Evan Paul Scussel (Finance)
Rebekah C. Scabury (Management of Technology)
Brian J. Seaman, Jr. (Finance)
Brian Daniel Serignese (Management)
Tracy Settembrini (Marketing)
Sachin Shah (Management)
Viral Shah (Information Technology)
Rodrick Tarveze Shiver (Accounting)
Colleen Marie Shugure (General)
Katherine Siciliano (Management)
Linda Rose Sirnes (Marketing)
Michael Jeffrey Smith (Finance)
Tanya Smolkin (Health Care Management)
Anthony Joseph Sniadach (Management)
Winston George Spencer (Management)
Jerry T. Sun
Joseph Sweet
John Thomas Szeghy (Finance)
Stephanie Tai (Finance)
Jouli Tarek (Management)
Pramod Kumar Tendale (Finance)
David K. Thomas (Finance)
David Tine (Marketing)
Phillip Douglas Titolo (Finance)
Pamela Ann Tramontano (Management)
Jamie Le Tran (Health Care Management)
Robert L. Truitt (Finance)
Bhavik Vaghela (Management)
Rajesh Verma (Finance)
Lulifer Vinca (Finance)
Visweswara Rao Viswanadha (Marketing)
Vijola Vjesto
Ryan Carroll Voeg (Finance)
Heather Lynn Walsh (Accounting)
Dale Martin Walter II (Finance)
Qian Wang (Finance)
Shaunte Weber (Finance)
Matt John Wehnes (Finance)
Jarrod Thomas Welch
Matthew D. Weston (Finance)
David Wilk
Arnold George Woelfel, Jr. (Management)
Julia Yelevich (Finance and Venture Consulting)
Eric Christopher Zajac (Management of Technology)
Paul Joseph Zapotosky (Finance)

Graduates, August 24, 2010

Jennifer Paige Archer (Marketing)
David Joseph Banker (Management)
Tanay Ravindra Bapat (Finance)
Caleb Carr Beckford (Real Estate)
Uzair S. Beyabani (Management)
Kiron Kumar Bhaskar (Management of Technology)
Joseph Michael Borrow (Finance)

Andrew Ryan Boyle (Finance)
Alexander B. Carr (Finance)
Jing Chen (Information Technology)
Dariusz Chomak (Marketing)
Bethany Ann Collins (Finance and Management)
Elo Wester Comfort (Real Estate)
Meghan Patricia Dering (Marketing)
Anna Dix (International Business)
Sara Joy Drnach (Marketing)
Jean-Francois Duchesne (Finance)
Jared McClain Durban (Finance)
Michael Fedele (Marketing)
Keith Mark Fortmiller (Finance)
David John Furey (Marketing)
Doreen Gasaatura (Finance)
Julianne Gilbert (Management)
Kimberly R. Gillis (Management)
Mary Ann Giyens (Marketing)
Terry-Ann Alecia Graham (Management and Marketing)
Sarah Catherine Housington (Management)
Kristin Michelle Janczewski (Finance)
Ramkrishna Jayalkar (Finance)
Prashant Kishorejha (Marketing)
Victoria Elizabeth Joel (Marketing)
Charles Young Kim (Management)
Won Hee Kim (Finance)
John Richard Murphy (Finance)
Jason Michael LeBlanc (Marketing)
Brendan James Lennon (International Business)
Ying Liu (Information Technology)
Kelly A. McDaniel (Management)
Filip P. Mitev (Finance)
John Richard Murphy III (Finance)
Heather Joan Musante (Management)
Rajan Muthiah (Marketing)
Vetriycle Pakkiriappan (Finance)
Seth Ellis Palmer (Management)
Chris Parker (Finance)
Seema Pillai (Health Care Management)
Adam T. Pollack (Finance)
Nicholas A. Polomoff (Finance)
Geeta Rai (Marketing)
Thomas J. Roome (Finance)
Brian Rozental (Venture Consulting)
Catherine Beltran Santiago (Management of Technology and Marketing)
JoAnn Michelle Savoia (Finance)
Viktoriya Savvouilides (Finance)
Derek Thomas Scott (Management)
Sameer Senapati (Finance)
Sahil Navin Shah (Marketing)
Ayyavaru B. Sivalenka (Management of Technology)
Megan Kathleen Sobeck (Marketing)
Michael David Spurgeon (Management)
Randall Matthew Stein (Marketing)
Kimberly Joy Styslinger (Accounting)
Patrick Sullivan (Finance)
Ifecoma Munachi Uyanwue (General)
Paul Joseph Vandal, Jr. (Management)
Nara R. Wargo (Finance)
Scott D. Wargo (Finance)
Michael David Wheeler (Management)
Michael Thomas Wisniewski (Venture Consulting)
Yemsrach Mekte Woubbie (Finance)
Mohammad Yaqoob (Marketing)
Nancy Yunhong Yu (Management of Technology and Marketing)
Teresa Louise Fotta (Management of Technology)
Bradley Fries (Marketing)
Michael Peter Gentile (Finance)
Aleksandra Anna Gierszewska (Finance)
Shannon Marie Glen (Finance)
Jason M. Graf (Finance)
Bassam Michael Hanna (Finance)
Tamarin L. Hannon (Management)
James Bryan Hocking (Marketing)
G. Alejandro Trujillo Huerta (Marketing)
Joseph Iannotta (Finance)
Janet Kalandranis (Marketing)
Khalid Kapadwala (Management)
Scott Thomas Kelsey (Management of Technology)
David Philip Kostek (Finance)
Rita Lamontagne (Management)
Jason Thomas LaRocco (Finance)
Justin Lasandra (Finance)
Stephen Andrew Lensi (Marketing)
Jamie L. Lintner (Finance)
Violet Durollari Lumani (Finance)
Siddharth S. Manohar (Management of Technology)
Kymberly Lac Martin (Management)

Graduates, December 18, 2010

Hisham Nick Abdelilah (Finance)
Michael Sean Annesley (Finance)
Johanna Leigh Armstrong (Marketing)
Jamie Lynn Baughner (Finance)
Jacques Roger Begin (Marketing)
Olivia Fay Blake (Marketing)
Bettina Levinsohn Bosma (Management)
Lisa Bratt (Finance)
Eric Marc Brunetto (Marketing)
Virginia Caldari (Accounting)
Kun Chen (Information Technology)
Panagiota Maria Christy (Real Estate)
Jayme Orniston Coates (Management)
Altin Dabulla (Management)
Narsimha Reddy Daram (Management)
Ryan M. Darmonfal (Finance)
Arun Kumar Darwar (Management)
Abhishek Das (Finance)
Todd Disque (Finance)
Kathleen Margaret Dwyer (Finance)
Robert A. Edgerton III (finance)
Daryl Mark Fetzko (Finance)
Matthew E. Filiault (Finance)
Courtney Elizabeth Merritt (Management)
Kristin Collins Murray (Accounting)
Jing Pan (Finance)
Raman Paul (Marketing)
Erik Mark Pecorelli (Finance)
Subasini Periyakaruppan (Finance)
Jeffrey Theodore Prelle
Joseph Anthony Quinn (Finance)
Rooshi Chandrakant Rajkotia (Finance)
Edlaine Lucien Riodin
Christopher Romeo
Peter B. Salonia (Finance)
Derek James Shoemaker (Finance and Management)
Joshua Alan Simon (Management of Technology)
Amar Singh (Finance)
Jacqueline M. Soroka
Jonathan Speier (Management of Technology)
John R. Sponauer (Marketing)

John R. Strahley (Finance)
Carolyn J. Strelau (Finance)
John Alexander Strzepek (Finance)
Elizabeth Laura Swainson (Marketing)
Alicia Opal Temoche (Management)
Karen Anne Thieling (Management and Marketing)
Verena Thoene-Demaio (Management)
David Rosario Tiné (Marketing)
Robert Torrani (Finance)
Darrin Tulley (Finance)
Cherry Tun-Smith (Finance)
Lesa Vanotti (Finance)
Mahesh Vazhora Puthenveetil (Marketing)
Brent P. Veiga (Management)
Sathish Kumar Visanagiri (Finance)
Praveen Vohra (Marketing)
Brent Floyd Young
Yujun Zhang (Finance)
MASTER OF DENTAL SCIENCE

Graduates, August 24, 2010

Mehran Ahedi
Omaid Khalid Ahmad
Eric Sanjay Choudhury

Amirparviz R. Davoody
Aaron Russ Jensen
Robert Ernest Pesce, Jr.

Graduates, December 18, 2010

M. Brett Holliday
Dongha Oh
Rachel Margaret Stockhausen

MASTER OF ENGINEERING

Graduate, August 24, 2010

Mitchell Aaron Riccione (Mechanical Engineering)

Graduates, December 18, 2010

Andrew Paul Olech
Rachna Prasad (Materials Science and Engineering)

MASTER OF FINE ARTS

Cassandra Ireland Beaver, in Dramatic Arts: Design
Jennifer Erin Corcoran, in Dramatic Arts: Design
Gretchen Mary Goode, in Dramatic Arts: Acting
Christina Marie Greer, in Dramatic Arts: Acting
Stefan Thomas Koniarz, in Dramatic Arts: Technical Direction
Phillip Andrew Korth, in Dramatic Arts: Acting
Siobhan Brendt Landry, in Art

Rita Mary Lombardi, in Art
Elicia Marie Lord, in Dramatic Arts: Design
Mark David Novick, in Dramatic Arts: Design
Philip Arthur Smithey, in Dramatic Arts: Acting
Jamie Rose Uretsky, in Art
Edward Paul Weingart, in Dramatic Arts: Technical Direction
Brian Patrick Williams, in Dramatic Arts: Acting

Graduates, December 18, 2010

Megan A. McNerney, in Dramatic Arts
Paul M. Spirito, in Dramatic Arts
MASTER OF MUSIC

John Edward Biatowas, in Performance
Jennie Marie Herreid, in Performance
Stephen Wilson Lyons, in Performance

Daniel Christopher McDonald, in Conducting
Candice Rene Tuttle, in Performance

Graduate, December 18, 2010

Gregory Raymond Gauvin, in Performance

MASTER OF PROFESSIONAL STUDIES

Ryan Thomas Bangham, in Human Resource Management
Peter J. Dunnack, in Human Resource Management
Heather Marie Dziadzio, in Human Resource Management
Katie L. Folden, in Humanitarian Services Administration
Rosemarie Forzano, in Human Resource Management
Katherine Margaret Grelle, in Humanitarian Services Administration

Daniel P. Hanscom, in Occupational Safety and Health Management
Madelein Muriel-Drew, in Humanitarian Services Administration
Tina Marie Rice, in Human Resource Management
Shawn Christopher Rutkowski, in Human Resource Management
Holly Alicia Schaefer, in Human Resource Management
Thomas Patrick Shields, in Homeland Security Leadership

Ryan Thomas Bangham, in Homeland Security Leadership
Peter J. Dunnack, in Human Resource Management
Heather Marie Dziadzio, in Human Resource Management
Katie L. Folden, in Humanitarian Services Administration
Rosemarie Forzano, in Human Resource Management
Katherine Margaret Grelle, in Humanitarian Services Administration

Daniel P. Hanscom, in Occupational Safety and Health Management
Madelein Muriel-Drew, in Humanitarian Services Administration
Tina Marie Rice, in Human Resource Management
Shawn Christopher Rutkowski, in Human Resource Management
Holly Alicia Schaefer, in Human Resource Management
Thomas Patrick Shields, in Homeland Security Leadership

Graduates, August 24, 2010

Alan William Clark, in Homeland Security Leadership
Ryan James Devine, in Homeland Security Leadership
Marcia O. Fider, in Occupational Safety and Health Management
Melissa Anne Guarnieri, in Homeland Security Leadership
William John Hershman, in Homeland Security Leadership
Kelly Ann Keller, in Human Resource Management

John Hollis Lenox, in Homeland Security Leadership
Dawn Elizabeth McKeelhan, in Humanitarian Services Administration
Michael J. Miele, in Homeland Security Leadership
Matthew D. Slatoff, in Homeland Security Leadership

Graduates, December 18, 2010

Gianna Marie Fergione, in Human Resource Management
Vanesa M. Francis, in Human Resource Management
Paulina Korankye, in Human Resource Management
Annelise Palacios Mata, in Humanitarian Services Administration

Anna E. McRue, in Human Resource Management
Kristin Lee Payne, in Homeland Security Leadership
Stephen Michael Prager, in Human Resource Management
Donald E. Schaefer, in Human Resource Management
### MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Beau James Anderson  
Nora D. Bishop  
Kelsey Daly Brown  
Janice Catherine Castle  
Nicole Johanna Colomonico  
Laura E. DeMaio  
Diana Deng  
Daniel P. Dilworth  
Sarah Richmond Geary  
Abigail Miller Giford  
Gregg Gorneault  
Karen K. Lenahan  
John W. MacArthur  
Charles Francis Martin  
Amanda Lee Miller  
Sarah Caroline Miner  
Matthew David Robinson  
Kathryn Elizabeth Rock  
Chelsea Marie Ross  
Jennifer Lynn Sherwood  
Jacob William Soffronoff  
Christopher Cody Willis  
Medora Jean Wooldridge

Graduate, August 24, 2010

Jui Shrestha

Graduates, December 18, 2010

Christopher E. Beauty  
Heather Lynn Burford  
Justin John Kearney  
William Richard Podgorski

### MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Kenneth Alexander Angle  
Courtney Kennedy Butler  
Erin Lynn Cornell  
Lea Ann Fortin-McCue  
Jesus Gutierrez  
Celeste F. Jorge  
Katherine Lisa Levesque  
Thomas Joseph Mahoney, Jr.  
Cheryl J. Marenick  
Jessica Porazinski McMullin  
Russell Simon Melmed  
Lwendo S. Moonzwe  
Colleen Ann O'Connor  
Liberty Pandey  
Nani Crashley Phillips  
Kathleen Pressoir  
Rachel Delanne Pryzby  
Katherine Anne Robaina  
Jaime Stevens  
Marie H. Sudsbury  
Micheal S. Tadros  
Christina Lynn Turner

Graduates, August 24, 2010

Linda L. Green  
Erin Katherine Havens  
Amanda Dean Parker

Graduates, December 18, 2010

Sean P. Cronin  
Karen Fung  
Shane Lockwood  
Terrence William Ryan  
Rosalie Ann Simichak  
Zheng Song
MASTER OF SCIENCE

Elizabeth Rose Ackell, in Animal Science Engineering
Kazi Farzan Ahmed, in Environmental Engineering
Suk Iyun Ahn, in Polymer Science
Abdulkerim Alim, in Electrical Engineering: Electronics and Photonics
Umar Salman Alqasemi, in Biomedical Engineering
Daniel D. Anastasio, in Mathematics: Actuarial Science
Eric Raymond Anderson, in Mathematics: Actuarial Science
Abdurrahman Arikan, in Computer Science and Engineering
Mark Edward Bacon, in Mechanical Engineering: Design
Lauren Rose Barbieri, in Biodiversity and Conservation Biology
Justin P. Benoit, in Physiology and Neurobiology: Neurobiology
Aditya Bhargava, in Biomedical Engineering
Shuchi Bhargava, in Applied Financial Mathematics
Jennifer Bidwell, in Cell Biology
Jason Emery Billings, in Civil Engineering: Transportation and Urban Engineering
Garrett Steven Bolella, in Civil Engineering: Transportation and Urban Engineering
Kelley Jean Bostrom, in Oceanography
Sarah Marie Bourque, in Allied Health
Jessica Lee Bruno, in Biomedical Engineering
Brian Thomas Burke, in Civil Engineering
Joseph William Burns, in Mechanical Engineering: Dynamics and Control
Jingxi Cai, in Accounting
Nicola Calabrese, in Nursing
Anna Taylor Campifiorino, in Natural Resources: Land, Water and Air
Luis Rodrigo Cãmpora Oñate, in Biomedical Engineering
Kari Anne Carpenter, in Accounting
James Phillip Cassanelli, in Geological Sciences: Geology
Fang Chen, in Applied Financial Mathematics
Leelyn Chong, in Nutritional Science
Kadir Cil, in Electrical Engineering: Electronics and Photonics
Pamela Marie Cipriano, in Nursing
Rebecca Clark, in Nursing
Maria Antonella Coman, in Agricultural and Resource Economics
Kristina Marie Cordes, in Pathobiology: Bacteriology
Cagnar Corekli, in Mathematics
Juan-Pablo Correa, in Environmental Engineering
Antonio Paul Costa, in Mathematics
Rose M. Cournoyer, in Natural Resources: Land, Water and Air
Andrew Jonathan Czyzowski, in Biomedical Engineering
Jianwei Dai, in Electrical Engineering: Electronics and Photonics
Stephanie Rose Davis, in Cell Biology
Matthew James DeBacco, in Plant Science
Christopher Allen Desmond, in Nursing
Sahinde Dogruer, in Mathematics
Hongli Dong, in Clinical and Translational Research
Lindsay Marie Driess, in Natural Resources: Land, Water and Air
Beyhan Duran, in Nursing
Justin Louis Durelli, in Chemical Engineering
Jessica Lynn Ehrentraut, in Allied Health
Nathan Von Faler, in Accounting
Andal Michael FeQuire, in Computer Science and Engineering
Damaris Figueroa, in Nursing
Nidhish Francis, in Animal Science
Scott Andrew Frazee, in Materials Science and Engineering
Sean Brian Frenette, in Biomedical Engineering
Amy Frances Fries, in Genetics and Genomics
Kehui Kayce Fu, in Mathematics: Actuarial Science
Santina Ann Galbo, in Allied Health
Neha Ajit Ghaisas, in Environmental Engineering
Leah Rose Giacotto, in Chemistry
Justin Michael Giordano, in Civil Engineering: Transportation and Urban Engineering
Lori A. Godaire, in Nursing
Hami Golbayani, in Applied Financial Mathematics
Craig Allen Goliber, in Biomedical Engineering
Mauricio Andres Gordillo, in Materials Science and Engineering
Denise Ann Graziani, in Nursing
Kevin Lawrence Guralnick, in Accounting
Jennifer Elizabeth Hacker, in Mechanical Engineering: Dynamics and Control
Garrett Kane Hahn, in Statistics
Jeffrey Ryan Haines, in Applied Financial Mathematics
Rubí Alva de Hickson, in Nursing
William Thomas Higgins, in Civil Engineering: Structural Engineering
Jamie Kate Hinchliff, in Nursing
Deborah Anne Hintz, in Nursing
Allison Marie Hobson, in Nursing
Emily Elizabeth Jacobs, in Biomedical Engineering
Milly James, in Applied Genomics
Yao Jin, in Biomedical Engineering
Christopher Charles Johnson, in Applied Financial Mathematics
Jonathan B. Kahl, in Electrical Engineering: Electronics and Photonics
Colin David Kelley, in Mechanical Engineering
Niaz Latheef Khan, in Biomedical Engineering
Andrew Steven Kidd, in Accounting
Angelista Edward Kihaga, in Agricultural and Resource Economics
Yun Jeong Kim, in Nursing
Daniel Andrew Kingsbury, in Agricultural and Resource Economics
Scott Stephen Kraft, in Electrical Engineering: Electronics, Photonics, and Biophotonics
Shreyassee Vasant Kumbhar, in Cell Biology
Dipendra Kundu, in Polymer Science
Leeanne Lachapelle, in Nursing
Marissa L. LaHaise, in Nursing
Qi Lan, in Mathematics
Grace Jackson Lemunge, in Agricultural and Resource Economics
Balint Lengyel, in Natural Resources: Land, Water and Air
Peter James Leonard, in Plant Science: Plant Breeding
Rachel Leone, in Animal Science
Jingcheng Li, in Civil Engineering: Transportation and Urban Engineering
Xiang Li, in Environmental Engineering
Kuo-Ting Liao, in Materials Science and Engineering
Jing Liu, in Computer Science and Engineering
Runzhe Liu, in Mathematics: Actuarial Science
Xingkang Liu, in Mathematics: Actuarial Science
Eric Anthony Livaich, in Chemical Engineering
Jeffrey Mark Lovington, in Accounting
Nanqian Lu, in Statistics
Qi Lu, in Applied Mathematical Sciences
Yi-Hsuan Lu, in Mathematics: Actuarial Science
Charles Robert Mackin, in Genetics and Genomics
Karina Malavenda, in Statistics
Joshua Malouin, in Biological Sciences
Md. Sha Al Mamun, in Civil Engineering: Transportation and Urban Engineering
Alexander Louis Mann, in Biomedical Engineering
Harry Fredrick Martindale, in Civil Engineering: Structural Engineering
Venkata Lalitha Pratyusha Mattegunta, in Biomedical Engineering
Michael Francis Mauro, in Accounting
Polina M. Melamud, in Nursing
Meghan Theresa Midghall, in Nursing
David Carleton Mirakian, in Geological Sciences: Geology
Matthew Paul Missari, in Applied Genomics
Elisabeth Erin Mylnarski, in Genetics and Genomics
Thoa Thi Nguyen, in Nursing
Fred Nguyenloc, in Mechanical Engineering: Design
Karl Donald Noble, in Nursing
Lena Martha O'Keefe, in Physiology and Neurobiology: Neuroscience
Michael John Oliver, in Civil Engineering: Structural Engineering
Suzette Marie Orzechowski, in Nursing
Vincent Owanda Otieno, in Natural Resources: Land, Water and Air
Joseph Paul Ouellette, in Biomedical Engineering
Anthony Maurice Palermo, in Nutritional Science
Edli Papadima, in Electrical Engineering: Electronics and Photonics
Allie Paquette, in Biomedical Engineering
Cassandra Jean Patch, in Accounting
Dawn M. Pawlowski, in Nursing
Jessica Nancy Pearce, in Accounting
Ronald Leonardo Pegram, in Accounting
Thuan Pham, in Mechanical Engineering
Jason Carreira Pimenta, in Accounting
Laura Pittari, in Nursing
Ken-Taro Plude, in Civil Engineering: Structural Engineering
Shelley Elizabeth Plude, in Civil Engineering: Structural Engineering
Phani Prakash Poranki, in Mathematics: Actuarial Science
Matthew Russell Pressley, in Accounting
Joshua S. Preston, in Mechanical Engineering: Energy and Thermal Sciences
Laura Louise Prior, in Nursing
Stephen Ronald Prosaczyk, in Civil Engineering: Structural Engineering
Maria J. Qadri, in Biomedical Engineering
Matthew Louis Quaranta, in Environmental Engineering
Felix L. Quiros-Pedraza, in Materials Science and Engineering
Christine Marie Raymond, in Nursing
Shristi Rawal, in Allied Health
Thomas James Reinwald, in Electrical Engineering: Electronics and Photonics
Cynthia Victoria Reynolds, in Plant Science: Landscape Architecture
Jaime Marie Rivers, in Accounting
Todd Romilly, in Environmental Engineering
Maria Rosa, in Oceanography
Alyssa Meredith Rosenthal, in Applied Genomics
Jared Stephen Ruckman, in Biomedical Engineering
Mark Lee Russell, in Nursing
Kevin Raymond Ruszala, in Accounting
Suman Saha, in Computer Science and Engineering
Ekneet Kaur Sahni, in Pharmaceutical Science: Pharmaceutics
Hassan Nazmus Saleheen, in Clinical and Translational Research
Yana Evelyn Samson, in Accounting
Kyle Addison Samuel, in Accounting
Adam Russell Schrage, in Applied Genomics
Virginia Elizabeth Senapati, in Genetics and Genomics
Chun Shang, in Mathematics: Actuarial Science
Binu Shrestha, in Civil Engineering: Structural Engineering
Amanda Lee Smith, in Applied Genomics
Tony J. Soares, in Materials Science and Engineering
Matthew John Solomito, in Biomedical Engineering
Keegan Elizabeth Soncha, in Chemistry
Lindsey Christine Swanson, in Genetics and Genomics
Natalia Tabares Franco, in Biomedical Engineering
Weiguo Tang, in Electrical Engineering: Information, Communications, Decision, and Biosystems
Katherine H. Taylor, in Nursing
Daniel Joseph Tichon, in Biomedical Engineering
Michael Stanley Tomczyk, in Nursing
Patricia M. Tracey, in Nursing
Matthew Tranqu Tran, in Computer Science and Engineering
Andrew Thomas Trivella, in Accounting
Naga Uma Sowmya Vasa, in Biomedical Engineering
Chibi Vijaylan, in Applied Microbial Systems Analysis
Natalie Walters, in Nursing
Linke Wang, in Statistics
Xiaojin Wang, in Mathematics: Actuarial Science
Zuofei Wang, in Computer Science and Engineering
Travis Robert Ward, in Mechanical Engineering: Energy and Thermal Sciences
Jayce Andrew Watson, in Applied Financial Mathematics
Frederic Wilcox Wilson IV, in Civil Engineering: Structural Engineering
Heather Lynne Wilson, in Nursing
Sandra Marie Wrin, in Nursing
Yuan Xue, in Materials Science and Engineering
Shuang Yin, in Animal Science
Bingjie Zhang, in Electrical Engineering
Xiaolong Zhang, in Environmental Engineering
Jason Zheng, in Civil Engineering: Transportation and Urban Engineering
Yanming Zheng, in Mathematics: Actuarial Science
Xiao Zhou, in Electrical Engineering: Electronics, Photonics, and Biophotonics
Shahana Lee Abdullah, in Biomedical Science: Neuroscience
Maziar Aghvami, in Mechanical Engineering: Energy and Thermal Sciences
Abdulmajid Abdullah Albasri, in Applied Financial Mathematics
Leland Michael Aldridge, in Physics
Brittany Paige Amendola, in Accounting
Michael Peter Barrett, in Accounting
Branden Michael Bergeron, in Civil Engineering: Transportation and Urban Engineering
Ian David Berghorn, in Chemistry
Peter Edward Bihunia, in Accounting
Joshua M. Blixt, in Accounting
Kweku Tekyi Brown, in Civil Engineering: Transportation and Urban Engineering
Huy N. Bui, in Electrical Engineering: Information, Communications, Decision, and Biosystems
Kevin Mathew Burns, in Accounting
Jingwen Cao, in Mathematics: Actuarial Science
Tricia S. Caron, in Nursing
Lisa Marie Carrington, in Accounting
Weian Chen, in Electrical Engineering: Information, Communications, Decision, and Biosystems
Jodi Lyn Chesebro, in Accounting
Carmen Rosa Chilicki, in Nursing
Michael Vincent Comperatore, in Nutritional Science
Jessica L. Keefe, in Accounting
Jose Santana, in Materials Science and Engineering
Joseph Louis Romeo, III

Wendy Joanne Alcorn, in Accounting
Matthew Thomas Oliver, in Accounting
Vincent Paul Palumbo, in Materials Science and Engineering
Krista Nit Aubrech, in Pathobiology
Jessica Planas, in Nursing
Devon Courtney Pleau, in Applied Genomics
Geetali Pradhan, in Biomedical Engineering

Abhishek Garg, in Microbiology
Tyler Burns Gay, in Accounting
Meghan McMullen Geiger, in Accounting
Devon Elizabeth Gentile, in Accounting
Virupaxi Goornavar, in Cell Biology
Nicole Richardson Grant, in Accounting
Jenna Lynn Gratton, in Accounting
Bruce G. Gregoire, in Natural Resources: Land, Water and Air
Sizhen Guo, in Civil Engineering: Transportation and Urban Engineering
Zheng Guo, in Computer Science and Engineering
Jenna Marie Halligan, in Accounting
John Robert Hascieck, in Cell Biology
Xu-Gang He, in Physics
Timothy James Houger, in Physiology and Neurobiology: Neurobiology
Martin Edmund Huber, in Mechanical Engineering
Sharan Kaur Jutla, in Accounting

Kristi Alvina Kalnies, in Accounting
Jessica L. Keefe, in Accounting
Bridget Sheila Kenneally, in Accounting
Melissa Marie Kitch, in Accounting
Steven Anthony Lanza, in Accounting
James Michael LaPia, in Nutritional Science
James Michael Lautedde, in Accounting
Fred S. Ligeiro, in Accounting
Yanqi Liu, in Mathematics: Actuarial Science
Suvastri Mandal, in Electrical Engineering: Information, Communications, Decision, and Biosystems
Morgan Kathleen Marchitto, in Accounting
Trinity Maria Mascola, in Accounting
Amy Elizabeth Mayberry, in Mathematics: Actuarial Science
Ryan Patrick McAndrew, in Accounting
Sean William McCabe, in Accounting

Nicholas McIntosh, in Natural Resources: Land, Water and Air
Nathaniel A. Miller, in Plant Science: Soil Science
Katryna Rae Minski, in Allied Health
Timothy R. Morin, Jr., in Cell Biology: Cytology
Paul Thomas Morrone, in Accounting
Lynn Denise Murray, in Accounting
Derek John Nener-Plante, in Civil Engineering: Transportation and Urban Engineering
Matthew Thomas Oliver, in Accounting
Vincent Paul Palumbo, in Materials Science and Engineering
Krista Nit Aubrech, in Pathobiology
Jessica Planas, in Nursing

Abhishek Garg, in Biomedical Engineering
Marc Joseph Rigatti, in Biochemistry
Yamalia Shauni-Kaye Roberts, in Biomedical Engineering
Joseph Louis Romeo, in Accounting
Lauren Ann Rosenberg, in Accounting
Arribal Roy, in Mechanical Engineering: Energy and Thermal Sciences

Michelle Christine Rubino, in Accounting
Kyle Matthew Ryan, in Mathematics: Actuarial Science
Stephanie Ann Sachse, in Accounting
Suman Saha, in Computer Science and Engineering
Vibhavari Sainath Sail, in Cell Biology
Jose Santana, in Materials Science
Ana Claudia Santos De Medeiros, in Genetics and Genomics
Alexis Dianne Sather, in Accounting
Matthew Henry Scheer, in Accounting
Peter James Schreck, in Accounting
Jeffrey Patrick Seman, in Accounting
Damiana Serafini, in Agricultural and Resource Economics
Stephanie Ann Siegel, in Accounting

Patrick Smirkers, in Accounting
Bradley S. Smith-Mowry, in Accounting
Alan Matthew Strutz, in Accounting
Lindsey A. Sturgis, in Biomedical Engineering
Melanie Ann Noonan, in Nursing
Alanna Shentelle Ocampo, in Biomedical Engineering
Meeghan Ann O’Connor, in Pharmaceutical Science: Pharmacology and Toxicology
Jonathan Daniel O’Neill, in Chemical Engineering
David Ozag, in Accounting
Allison Elizabeth Page, in Accounting
Amanda Ashley Parillo, in Animal Science: Physiology of Reproduction
Brian Joseph Passineau, in Accounting
Jason Cruz Patalinghug, in Agricultural and Resource Economics
Alexander John Philips, in Accounting
Anna M. Politano, in Accounting
Demetrios Psarofagis, in Accounting
Amanda Nancee Purdum, in Accounting
Tian Qin, in Mathematics: Actuarial Science
Alma Qirici, in Accounting
Md. Ashrafur Rahman, in Civil Engineering: Transportation and Urban Engineering
Jonathan Wesley Ramsay, in Accounting
Sabadanand Rapaka, in Cell Biology: Plant Cell and Molecular Biology
Rachel Helen Rindlisbach, in Agricultural and Resource Economics
Jeffrey Paul Roy, in Accounting
Justin Leonard Rubbo, in Accounting
Saranya Santhosh Kumar, in Genetics and Genomics
Mehmet Fahri Sarac, in Materials Science and Engineering
Katherine Leigh Sargs, in Accounting
Anthony Jay Scavo, in Accounting
Karla Jane Schindler, in Accounting
Vanessa L. Schumacher, in Pathobiology: Pathology
Michael Thomas Sedlack, in Biomedical Engineering
Daniel E. Seremet, in Environmental Engineering
Binu Shrestha, in Civil Engineering: Structural Engineering
Patrick James Shugrue, in Accounting
Michael Gabriel Stankus, in Accounting
Douglas G. Stratoudakis, in Accounting
Brian P. Sullivan, in Accounting
Elisabeth Svensson, in Oceanography
Brian John Swanson, in Civil Engineering: Structural Engineering
Lyndsay Carroll Tanner, in Applied Genomics
Hsin-Yu Tien, in Plant Science: Plant Breeding
Vu Phi Tran, in Accounting
Alexander Paul van Olden, in Accounting
James Kenneth Wiedemann, in Accounting
Llancyllius Williams, in Applied Financial Mathematics
Elie Wolfe, in Physics
Eric Chung Him Wong, in Civil Engineering: Transportation and Urban Engineering
Michelle Marie Wright, in Nursing
Zhao Xue, in Environmental Engineering
Bingjie Zhang, in Electrical Engineering
Jie Zhang, in Accounting
Yifan Zhang, in Mathematics: Actuarial Science
Yuanyuan Zhang, in Mathematics: Actuarial Science
Xiao Zhou, in Electrical Engineering
MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK

Tamara Acosta
Samuel M. Adelman
Jelan A. Agnew
Rosalie G. Baldwin
Andrew J. Bandurski
Christine Banks
Melissa A. Barillaro
Charles F. Barrett
Jessica L. Baumgartel
Neil G. Becker
Angela R. Bellas
Carmel D. Bennett
Kaitlyn Blicharz
Lauren K. Bogart
Laura C. Boneczek
Martin K. Booker
Nicole G. Braman
Emily R. Brooks-Gould
Brigitte P. Brown
Emily E. Cahill
Adriano P. Calabrese
Jody D. Campanello
Melissa M. Carolina
Erica L. Carr
Katie A. Carroll
Kimberly J. Carta
Dawn E. Caruso
Mary M. Cooper
Maria E. Coutant-Skinner
Marisha S. Davis-Hussain
Melissa L. Davis
Denise S. DeBrady
Elizabeth J. Deck
Lauren M. DiGrazia
Dulce M. Dones-Mendez
Gillian K. Ellis
Kate L. Engelhardt
Elizabeth K. Fabrizi
Terese G. Fagan
Christopher M. Farmer
Christine L. Fox
Shirley M. Fraser
Deborah A. Fulton
Kristy L. Gajowiak
Jacelyn L. Garuti
Melissa M. Gillanders
Amanda D. Girardin
Marta Grala
Lillanya Gray
Lou Ann Grimes
Betheona A. Guiles-Smith
Camille J. Haddad-Cotton
Shamesha S. Hall
Shannon N. Healy
Arturo A. Hernandez
Douglas A. Howard
Heather R. Howard
Sarah D. Huckabee
Nicole C. Hunter
Melissa R. Lassogna
Antionetta D. Jackson
Truesilence C. Jackson
Courtney L. James
Sara K. Janowski-Therion
Ashley J. Jay
Bradley Jockynhm
Catrina C. Johnson
Jeanette Johnson
Elizabeth J. Juicevis
Caitlin Kanell
Elizabeth H. Kelley
Amy K. Kioko
Heather M. Kwasnick
Loraine P. Lagace
Lauren E. Laporte
Matthew R. Lawrence
Shiri A. Layton
Nicole L. Letourneau
Shamah C. Lively
Diana R. Lombardi
Harmony A. Lovell
Natalie Luciano
Allison M. MacInnes
Crystal A. MacKinnon
Samantha T. Malaykan
Jameca L. Malloy
Mireille Maquis
Dawn M. Marchand
Lauren R. Marino
Emily F. Markham
Alyssa N. McGhee
Linda R. McMurray
Caitlin M. Merriman
Kayleen D. Misale
Jessica S. Morneau
Alyssa C. Moss
Ashley M. Mouta
Krstal M. Ndukwu
Kelsey S. Nepote
Catherine L. Nguyen
Kelley J. Niver
Jonathan A. Nixon
Nadiya Omar
Dierdra L. Oretade
George Otu-Appiah
Christopher L. Parker
Kara A. Pellin
Anabel L. Perdomo
Sarah E. Petela
Michelle D. Pope
Amanda G. Potyra
Alecia M. Powell
Christine M. Prota
Alexandra M. Quig
Muriel A. Radocechio
Erin R. Randall
Shaundricka M. Ranel
Charmaine L. Read
Louise R. Riley
Andrea P. Rindone
Aviva L. Ron
Ellen L. Rosenberg
Samantha R. Russell
Geridine Saint Juste
David W. Sant
Laura A. Saponare
Karen Schiffmacher
Kathryn A. Schneider
Mary C. Silka
Alisha L. Simpson
Daniel C. Sirovsky
Alexandra Solomon
Kristy L. Sonstroem
Elaine Soto
Kate E. Stanley
Ashley L. Stewart
Marika P. Stewart
Angelica C. Thompson
Ki'ara G. Tillman
Solisiree Vega
Lauren E. Vitale
Erika N. Watts
Anne E. Webb
Amanda L. Woods
Sarah Woolard-Raczkza
Catherine M. Worth
Mary E. Wright
Kalisba M. Yopp-Muse
Kiley J. Young
The Professional Diploma in education is awarded for the completion of an approved program of study beyond the master's degree directed toward specialization in an area of professional education.

Megan Alubicki
Kelly Andrews-Babcock
Christopher Baxter
Edward Brewer
Danica Cabral
Steven Carvalho
Tiffany Clark
James Colandrea
Lisa Delano
Terese Duenzl
Kelly Enoch
Marybeth Fafalla
Bonnie Fineman
Kim Gionfriddo
Juliane Givoni
Ernest Goodwin
Matthew Guarnieri
Andrea Handler-Ruiz
Thomas Hicay
Michelle Henry
Colleen Howarth
David Howes
Makenzi Hurtado
Matthew Jacobs
Manjit Khosla
Suzanne Krach
Gregory Kuhr
Jeffrey Larson
Karen LeBlanc
Rosa Lemus
Michelle LeVasseur
Jennifer Lewis
Colleen Lugauskas
Lori Mancini
Joseph Masi
Jason McGarry
Katelyn Moloney
India Monroe
Susan Colonni Neilan
Daniel Pichette
Montserrat Rich
Amy Rose
Adam Rosenberg
Conan Schreyer
Madeline Sedovic
Amanda Shaw
Emily Shyer
Violet Sims
Mary Skelly
Kathleen Soderholm
Jeffrey Stead
David St. Jean
Lillie Stuart
Jeffrey Sudmyer
Colleen Emerick Thompson
Linda Tran
Ellen Tuckner
Debra Weingart
Chelcey Williams
THE SCHOOL OF LAW
JURIS DOCTOR

Amira Abed
Adam Joseph Allegro
Regina Paton Armon
Louis Auiciello
Carlos Manuel Badiola
Jamila P. Ball
Aldona Agnieszka Baron
Kensley Robert Barrett
Michael Baruch
Daria Anna Berkowska
Timothy Scott Bibeau
Kathryn Leigh Bissonnette
Christopher Neil Blustein
Flynn Boonstra
Oliver Swanson Bowers
Matthew Friery Bristol
David J. Buckley
Andrew Douglas Bullard
Patrick H. Butler
Daniel D. Calloway III
Steven W. Camerota*
Karess Ashantia Cannon
Kaitlin Ann Canty
Amanda M. Caprari
Kathleen E. Carey
Matthew Stephen Carlone
Michael J. Carreira
Amarilis Carrion
Heidi Hyun Cha
Yikkan Chan
Jeffrey Chase
Michael G. Chase
Young Chon
Lenore Renee Chouinard
Nicholas John Cicale
Karen Lee Colburn-Murphy
Mareidy Collazo Cruz*
Cristina Copersino
Jennifer Faith Dalenta
Robert Sears Dearington
Raphael Deutsch
James Alexander Dever
Sarah Elizabeth Droney
John J. Dugay
Michael Erwin Dunshee
Michael John Dyer
Yechezkel M. Edelman
Thamar Esperance
Kira Irene Evans
Joseph V. Faiella
Timothy Worth Faller
Albert Samuel Fang
Jessica Eve Feldman
Shanique D. Fenlator
Corey Scott Fitzgerald*
Crystal Lyn Fraser
Yang Gao
Maria Isabel Garriga
Nathaniel John Gentile
Justin D. Gibson
Kenneth Martin Goldsmith
Daniel Ethan Goren
Alan M. Gowell
Katherine Margaret Greille
Katharine Grace Withers Griffith
John M. Halstead
Jonathan Harding
Ashley L. Harrison
K. Russell Wershil Hasan
Jesse Hayes
Alicia Hayter
Tien Hung Ho
Grayson Colt Holmes
Lila N. Hrekl
Ryan Dean Humphrey
Amanda Denise Johnson
Cynthia L. Johnson
Michael Joseph Keele
Bolam Kim
Melissa N. Knapp
Caitanya Kommuru
Jason Anthony Laberteaux
Angelina Amrita Lachman
Meghann Eileen LaFountain
Kateryna Lagun
John Alexander Benjamin Langmaid
Owice Elizabeth Lee
Justin James Leisey
James Michael Leva
Jonathan D. Lewin
Victor Patrick Lin
Louisa Shakeri Lindberg
Christopher Joseph Lisi
Sebastian Michael Lombardi
Rose Longo-McLean
Ryan M. LoRusso
Gillon Douglas Marchetti
Philip Thomas Markuszka
Erin Joanne Martell
Steven Christopher Martorelli
William Warren Mauke III
Timothy Ryan McNeil
Erica Lynn Mello
Christa Ashley Menge
Yamuna Menon
Lucas Meyer
Danielle Mckenberg
Patrick Christopher Moen
James Michael Moher
Amy Montemerlo
Kristopher Ian Moore
Claire Morgan
Danielle Most
Patrick Gilbert Henry Mott
Maureen Anne Murphy
Nicole Helen Najam
Christopher John Neitan
Amara Neng
Nicole Judith Netkin-Collins
Matthew P. Nettleton
John Joseph Neumann
Geoffrey Alexander Ong
Caroline Brockett Park
Sheltera D. Patterson
Nicholas Frank Perry
Christopher N. Peterson
Rafael Raoul Pichardo
Megan Leigh Pitz
Elisabeth Aimee Pimentel
Jonathan Bradford Porzuc
Jaclyn Marie Previle
Jacob Michael Pyman
Gregory Michael Rada
Zohaib Rasheed
Ryan Redfield
Karen Mulloy Restifo
Greil Roberts
Lisa Marie Rodriguez Seda
Daniel Franklin Roper
John Francis Rosato*
Mia Fioritto Rubin
Ashley Jordan Schaefer
Jonathan Hall Schaefer
John Andrew Schaffer
Pamela Goldfaden Schwartz
Robyn R. Schwartz
Kelly Ann Scott
Anthony Raheem Shannon
Christopher R. Shea
Kaitlin Deidre Shea
John O’Neil Sheehy
Sana Q. Sheikh
Sydney Justine Shippey
Jennifer Lynne Snow
Nicole Sotto
Dominic Spinelli
Jessica Hope Stein
Joseph Martin Sweet*
Victoria Marie Syvertsen

* Candidate for two degrees
THE SCHOOL OF LAW
MASTER OF LAWS
INSURANCE LAW

Abdullah Mohammed Barakat
Adam Saul Bild
Robbie James Canning
Nefertara Clark
Esayas Solomon Embaye
Hui Feng
Ge Gao
Kristen Diana Garlans
Daniel Haley
Diego Ilianes Ansaldo

Tadao Koezuka
Vonda Mallocoat Laughlin
Pu Li
Yu Li
Jeremy Tyler Lingenfelser
Lauren Theresa Lubick
Juan Martinez
Nancy Catherine Thome Middelaer
Derek F. Myers
Leah Michelle Nollenberger

Laura Ann O'Dell
Chioma Amogechukwu Okeke-Ezigbo
Joseph Phillip Schwarcz
Byoung Hee Song
Pierre Vachon
Luning Wei
Melinda Westbrook
Luyao Xie
Yang Xu

U.S. LEGAL STUDIES

Svetislava Bulajic
Shivani Dudeja
Farrukhjon Ibrohimov
Svenja Kristina Kreft
Malgorzata Kazimiera Lankosz
Yousef Abdul Latif

Rongrong Liu
Aki Mantani
Hee Jin Park
Suhyun Park
Laura Schmitt
Julia Anatoliivna Sedyk

Marta Staniszewska
Katherin Triveno
Leysen Gadelevna Tuktamyshova
Jaap Theodoor Adriaan van de Vlasakker
Xiao Wu
Min Jeong Yoo
THE SCHOOL OF DENTAL MEDICINE

DOCTOR OF DENTAL MEDICINE

Katerina Ashland
Jonah Alexander Barasz
Brad Anthony Beaudoin
Joseph Matthew Blondin
Anthony Martin Carbonella IV
Jaclyn Kupper Cattanach
Colleen Catherine Caulfield
Michael Andrew Christian
Elizabeth McLaughlin Dolan
Ksenia Gaftaniuk
Tessa Susan Gallick
Christopher S. Gatehouse
Tajesh Gohel
Zachary Taylor Grillo
Joseph R. Guzzardi
Gillian Rebecca Hay
Elizabeth Anne Helwig
Lindsay Brooke Herbert
Jason L. Hernandez
Timothy Robert Holzhauer
Ankur Pradip Jhaveri
Edward Thomas Kelly IV
Michael Thomas Kelly
Michelle Anne Kelly
Colin Kong
Scott Thomas Kozlak
Julia D. Landry
Seth James Matton
Yuriy V. May
Jennifer B. Niles
Kelly Elizabeth Palchik
Ukti Gohel Phadnis
Ernest Frank Powers III
Kevon Earl Rennie
Andrew James Ronan
Anya Alexandra Rost
Gregory Michael Saam
Maria Prota Sciaudone
Dany Tawk
Kelley Elizabeth Tyler
Jonathan Andrew Zahner
Vina Zi Zinn

THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

DOCTOR OF MEDICINE

Lauren Elizabeth Albrecht
Chika Vera Anekwe
Paige Alexandra Armstrong
Jilin Bai
Katherine Anne Blackwell
Lindsay Ann Bliss
Molly Snow Brady
Alexander S. Burn
Deborah C. Chen
MariMeg Quinn Clairwood
Robert Joseph Claycomb
Melissa L. Colbert
Nina Mireille Dadlez
Damián dos Santos
Teresa Jean Doucet
Paul Fadakar
Sarah Elizabeth Fleet
Amy Elizabeth Flores
Heather Forouhar Graff
Heather Marie Gainer
Christine R. Garcia
Brian Michael Gaudino
Rod Ali Ghassemzadeh
Joshua A. Giacchetti
Casey Elisabeth Godshall
Danilo De Lima Gomes
Nicole Goulet
Helena Harriet Isabel Grabo
Jesus Gutierrez
Sarah Cavallon Hilding
Erica Kaolin-Anne Hinze
Shan Shan Jiang
Russell A. Johanson
Michael Sean Kelleher, Jr.
John Bernard Kelly III
Husnain Kermalli
Lisa Vanderbilt Knopf
Karena Gilda Lawrence
Tariq Omar Lescouffar
Sarah Catherine Lombardi
Olga Patrycja Madej
Lisa Josephine Madison
Jennifer Bordono Mastrocola
Michael Brien McMahon
Joseph Tyler McRutz
Jason E. Michaud
Daniel Gregory Morris
Darcy Marie Moschenross
Kathryn Sawyer Ndzana
Aleksandra Patrycja Ogrodnik
Brandon Philip Olivieri
Kathleen Cara Olsen
Priscilla Nana Ama Owusu
Joseph Palter
Salony M. Patel
Eeralda Prendaj
Neena Ticku Qasba
Andrew Charles Raissis
Renee D. Robinson
Natercia Reis Rodrigues
Siavash Saadat
Sara Sala
Samira Nicole Savill
David Austin Schirmer III
Jill A. Schondebar
Adeel Shahid
Mona Shahriari
Richard James Shamo
Arjun V. Sharma
Heeseop Shin
Jonathan M. Shupe
Sarah Lyla Steenbergen
Jaime Stevens
Dan Trinh
Arya G. Varthi
Shubha Venkatesh
Kevin James Walsh
Hailun Wang
Paul Thomas Yarincik, Jr.
Liam Zakko
Kristina Marie Ziegler
DOCTOR OF AUDIOLOGY

Robert Stanley Dietz, Jr.
Meredith Lea Fetch
Susan Marie Kelleher
Justin Ryan Lipp

Stephanie C. Nagle (August 24, 2010)
James Rubas
Melissa Katherine Tatton
Amanda Jean Ucci

DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL THERAPY

Monica Julie Copenhaver
John Peter Crowley
Alissa Rene Dall
Lindsay Dilieto
Devon Rae Dougherty
Jacob Eric Friedman
Shayna Gaylord

Kimberly Ann Grebba
Adam Alain Griffiths
Briana Lynn Hoganson
Nicole Elise LaChance
Bryan Thomas O'Neill
Michael Eugene Russo
Katherine Nadia Van Deveire

DOCTOR OF EDUCATION

Miguel Angel Cardona, in Educational Leadership
(May 7, 2011)
Major Advisor: Barry G. Scheckley
Doctoral Dissertation: A Model for Reducing Academic Disparities for Marginalized Students

Karissa Lynn Niehoff, in Educational Leadership
(August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Barry G. Scheckley
Doctoral Dissertation: Teachers' Professional Learning: The Role of Knowledge Management Practices

John Louis Sieller, in Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Barry G. Scheckley
Doctoral Dissertation: Teachers' Professional Learning: Role of the Building Leader

Carter S. Welch, in Educational Leadership (May 7, 2011)
Major Advisor: Barry G. Scheckley
Doctoral Dissertation: Reducing the Fragmentation of District Initiated Curriculum Reform

DOCTOR OF MUSICAL ARTS

Kathryn A. Kuby, in Music: Conducting
Co-Major Advisors: Theodore Arm and Alain Frogley
Doctoral Dissertation: Analysis of Amy Cheney Beach's Gaelic Symphony, Op. 32

Cristian Massimiliano Pastorello, in Music: Performance
(August 24, 2010)
Co-Major Advisors: Neal P. Larrabee and Peter M. Kaminsky
Doctoral Dissertation: Nino Rota's Fifteen Preludes for Piano Solo: An Analytical and Interpretative Study
DOCTOR OF NURSING PRACTICE

Philip Anders Frick, in Nursing (May 7, 2011)
Major Advisor: Deborah A. Shelton
Doctoral Dissertation: Teaching Corrections Healthcare Staff Effective Therapy Strategies

Anita Ayrandjian Volpe, in Nursing Practice (May 7, 2011)
Major Advisor: Thomas J. Van Hoof
Doctoral Dissertation: Decreasing the Incidence of Inadvertent Preoperative Hypothermia: A Quality Improvement Study

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Ibrahim Abou-Saad, in Agricultural and Resource Economics (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Boris E. Bravo-Ureta
Doctoral Dissertation: Total Factor Productivity Change in Egyptian Agriculture: A Governorate Level Analysis Using Stochastic Frontiers

Mary Anne Roshni Amalaradjou, in Animal Science (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Kumar S. Venkitanarayanan
Doctoral Dissertation: Investigating the Antimicrobial Potential of Trans-Cinnamaldehyde for Controlling Cronobacter sakazakii Infections

Gilbert Neal Andrada, in Educational Psychology: Measurement, Evaluation, and Assessment (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Hariharan Swaminathan
Doctoral Dissertation: Bias and Standard Errors in Vertically-Scaled Tests

Dirk Alexander Aurin, in Oceanography (December 18, 2010)
Major Advisor: HeidI M. Dierssen
Doctoral Dissertation: Developing Ocean Color Remote Sensing Algorithms for Retrieving Optical Properties and Biogeochemical Parameters in the Optically Complex Waters of Long Island Sound

Sankhiros Babapoor Dighaleh, in Pathobiology (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Mazhar I. Khan
Doctoral Dissertation: Study of Nanoparticle Based Vaccine Candidates against Avian Influenza

Theodore R. Bach, in Philosophy (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Thomas D. Buntly
Doctoral Dissertation: Folk-Psychology and analogy

Brooke Lee Bailey, in Kinesiology: Exercise Science (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Carl M. Marek
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effects of Nutrition on Muscle Signaling and Hormonal Responses to Resistance Exercise and Consecutive Repeated Sprints

Kasey Lynn Baker, in Physiology and Neurobiology: Neurobiology (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Joanne Conover
Doctoral Dissertation: A Role for EphA4 for Regulation of Subventricular Zone

Nandakumar Balasubramanian, in Biomedical Science: Molecular Biology and Biochemistry (May 7, 2011)
Major Advisor: Sandra K. Weller
Doctoral Dissertation: Role of Viral and Cellular Recombination Factors in HSV-1 DNA Replication
Anamaria Balic, in Biomedical Science: Skeletal, Craniofacial and Oral Biology (December 18, 2010)
   Major Advisor: Mina Minn
   Doctoral Dissertation: Characterization of Stem and Progenitor Cells in the Dental Pulp of Erupted and Unerupted Teeth and Analysis of Their Progression into Osteoblasts using GFP Reporter Transgenic Mice

Kevin David Ballard, in Kinesiology: Exercise Science
   Major Advisor: Jeff S. Volek
   Doctoral Dissertation: Effects of Whey Protein Supplementation on Vascular Function in Middle-Age Individuals

Gokee Kemal Basal, in Physics
   Major Advisor: Gerald V. Dunne
   Doctoral Dissertation: Thermodynamics of Gross Neveu Models

Amy Michele Bataille, in Physiology and Neurobiology: Comparative Physiology (May 7, 2011)
   Major Advisor: James L. Rentro
   Doctoral Dissertation: Mechanisms and Regulation of Urate Secretion by the Avian Renal Proximal Tubule

Trina Schneider Bayard, in Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
   (August 24, 2010)
   Major Advisor: Christopher Elphick
   Doctoral Dissertation: Testing the Role of Social Cues in Saltmarsh Sparrow Habitat Selection Decisions

Gulgun Bayaz Ozturk, in Economics (August 24, 2010)
   Major Advisor: Kenneth A. Couch
   Doctoral Dissertation: Three Essays on Income Inequality

Rebecca E. Beebe, in Anthropology: Social Science and Health Care (December 18, 2010)
   Major Advisor: W. P. Handwerker
   Doctoral Dissertation: Cultural Normalization of Violence among a Detention Population

Barbara Jean Becching, in History: United States
   (December 18, 2010)
   Major Advisor: Alma L. Waller
   Doctoral Dissertation: Great Expectations: Family and Community in Nineteenth Century Black Hartford

Jennifer M. Beierlein, in Pharmaceutical Science: Medicinal and Natural Products Chemistry
   Major Advisor: Amy C. Anderson
   Doctoral Dissertation: Synthetic and Structural Studies into Antifolates Targeting Bacillus anthracis Dihydrofolate Reductase

Sophia Haile Belay, in Psychology: Clinical (August 24, 2010)
   Major Advisor: Stephanie Milan
   Doctoral Dissertation: The Role of Body Image, Race, and Peer Context in Adolescent Depression

Elizabeth Louise Bell, in Human Development and Family Studies
   Major Advisor: Shannon Weaver
   Doctoral Dissertation: Linking Family Differentiation, Couple Communication Processes, and Dyadic Adjustment in Young Adult Couples

Diane Catherine Bennett, in Oceanography
   (December 18, 2010)
   Major Advisor: James O'Donnell
   Doctoral Dissertation: The Dynamical Circulation of a Partially Stratified Frictional Estuary: Long Island Sound

Sourojit Bhownick, in Biomedical Science: Immunology
   (December 18, 2010)
   Major Advisor: Robert E. Cone
   Doctoral Dissertation: Modulation of Autoimmunity by Antigen Specific Regulatory T Cells

Derek Martens Bickhart, in Genetics and Genomics
   (August 24, 2010)
   Major Advisor: David R. Benson
   Doctoral Dissertation: Insertion Element Activity in Bacterial Genomes

Nrusingh Charan Biswal, in Electrical Engineering: Electronics and Photonics (August 24, 2010)
   Major Advisor: Qing Zhu
   Doctoral Dissertation: Diffuse Fluorescence Tomography for Mapping Tumor Vasculature and Hypoxia

Katherine Anne Blackwell, in Biomedical Science: Cell Biology
   Major Advisor: Carol C. Pilbeam
   Doctoral Dissertation: PGE2 and PTH Effects on Osteoblasts

April Marie Bobenchik, in Biomedical Science: Molecular Biology and Biochemistry
   Major Advisor: Choukri Ben Mamoun
   Doctoral Dissertation: A Plasmodium Enzyme as a Target for New Antimalarial Therpay

Robert Michael Bosco, in Political Science (August 24, 2010)
   Major Advisor: Jennifer A. Sterling-Folkler

Avraham Bourla, in Mathematics
   Major Advisor: Andrew Haas
   Doctoral Dissertation: The Sequence of Approximation Coefficients for Gauss-Like and Renyi-Like Maps of the Interval

Shan-Estelle Brown, in Anthropology
   Major Advisor: Pamela L. Erickson
   Doctoral Dissertation: Cultural Models of Genetic Screening and Perceptions of Sickle Cell Disease in High-Risk Guadeloupean French Communities
Mary C. Burke, in Sociology (December 18, 2010)
  Major Advisor: Mary Bernstein
  Doctoral Dissertation: Transforming Gender: Medicine, Body Politics, and the Transgender Rights Movement

Mariana Cecilia Calle, in Nutritional Science
  Major Advisor: Maria-Luz Fernandez
  Doctoral Dissertation: Assessment of Inflammation in Type 2 Diabetes: A Peer Counseled Intervention and Acute Resistance Exercise

Jennifer L. Campbell, in Music: Music Theory and History (December 18, 2010)
  Major Advisor: Alain Frogley

Tammy W. Campson, in Agricultural and Resource Economics (December 18, 2010)
  Major Advisor: Robert Pomeroy
  Doctoral Dissertation: Managing for Sustainability: The Economics of Marine Protected Areas

David Christopher Capps, in Philosophy
  Major Advisor: Michael P. Lynch
  Doctoral Dissertation: A Pluralist Theory of Epistemic Justification

Swetaprovo Chaudhuri, in Mechanical Engineering: Energy and Thermal Sciences (August 24, 2010)
  Major Advisor: Baki Cetegen
  Doctoral Dissertation: Investigation of Blowoff Mechanism and Forced Response of Bluff Body Stabilized Turbulent Premixed Flames

Tina Marie Checcio, in Nutritional Science
  Major Advisor: Maria-Luz Fernandez
  Doctoral Dissertation: Development of Mathematical Models to Assess the Effects of Carbohydrate Consumption and Fluctuations in Insulin on HDL Cholesterol

Chun-Hu Chen, in Chemistry (August 24, 2010)
  Major Advisor: Steven L. Suib
  Doctoral Dissertation: Controlled Synthesis, Characterization, and Applications of Advanced Inorganic Nanomaterials

Li Chen, in Business Administration: Operations and Information Management (December 18, 2010)
  Major Advisor: James R. Marsden

Zhe Chen, in Physics (December 18, 2010)
  Major Advisor: Niloy K. Dutta

Ann Marie Cheney, in Anthropology (August 24, 2010)
  Co-Major Advisors: Pamela J. Erickson and Françoise Dussart
  Doctoral Dissertation: The Contours of Womanhood: Living with “Eating Disorders” in Southern Italy

Kihoon Choi, in Electrical Engineering
  Major Advisor: Krishna R. Pattipati
  Doctoral Dissertation: Intelligent Data-Driven Classification and Forecasting Processes for Complex Engineering and Social Systems

Min-Yu Chung, in Nutritional Science
  Major Advisor: Richard Bruno
  Doctoral Dissertation: Hepatoprotection of Vitamin E and Green Tea on Oxidative Stress and Inflammatory Responses in Animal Models of Obesity-Triggered Nonalcoholic Fatty Liver Disease

Catherine Marie Cobbey, in Comparative Literary and Cultural Studies (May 7, 2011)
  Major Advisor: Lucy S. McNeece
  Doctoral Dissertation: Bollywood Wedding Films: Post-Economic Liberalization

Shelbi K. Cole, in Educational Psychology: Gifted and Talented Education (December 18, 2010)
  Major Advisor: E. Jean Gubbins
  Doctoral Dissertation: The Effects of Grade 9 Mathematics Coursetaking Opportunities on Students' Algebraic Achievement

  Co-Major Advisors: Bernard Grela and Tammie Spaulding
  Doctoral Dissertation: Investigating the Visual Perceptual Domain in Children with Specific Language Impairment

Paulo C. Contreras, in History (December 18, 2010)
  Major Advisor: Frank Costigliola

Scott Chalon Corley, in Biochemistry (December 18, 2010)
  Major Advisor: Arlene Albert
  Doctoral Dissertation: Assessment of Bovine Rod Outer Segment (ROS) Disk Membrane Heterogeneity and the Contribution of the Bilayer to Rhodopsin Kinetic Stability

Kenneth Paul Cormier, in English (December 18, 2010)
  Major Advisor: Vanessa P. Pelizzon
  Doctoral Dissertation: Sounding the Audiophonic Imagination
Mellie Crespo-Jimenez, in Curriculum and Instruction: Bilingual and Bicultural Education (December 18, 2010)
Major Advisor: Xae Alicia Reyes
Doctoral Dissertation: Patterns of Latino Parental Involvement in Middle School: Case Studies of Mexican, Dominican and Puerto Rican Families

Kenneth M. Cunningham, in Social Work
Major Advisor: Waldo Klein
Doctoral Dissertation: Predictors of Recovery Oriented Practice in Public Mental Health Agencies

Christopher Estol Michael Curry, in History: Latin American (May 7, 2011)
Major Advisor: Melina A. Pappedemos
Doctoral Dissertation: Liberty Extended, Liberty Denied: The Black Loyalist Quest for Freedom in the Bahamas

Jianwei Dai, in Electrical Engineering: Electronics and Photonics (May 7, 2011)
Major Advisor: Lei Wang
Doctoral Dissertation: Design of Reliable and Energy Efficient Nanoscale VLSI Systems

M. Mehdi DaneshPanah, in Electrical Engineering (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Bahram Javidi
Doctoral Dissertation: Sparse Aperture 3D Passive Imaging Sensing and Recognition

Shannon Bressoud Daniels, in Communication Sciences: Speech, Language, and Hearing
Major Advisor: Frank E. Musick
Doctoral Dissertation: Electrophysiological Measures of Gap Detection Threshold in Younger and Older Normal Hearing Adults

Alexandre Nunes De Almeida, in Agricultural and Resource Economics (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Boris E. Bravo-Ureta
Doctoral Dissertation: Three Essays in Agricultural Development in Central America: Semiparametric Analyses Using Panel Data

Michelle L. Dean, in Chemistry
Major Advisor: Tyson Miller
Doctoral Dissertation: Part 1 – Investigations of the Synthesis of Pyrazinoclorins and Other Porphyrin Derivatives; and Part 2 – Investigations of Student Translation between 2-D/3-D Representations of Molecules

Lalit Arvind Deshmukh, in Pharmaceutical Science: Medicinal and Natural Prod Chem (December 18, 2010)
Major Advisor: Olga Vinogradova
Doctoral Dissertation: Integrin, alllB3: Tale of Two Cytoplasmic Tails

Tanjmy Dey, in Chemistry (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Gregory A. Sotzing
Doctoral Dissertation: x-Conjugated Polymers for Electrochromic and Photovoltaic Applications

Desiree A. Díaz, in Nursing (May 7, 2011)
Major Advisor: Deborah McDonald
Doctoral Dissertation: Training for Nurses Caring for Limited English Proficient Patients in Post-Operative Pain

Hang Trung Dinh, in Computer Science and Engineering (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Alexander Russell
Doctoral Dissertation: Rigorous Bounds for Fundamental Heuristic Search

Susan C. DiVietro, in Anthropology (December 18, 2010)
Major Advisor: W. Penn Handwerker
Doctoral Dissertation: "Sanctions and Sanctuary" Revisited: Domestic Violence and Cultural Models of Intervention

Tais de Araujo Pereira Falcão Doll, in Polymer Science (December 18, 2010)
Major Advisor: Peter Burkhard
Doctoral Dissertation: Self-Assembling Polypeptide Nanoparticles: Design, Synthesis, Biophysical Characterization and Biomedical Applications

Jorge Alexander Duitama Castellanos, in Computer Science and Engineering (December 18, 2010)
Major Advisor: Ion Mandoiu
Doctoral Dissertation: Bioinformatics Methods for Diagnosis and Treatment of Human Diseases

Valerie A. Earnshaw, in Psychology: Social
Major Advisor: Diane M. Quinn
Doctoral Dissertation: Chronic Illness and Anticipated Stigma

Samuel B. Emery, in Physics
Major Advisor: Barrett O. Wells
Doctoral Dissertation: Aspects of Phase Separation in Transitional Metal Oxides

Craig L. Esposito, in Educational Administration (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Casey D. Cobb
Doctoral Dissertation: School Type and Mathematics Achievement: A Comparison of Magnet and Public Schools using the Educational Longitudinal Study 2002 Data Set

Justin M. Evanovich, in Kinesiology: Sport Management
Major Advisor: Jennifer E. Bruening
Yuehen Fama, in Statistics (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Vladimir I. Pozdnjakov
Doctoral Dissertation: A Self-Exciting Switching Model

Denise Karachuk Feikema, in English (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Katharine C. Smith
Doctoral Dissertation: School Days and Family Ways: Education in African American Literature, 1903-2005

Michele E. Femc-Bagwell, in Adult Learning
Major Advisor: Shuana Tucker
Doctoral Dissertation: First Year Urban Principals: The Cultivation of Trust with Teachers

Molly Elizabeth Ferguson, in English (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Thomas F Shea
Doctoral Dissertation: Ghost Stories in Contemporary Irish Literature

Janine M. Firmender, in Educational Psychology:
Gifted and Talented Education
Major Advisor: Sally M. Reis
Doctoral Dissertation: A Study of Teachers' Pedagogical Content Knowledge and Instructional Practices during and After Implementation of Advanced Primary Mathematics Curriculum

Natalia Viktorovna Fitzgibbons, in Linguistics (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Zeljko Boskovic
Doctoral Dissertation: Licensers and Meanings: Structural Properties of Dependent Indefinites

Sean Frederick Forbes, in English
Major Advisor: Vanessa P. Pelizzon
Doctoral Dissertation: Providentia, A Book of Poems

Karrin Elizabeth Ford, in Music: Music Theory and History
Major Advisor: Alain Frogle
Doctoral Dissertation: Diverging Currents: American Women Composers and the Criticism of the Old Guard at the Fin de Siecle

Dana M. Frank, in Oceanography (December 18, 2010)
Major Advisor: J. Evan Ward
Doctoral Dissertation: An Experimental Approach to Elucidate Functional Mechanisms of Control of the Bivalve Pump

Marko Gacesa, in Physics (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Robin J. Coté
Doctoral Dissertation: Elastic and Inelastic Collisions in Ultracold and Astrophysical Environments

Kimberley L. Gallagher, in Oceanography
Major Advisor: Pieter Visscher
Doctoral Dissertation: The Role of Sulfate-Reducing Bacteria in Biominalization and Stromatolite Formation: Mechanisms of Mineral Precipitation

Juan-Pedro Garces-Voisenat, in Economics (May 7, 2011)
Major Advisor: Susan M. Randolph

Gordon Gauchat, in Sociology (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Michael Wallace
Doctoral Dissertation: The Politicization of Science in the Public Sphere

Boris Krasimirov Gavrilov, in Pathobiology: Virology (May 7, 2011)
Major Advisor: Guillermo Risatti

Renee M. Gilberti, in Cell Biology
Major Advisor: David A. Knecht
Doctoral Dissertation: Molecular Mechanisms of Crystalline Silica-Induced Phagocytosis and Cell Death

Jungyun Gill, in Sociology
Major Advisor: Nancy A. Naples

Robert William Glover, in Political Science (May 7, 2011)
Major Advisor: Michael E. Mortell

Diana Lynne Golden, in Biomedical Science: Cell Biology (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Marc E. Hansen
Doctoral Dissertation: Regulation of Osteoblast Migration by Receptor Activator of Nuclear Factor-Kappa B (Rank) Signaling

Nicholas Gorgievski, in Curriculum and Instruction: Mathematics Education
Major Advisor: Thomas C. DeFranco
Doctoral Dissertation: The Impact of the Spacing Effect and Overlearning on Student Performance in Calculus

Kristyn Greco, in Pharmaceutical Science: Pharmacuetics (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Robin H. Bogner
Fangxiao Guan, in Polymer Science (December 18, 2010)
Major Advisor: Lei Zhu
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Constrained Ferroelectric Properties in Poly(vinylidene Fluoride) PVDF-Based Random Copolymers and Graft Copolymers for Electric Energy Storage Applications

Xuan Guan, in Electrical Engineering: Information, Communication, Decision, and Biosystems
Major Advisor: Yunsi Fei
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Application-Specific Instruction Set Processor Design for Data-Intensive Applications

Feng Guo, in Civil Engineering (December 18, 2010)
Major Advisor: Lisa Aultman-Hall
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Nation and State Level Freight Generation Models

Jun Guo, in Materials Science (December 18, 2010)
Major Advisor: Steven A. Boggs
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Effect of Material Properties on High Frequency Signal Propagation and Partial Discharge Detection in Solid Dielectric Shielded Power Cable

Co-Major Advisors: Jun-Hong Cui and Bing Wang
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Reliable Communication in Underwater Acoustic Sensor Networks

Irene Kathryn Guttila, in Biomedical Science: Molecular Biology and Biochemistry (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Bruce A. White
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Molecular Mechanisms of MicroRNA Regulation in Breast Cancer Cells

Fei Han, in Business Administration: Accounting (December 18, 2010)
Major Advisor: Gim Seow
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Lease Accounting and Cost of Equity Capital

Kuang He, in Physics (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Vernon F. Cormier
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Modeling and Imaging Elastic Waves in Heterogeneous Media

Kathleen Anne Herzig, in Psychology: Clinical Major Advisor: Kimberli R. Treadwell
**Doctoral Dissertation:** A Reciprocal Model of Peer Victimization and Psychosocial Functioning

Katsura Hirao, in Social Work
Major Advisor: Nancy Humphreys
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Validation of a New Conceptual Model of School Connectedness

RoseAnna Boyle Holliday, in Nutritional Science (May 7, 2011)
Major Advisor: Ann M. Ferris
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Anemia Prevention: Development of a Theory Driven Nutrition Education Measurement Instrument

Carol Leah Holmes, in Social Work (December 18, 2010)
Major Advisor: Waldo Klein
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Association of HIV Stigma and Sexual Behavior

Linda R. Horn, in Educational Psychology: Gifted and Talented Education
Major Advisor: Elizabeth J. Gubbins
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Leadership Skill Development: The Perceptions of Adolescent Leaders in the Connecticut 4-H Youth Development Program

Ting-Yu Huang, in Physics
Major Advisor: Douglas M. Pease
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Inhomogeneities in the \((V_{1},Cr_{2})O_{3}\) System

Xiang Huang, in Mathematics (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Changfeng Cui
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Nonrigid Image Registration Problem using Fluid Dynamics and Mutual Information

T. Mark Humphries, in French (December 18, 2010)
Major Advisor: Roger Celestin
**Doctoral Dissertation:** 'Cannibals of the Terrible Republic': Representation and the Haitian Revolution

Kristiina June Hurme, in Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Major Advisor: Kentwood Wells
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Parental Care and Tadpole Schooling in the Neotropical Frog, *Leptodactylus insularum*

Sandra Milena Hurtado Rua, in Statistics (May 7, 2011)
Major Advisor: Dipak K. Dey
**Doctoral Dissertation:** A New Class of Bayesian Survival Models and Beyond

Saleh Ibrahim Mohamed Ibrahim, in Computer Science and Engineering (December 18, 2010)
Major Advisor: Reda A. Ammar
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Surface Gateway Placement for Underwater Acoustic Networks

Michael Anthony Invernale, in Chemistry (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Gregory A. Sotzing
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Electrochromic Polymers and Their Devices: From Windows to Fabric

Robert William Isenhower, in Psychology: Ecological Psychology (December 18, 2010)
Major Advisor: Claudia Carello
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Toward an Ecological Understanding of Emotional Experience
Timothy Howlett Ives, in Anthropology (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Kevin A. McBride
Doctoral Dissertation: Determining the Genesis and Cultural Significance of Deep Soil Features at Southeastern Connecticut’s Preston Plains Site

John Richard Izzo, in Mechanical Engineering (May 7, 2011)
Major Advisor: Wilson K. Chiu
Doctoral Dissertation: Improving and Understanding of Transport Phenomena in SOFC Anodes and Cathodes through 3-D Imaging, Modeling and Button Cell Experiments

Olga Felicity Jarrin, in Nursing (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Elizabeth C. Polifroni
Doctoral Dissertation: A Philosophical Inquiry of Nursing Metalanguage

Kevin Patrick Jensen, in Biomedical Science: Molecular Biology and Biochemistry (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Jonathan M. Covault
Doctoral Dissertation: Studies on the Expression and Function of Human microRNA, miR-1271

Wenzhao Jia, in Chemical Engineering
Major Advisor: Yu Lei
Doctoral Dissertation: Free-standing Conducting Nanofibrous Membranes: Preparation, Characterization and Their Sensing Applications

Daqian Jiang, in Environmental Engineering (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Baikun Li
Doctoral Dissertation: Novel Multi-Anode/Cathode Microbial Fuel Cells (MAC-MFCs) for Large Scale Bioelectricity Recovery in Wastewater Treatment

Melissa-Sue John, in Psychology: Social (December 18, 2010)
Major Advisor: John F Dovidio
Doctoral Dissertation: Shades of American or Dimensions of Difference?

Svetlana S. Kalnova, in Communication Science: Communication Processes and Marketing Communication (May 7, 2011)
Major Advisor: Mark Hamilton
Doctoral Dissertation: Viewer Processing of Archetypal Imagery in Advertising: Effects of Symbolic Content and Message Evaluations

Yoichiro Kanno, in Natural Resources (December 18, 2010)
Major Advisor: Jason C. Vokoun
Doctoral Dissertation: Brook Trout Populations in Headwater Stream Networks: Reproductive Biology, Riverscape Genetics and Climate Change Impact on Abundance

Kristina Kapinas, in Biomedical Science: Cell Biology (December 18, 2010)
Major Advisor: Anne M. Delaney
Doctoral Dissertation: The Role of microRNAs in Bone

Saira Ali Kazmi, in Computer Science and Engineering
Major Advisor: Dong Shin
Doctoral Dissertation: Meta Analysis of Microarray Data Using Gene Regulation Pathways

Maura Kelly, in Sociology (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Mary Bernstein

Maryam Khalili, in Chemistry
Major Advisor: Amy R. Howell
Doctoral Dissertation: Synthesis of Glycolipids for NKT Cell Stimulation

Maroula Louis Khraiche, in Economics (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Christian Zimmermann
Doctoral Dissertation: Essays on the Economics of Labor Migration

Stephen Patrick Kilgus, in Educational Psychology: School Psychology (May 7, 2011)
Major Advisor: Sandra M. Chafouleas
Doctoral Dissertation: Diagnostic Accuracy of Direct Behavior Rating as a Screener of Elementary School Students

Howard Joseph Kilpatrick, in Natural Resources: Land, Water, and Air (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: John S. Barclay
Doctoral Dissertation: An Assessment of Suburban Deer Management

Daejin Kim, in Chemical Engineering (May 7, 2011)
Major Advisor: Benjamin A. Wilhite
Doctoral Dissertation: Pure Hydrogen from Ethanol via integrated Micro-Membrane Networks

Jennifer Feldman Klau, in Kinesiology: Exercise Science
Major Advisor: Lawrence E. Armstrong
Doctoral Dissertation: Changes in the Balance of Inflammatory and Antiinflammatory Cytokines During 10 Days of Exercise Heat Acclimation and 28h of Sleep Loss

Robin Lovell Knowles, in Business Administration: Accounting (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Robert E. Hoskin
Doctoral Dissertation: Defined Benefit Pension Sponsors & Market Prices: Early Evidence from Pension Accounting Reform
Chad Michael Kormos, in Chemistry (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Nicholas Leadbetter
Doctoral Dissertation: Expanding the Scope and Utility of the Scientific Microwave Apparatus in Organic Synthesis: Reactive Gases, Scale-Up and New Methodology Development

Iva Koštutic, in Human Development and Family Studies (December 18, 2010)
Major Advisor: Stephen A. Anderson
Doctoral Dissertation: Constructing Youth Leadership

Megan Marie Krell, in Educational Psychology: Counselor Education and Counseling Psychology
Major Advisor: Rachelle Perusse

Archana Krishnan, in Communication Sciences: Communication Processes and Marketing Communication
Major Advisor: David Atkin
Doctoral Dissertation: Individual Differences in Users of Online Networking Sites: The Interplay between Communication Motives, Personality Traits, Attitudes and Level of Activity

Sadagopan Krishnan, in Chemistry (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: James F. Rulison
Doctoral Dissertation: Electrochemiluminescent Arrays Utilizing Layer-By-Layer Films of Cytochrome P450/DNA/Ruthenium Polymer for Drug Toxicity Screening and Unraveling Direct Electrochemistry of Cytochrome P450s

Vamsi K. Kundeti, in Computer Science and Engineering (May 7, 2011)
Major Advisor: Sanguthevar Rajasekaran
Doctoral Dissertation: Efficient Combinatorial Algorithms for Problems in Sequence and Self Assembly

Eric Rainer Langstedt, in Communication Sciences: Communication Processes and Marketing Communication
Major Advisor: David Atkin
Doctoral Dissertation: The Role of Personality Traits in the Use of Features of Online Social Networks

Jennifer Lapp, in Curriculum and Instruction (December 18, 2010)
Major Advisor: Mary P. Truxaw

Lyn Haselden Lawrence, in Human Development and Family Studies
Major Advisor: Anita J. Garey
Doctoral Dissertation: Reproduction and Motherhood in the Lives of Women with Bipolar Disorder

Jeffrey Parks Ledford, in Mathematics
Major Advisor: Wolodymyr R. Madych
Doctoral Dissertation: On the Convergence of One Parameter Families of Interpolators

Jeremy Spencer Lee, in Electrical Engineering: Electronics and Photonics
Major Advisor: Mohammad Tahaniipoor
Doctoral Dissertation: Robust Delay Fault Testing Using Effective Signal Integrity-Aware Pattern Generation Methodologies

Kyujin Lee, in Electrical Engineering (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Robert Magnusson
Doctoral Dissertation: Fabrication and Characterization of Guided-Mode Resonance Devices

Cheryl Qing Li, in Educational Psychology: Measurement, Evaluation, and Assessment (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Hartharan Swaminathan
Doctoral Dissertation: A New Likert Scale Based on Fuzzy Sets Theory

Si-Yu Li, in Chemical Engineering (December 18, 2010)
Major Advisor: Richard Parnas
Doctoral Dissertation: Fermentative Butanol Production Using a Pervaporation Membrane Reactor

Xiaoming Li, in Economics
Major Advisor: Stephen L. Ross
Doctoral Dissertation: Essays on the Evolution of Housing and Mortgage Markets

Yanfang Li, in Physiology and Neurobiology (December 18, 2010)
Major Advisor: Angel L. De Blas
Doctoral Dissertation: Expression of Protocadherin γC5 in the Rat Brain and Interaction with GABAA Receptors

Su Liang, in Mathematics (December 18, 2010)
Major Advisor: Sarah Glaz
Doctoral Dissertation: An Investigation of the Preparation of Grades 7-12 Award-Winning Mathematics Teachers from the Shandong Province of China

Chih-Jen Lin, in Animal Science (December 18, 2010)
Major Advisor: Xiuchun C. Tian
Doctoral Dissertation: Studies of Nuclear Reprogramming: DNA Replication, Therapeutic Cloning and Improvements of Tetraploid Complementation
Hai Lin, in Electrical Engineering
Major Advisor: Yunsi Fei

Yingjie Liu, in Educational Technology
Major Advisor: Michael Young
Doctoral Dissertation: Scaffolding for Teachers: An Exploratory Study on Scaffolding Teachers’ Decision Making of Scaffolds in Technology-Assisted Learning Environment

Luz Marelvis Londono Diaz, in Agricultural and Resource Economics (December 18, 2010)
Major Advisor: Robert J. Johnston
Doctoral Dissertation: The Recreational Value of Coral Reefs: Classical and Bayesian Meta-Analytic Approaches to Benefit Transfer

Mark Steven Longo, in Genetics and Genomics
Major Advisor: Rachel O’Neill
Doctoral Dissertation: Comparative Analysis of Endogenous Retroviruses as Integral Components of Centromeres

Denise Marie Lovett, in English
Major Advisor: Sarah E. Winter
Doctoral Dissertation: Regulating Capitalism: Market Failure in the Mid-Victorian Novel

Tanyss Carol Ludescher, in English (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Veronica A. Makowsky
Doctoral Dissertation: “The Orient is Ill”: Kahlil Gibran and the Politics of Nationalism in the New York Syrian Colony, 1908-1920

Martina Luke, in German (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Katharina Von Hammerstein

Junxia Ma, in Electrical and Computer Engineering
(December 18, 2010)
Major Advisor: Mohammad Tehranipoor
Doctoral Dissertation: Layout-Aware Delay Fault Testing Techniques Considering Signal and Power Integrity Issues

James Macione, in Biomedical Engineering (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Shiva P. Kotha
Doctoral Dissertation: Paired Angle Multiplicative Compounding

Rachel Madsen, in Kinesiology: Sport Management
(August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Jennifer E. Bruening
Doctoral Dissertation: Female Student-Athletes’ Intentions to Pursue Careers in College Athletics Leadership: The Impact of Gender Socialization

Eunice Mah, in Nutritional Science
Major Advisor: Richard S. Bruno
Doctoral Dissertation: Regulation of Vascular Endothelial Function and Oxidative Stress by Hyperglycemia and Dietary Antioxidants

Mark Steven Majewski, in Mechanical Engineering
(December 18, 2010)
Major Advisor: Michael W Renfro
Doctoral Dissertation: Optical Diagnostics of Thermal Barrier Coatings

Michele A. Maltz-Matyschysik, in Microbiology
(December 18, 2010)
Major Advisor: Joerg Graf
Doctoral Dissertation: Exploring Symbiotic Functions of the Leech Gut Microbiome

Elaine Martin, in Nursing (May 7, 2011)
Major Advisor: Regina Cusson
Doctoral Dissertation: Characteristics of Toddlers with and without Sleep Problems

Hugo Martinez-Cabrera, in Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
(December 18, 2010)
Major Advisor: Cynthia S. Jones

Adam Spooner Mastrocola, in Biomedical Science: Molecular Biology and Biochemistry (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Christopher D. Heinen
Doctoral Dissertation: Cellular Aspects of DNA Mismatch Repair Mechanism, Regulation, and Contributions to Tumorigenesis

Rachel R. McAnallen, in Educational Psychology
(December 18, 2010)
Major Advisor: Sally M. Reis
Doctoral Dissertation: Examining Mathematics Anxiety in Elementary Classroom Teachers

Courtney Lynne McGinnis, in Physiology and Neurobiology: Neurobiology
Major Advisor: Joseph F. Crivello
Doctoral Dissertation: Elucidating the Mechanism of Action of Tributyltin (TBT)
Rory Peter McGloin, in Communication Sciences:
Communication Processes and Marketing Communication
Major Advisor: Kirstie Copeland-Farrar
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effects of Realism and Controller Naturalness on Aggression

Alyssa Kate McGonagle, in Psychology: Industrial/Organizational
Major Advisor: Janet L. Barnes-Farrell
Doctoral Dissertation: Testing a Model of Stigma Applied to Chronic Illness in the Work Place

Bonnie Sue McRee, in Public Health: Social and Behavioral Health Sciences
Major Advisor: Thomas F. Babor
Doctoral Dissertation: Screening and Brief Intervention (SBI) for Patients with Tobacco and At-Risk Alcohol Use in Dental Settings

Jonathan Michaels, in History
Major Advisor: Robert Asher

Jason Elliott Michaud, in Biomedical Science: Cell Biology
(May 7, 2011)
Major Advisor: Timothy T. Hla
Doctoral Dissertation: The Role of Sphingosine 1-Phosphate in the Innate Immune System

Mary Alice Mills, in Psychology: Clinical (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Crystal Park
Doctoral Dissertation: Shattered Assumptions? A Prospective Study: The Impact of Trauma on Global Beliefs and Adjustment

Melissa Sue Mitchell, in Educational Psychology:
Gifted and Talented Education
Major Advisor: Del Siegle
Doctoral Dissertation: Cyberbullying and High Achieving Students: Research Into the Rates of Incidence, Knowledge of Consequences, and Behavioral Patterns of Cyberbullying

Elisabeth Erin Mlynarski, in Genetics and Genomics
Major Advisor: Rachel J. O'Neill
Doctoral Dissertation: HSR Amplification and Metastatic Potential in a Peromyscus Model

Melissa Jennifer Mokel, in Nursing
Major Advisor: Juliette Marie Shellman

Bonnie Lee Molloy, in Nursing (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Deborah D. McDonald
Doctoral Dissertation: A Preventive Intervention for Rising Intraocular Pressure: Development of the Molloy/BAA Observation Scale

Anna Rachel Moore, in Biomedical Science: Neuroscience
(August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Srdjan D. Antić
Doctoral Dissertation: Development of Electrical Excitability in the Human Cerebral Cortex during the Second Trimester of Gestation

Edward Zrenda Moore, in Mechanical Engineering:
Applied Mechanics
Major Advisor: Kevin D. Murphy
Doctoral Dissertation: Crack Identification in Thin Plates

Jose Enrique Mora Torres, in Political Science
(August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Cyrus E. Zirakzadeh
Doctoral Dissertation: The Political Incorporation of Pentecostals in Panama, Puerto Rico and Brazil: A Comparative Analysis

Bradley Scott Moser, in Physics (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: George N. Gibson
Doctoral Dissertation: Controlled Excitation of the Hydrogen Molecular Ion via Intense Laser Pulses

Arif Mubarok, in Materials Science and Engineering
Major Advisor: Rainer J. Hebert
Doctoral Dissertation: Thermomechanical Behavior of Cu50Hf41.5Al8.5 Bulk Metallic Glass following Elastostatic Compression

Chigozie Kenechukwu Muoto, in Materials Science and Engineering
Major Advisor: Mark Aindow
Doctoral Dissertation: Spray Deposition of Y2O3-MgO Nano-Composite System Using Suspensions of Nano-Composite Powders

Sumit Narayan, in Electrical Engineering: Information, Communication, Decision, and Biosystems
(August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: John A. Chandy
Doctoral Dissertation: Extendable Storage Framework for Reliable Clustered Storage Systems

Addie May I. Nesbitt, in Molecular and Cell Biology:
Genetics and Genomics (December 18, 2010)
Major Advisor: Michael J. O'Neill
Doctoral Dissertation: Genomic Imprinting of the X-linked Gene Transketolase-like 1 in Mouse and Human
Erin Elizabeth Nevius, in Biomedical Science: Immunology  
(May 7, 2011)  
Major Advisor: Pramod K. Srivastava  
Doctoral Dissertation: Autoimmune Diabetes is Regulated by the Vanilloid Receptor 1 Ligand Capsaicin

Soo Mun Ngoi, in Biomedical Science: Immunology  
(August 24, 2010)  
Major Advisor: Anthony T. Vella  
Doctoral Dissertation: The Opposing Immunological Effects of Double-Stranded RNA on Cytotoxic CD8 T Cell Response

Nicolas Chrysanthou Nicolaou, in Computer Science and Engineering  
Major Advisor: Alexander A. Shvartsman  
Doctoral Dissertation: Trades-Offs in Implementing Consistent Distributed Storage

Yuqun Nie, in Physics (May 7, 2011)  
Major Advisor: Barrett O. Wells  
Doctoral Dissertation: A Study of Iron Chalcogenide Superconductivity and Cobaltite Magnetism

Rachel Susan Novosel, in Psychology: Clinical (May 7, 2011)  
Major Advisor: Kimberli R. Treadwell  
Doctoral Dissertation: Implications of Ecological Validity for Cognitive Distortions of Depression

Akinyi Carol Nyaoke, in Pathobiology (August 24, 2010)  
Major Advisor: Salvatore Frasca, Jr.  
Doctoral Dissertation: Exophiala Species Infection in Aquaria: Identification, Environmental Study and Challenge Experiments

Chinekwu Azuka Obidoa, in Public Health: Social and Behavioral Health Sciences (December 18, 2010)  
Major Advisor: Stephen L. Schensul  
Doctoral Dissertation: The Impact of Social Change on Adolescent Sexual Behavior in Nigeria

James G. O'Brien, in Physics (August 24, 2010)  
Major Advisor: Philip D. Mannheim  
Doctoral Dissertation: Applications of Standard Gravity and Conformal Gravity

Mahmut Baris Okatan, in Materials Science and Engineering  
Major Advisor: Pamir Alpay  
Doctoral Dissertation: Interlayer Coupling in Ferroelectric Multilayers: Domain Structures and Effect of Space Charges

Rafael Jesus Osuna-Montanez, in Spanish (August 24, 2010)  
Major Advisor: Gustavo Nanclares  

Ebenezer Otu-Nyarko, in Animal Science (August 24, 2010)  
Major Advisor: Michael J. Darre  
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effect of Stress on the Vocalizations of Captive Poultry Populations

Christopher Charles Overend, in Pathobiology: Virology  
Major Advisor: Antonio E. Carmendia  
Doctoral Dissertation: Mechanisms of PRRSV Control of the Host Innate Immune Response

Chaminda Kalum Priyadarsana Palandage, in Physics (August 24, 2010)  
Major Advisor: Gayanath W. Fernando  
Doctoral Dissertation: Electronic and Thermal Studies of Hubbard Clusters and Indium Oxide Based Semiconductors: Exact and First Principles Methods

Chulwoo Park, in Electrical Engineering: Information, Communications, Decision, and Biosystems  
Major Advisor: Krishna R. Patilipati  
Doctoral Dissertation: Multi-Level Distributed Collaborative Mission Planning for the Maritime Operations Centers

Jong Hyun Park, in Polymer Science (December 18, 2010)  
Major Advisor: Gregory A. Sotzing  
Doctoral Dissertation: Inkjet Printing of Metal Nanoparticles and Conducting Polymers onto Flexible Substances and their Applications

Kristina Ayers Paul, in Educational Psychology: Gifted and Talented Education (December 18, 2010)  
Major Advisor: Catherine A. Little  
Doctoral Dissertation: A National Study of State Policy for Fostering Local Gifted Program Evaluation: Content Analysis and Recommendations for Policy Development

Hyewon Kim Peehikis, in Physics  
Major Advisor: Edward E. Eyler  
Doctoral Dissertation: Ultracold Rb₂ Molecules in an Optical Dipole Trap

Joseph Andrew Peehikis, in Physics (December 18, 2010)  
Major Advisor: Phillip L. Gould  
Doctoral Dissertation: Coherent Control of Trap-Loss Collisions and Molecule Formation with Frequency-Chirped Light

Baikang Pei, in Computer Science and Engineering  
(August 24, 2010)  
Major Advisor: Dong Shin  
Doctoral Dissertation: Reconstruction of Genetic Network by Bayesian Network Model with Integration of Various Prior Knowledge
Natalie Marie Peluso, in Sociology (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Mary Bernstein
Doctoral Dissertation: High Heels and Fast Wheels: Alternative Femininities in Neo-Burlesque and Flat-Track Roller Derby

David Penuliar Penaloza, Jr., in Chemistry
Major Advisor: Thomas A. Seery

Ke Peng, in Electrical Engineering (December 18, 2010)
Major Advisor: Mohammad Tehrani Poor
Doctoral Dissertation: High-Quality Test and Diagnosis for Small-Delay Defects

Katherine Picho, in Educational Psychology: Cognition and Instruction
Major Advisor: Scott W. Brown
Doctoral Dissertation: Contextual Factors Exacerbating Stereotype Threat in Urban High Schools

Bo U. Pietraszkiewicz, in Molecular and Cell Biology: Genetics and Genomics (December 18, 2010)
Major Advisor: Linda D. Straussbaugh

Eileen Virtusio Pitpitan, in Psychology: Social
Major Advisor: Diane M. Quinn
Doctoral Dissertation: To Exit or to Embrace the Group?: An Examination of this Question for Obese People as a Stigmatized Group

Nicholas Polomoff, in Materials Science and Engineering
Major Advisor: Bryan D. Huey
Doctoral Dissertation: HS-SPM Mapping of Ferroelectric Domain Dynamics with Combined Nanoscale and Nanosecond Resolution

Jill Marie Popp, in Human Development and Family Studies (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: JoAnn Robinson
Doctoral Dissertation: Children with Chronic Illness: Do Narratives Reflect Family and Child Adjustment?

Dana Dudzinska Przesmitzki, in Adult Learning (May 7, 2011)
Major Advisor: Robin S. Grenier
Doctoral Dissertation: An Interpretive Study of African-Americans’ Mental Models of Museums and Factors that Influence Their Visitation Decisions

Shadab Qaiser, in Agricultural and Resource Economics (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Susan M. Randolph
Doctoral Dissertation: Nonlinearities between Financial Development and Economic Development

Nina V. Radkevich, in Linguistics (August 24, 2010)
Co-Major Advisors: Zeljko Boskovic and Jonathan D. Bobaljik
Doctoral Dissertation: On Location: The Structure of Case and Adpositions

Chitra Rajagopal, in Biomedical Science: Molecular Biology and Biochemistry (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Elizabeth A. Eipper
Doctoral Dissertation: Multiple Roles for the Cytosolic Domain of Peptidylglycine Alpha-Amidating Monoxygenase (PAM)

Samuel B. Ralston, in Educational Psychology: School Psychology (May 7, 2011)
Major Advisor: Thomas Kehle
Doctoral Dissertation: Effect of Dependent Group Contingencies on Homework Completion and Accuracy

Karen Elizabeth Rambo-Hernandez, in Educational Psychology: Measurement, Evaluation, and Assessment
Major Advisor: Dorothy E. McCoach

Nivedita Ranade, in Human Development and Family Studies
Major Advisor: Anita I. Garey
Doctoral Dissertation: Transition to Arranged Marriages among Asian-Indian Newlywed Couples in India and the U.S.

Matthew J. Ranaghan, in Biochemistry
Major Advisor: Robert R. Birge
Doctoral Dissertation: Biophysical and Biochemical Characterization of Type I Retinal Binding Proteins for their Application in Device Electronics

Regine Elizabeth Randall, in Curriculum and Instruction: Reading Education
Major Advisor: Mary Anne Doyle
Doctoral Dissertation: “Being Together With”: Advancing Literacy and Supporting Content Area Instruction through Co-Teaching in Social Studies

Archana Rawat, in Pharmaceutical Science: Pharmaceutics
Major Advisor: Diane J. Burgess
Doctoral Dissertation: In vitro Performance Tests for Controlled Release Parenteral Microsphere Drug Products

Paromita Raychaudhury, in Chemistry (May 7, 2011)
Major Advisor: Ashis K. Basu
Doctoral Dissertation: In vitro and in vivo Mutagenesis Studies of Gamma-Radiation Induced Guanine-Thymine Intra-Strand Cross-Link
James F. Reinhardt, in Oceanography
Major Advisor: Robert B. Whitlatch
Doctoral Dissertation: Dispersal, Recruitment and Habitat Invasibility in Shallow Epifaunal Benthic Communities

Lawrence Michael Rich, in Educational Administration
(May 7, 2011)
Major Advisor: Robin S. Grenier
Doctoral Dissertation: A Different Type of Leader: Attributes of Effective Middle College and Early College Principals

R. Scott Roark, in Business Administration: Finance
Major Advisor: Chinmoy Chosh
Doctoral Dissertation: Three Essays on Corporate Governance: Insights from REITs

Michael Aaron Rosenthal, in Psychology: Clinical
(December 18, 2010)
Major Advisor: Deborah Fein
Doctoral Dissertation: Residual Cognitive Deficits in Optimal Outcome Children with a History of Autism

Blair Robert Roszell, in Biomedical Science: Cell Biology
(December 18, 2010)
Major Advisor: Christine M. Finck
Doctoral Dissertation: Characterization and Functional Assessment of Lung Epithelial Cells Derived from Embryonic Stem Cells

Lisa Marie Rubenstein, in Educational Psychology: Gifted and Talented Education
Major Advisor: Del Siegle
Doctoral Dissertation: Project ATLAS: Empowering Underachieving Gifted Students

Muhammed Abdullah Sahin, in Business Administration: Finance (May 7, 2011)
Major Advisor: Chinmoy Ghosh
Doctoral Dissertation: The Impact of Institutional Ownership and Board Structure on Earnings Management and Acquisition Performance of S&P 500 Index Firms around Their Addition to the Index and an Experimental Approach to Buyer's Brokerage

Jessica Anne Sanderson, in Human Development and Family Studies
Major Advisor: Stephen A. Anderson
Doctoral Dissertation: Neighborhood Factors, Family Support, Peer Relationships, Youth Center Experiences and Urban Youth Development

Kavitha Sankavaram, in Nutritional Science
(December 18, 2010)
Major Advisor: Hedley Freake
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effects of Zinc on Homeostasis, Growth and Oxidative Stress Responses in Cultured Cells

Jillian Marie Schuh, in Psychology: Clinical
Major Advisor: Inge-Marie Eigsti
Doctoral Dissertation: Pragmatic Language Abilities: Working Memory Influences on Mutual Information

Adam Michael Scianna, in Civil Engineering
Major Advisor: Richard Christensen
Doctoral Dissertation: Upgrades and Expansion of the Long Term Bridge Monitoring Program in Connecticut

Kristen Nicole Segovia, in Psychology: Neurosciences
(May 7, 2011)
Major Advisor: John D. Salamone
Doctoral Dissertation: The Role of Experience in Modulating Neurochemical and Cellular Markers of Nucleus Accumbens Neuron Activity: Food Intake and Food Reinforced Behaviors

Serkan Sener, in Linguistics (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Zeljko Boskovic
Doctoral Dissertation: (Non-) Peripheral Matters in Turkish Syntax

Deric Michael Shannon, in Sociology
Major Advisor: Davita S. Glasberg
Doctoral Dissertation: In the Shell of the Old

Dolly Sharma, in Computer Science and Engineering (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Sanguithhevar Rajasekaran
Doctoral Dissertation: Efficient Algorithms for Some Important Problems in Bioinformatics

Yogesh Sharma, in Environmental Engineering
Major Advisor: Baikun Li
Doctoral Dissertation: Optimizing Energy Harvest in Wastewater Treatment Using Anaerobic Hydrogen Producing Biofermentor and Microbial Fuel Cell

Narasimha K. Shashidhar, in Computer Science and Engineering (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Alexander Russell

Asha Cat Srinivasan Shipman, in Anthropology
(December 18, 2010)
Major Advisor: James S. Buster
Doctoral Dissertation: Mate Selection in Modern India

Wen Shu, in Materials Science (December 18, 2010)
Major Advisor: Steven A. Boggs
Doctoral Dissertation: Technologies for Improved Reliability of Shielded Power Cable Characterization of Capacitor Film Energy Density
Faez Siddiqi, in Physiology and Neurobiology
(Major Advisor: Joseph J. LaTurco)
Doctoral Dissertation: Combined in vivo Fate Mapping of the Immediate Progeny and Complete Lineage of Radial Glia Reveals Progenitor Diversity in Embryonic Neocortex

Lambrine A. Sideriadis, in Social Work (December 18, 2010)
(Major Advisor: Alex Gitterman)

Harpreet Singh, in Business Administration: Operations and Information Management (August 24, 2010)
(Major Advisor: Ram D. Gopal)
Doctoral Dissertation: Software Innovations: The Influence of Quality, Diversity and Structure of Network Ties

William Addison Smith, in Plant Science: Horticulture (August 24, 2010)
(Major Advisor: Mark H. Brand)
Doctoral Dissertation: Development of Novel Breeding Stock in Buddleja davidii through Mutation Breeding and Haploid Induction

Elaine Adele Lancaster Sonderegger, in Computer Science and Engineering
(Major Advisor: Alexander A. Shvartsman)
Doctoral Dissertation: Optimal Deployment of Formally Specified Distributed Systems

Boonchoy Soontornworaji, in Chemical Engineering
(Major Advisor: Yong Wang)
Doctoral Dissertation: Aptamer-Functionalized Hydrogels for Controlling Protein Release

Timothy Eugene Speicher, in Adult Learning
(Major Advisor: Marijke T. Kehrbahn)
Doctoral Dissertation: Analogical Reasoning: A Process for Fostering Learning Transfer from the Classroom to Clinical Practice

Sarah P. Sportman, in Anthropology
(Major Advisor: Kevin McBride)
Doctoral Dissertation: Halcyon Days: The Historical Archaeology of Ethnic Boundaries and Plural Community at Hammondsville, NY, 1870-1900

Beth A. Springate, in Psychology: Clinical
(Major Advisor: George J. Allen)

Matthew M. Staron, in Biomedical Science: Immunology (December 18, 2010)
(Major Advisor: Zihai Li)
Doctoral Dissertation: A Critical Role for Gp96 in Lymphopoiesis, Thrombopoiesis, and Intestinal Homeostasis

Lauren Marie Stencel, in Chemistry (August 24, 2010)
(Major Advisor: Nicholas Leadbeater)
Doctoral Dissertation: Exploring New Methodology in the Biosciences by Way of New Technology

Damian Greear Stephen, in Psychology: Ecological Psychology
(August 24, 2010)
(Major Advisor: James A. Dixon)
Doctoral Dissertation: Fractality of Exploration in Perceptual Learning

Michael Paul Stone, in Economics (August 24, 2010)
(Major Advisor: Xenia Matschke)
Doctoral Dissertation: Three Essays on the Economics of Tort Law

Jeffrey H. Stratton, in Statistics
(Major Advisor: Ofer Harel)
Doctoral Dissertation: Diagnostic Accuracy of a Binary Test in the Presence of Two Types of Missing Values

Yuliya G. Sumskaya, in Pharmaceutical Science: Medicinal and Natural Products Chemistry
(August 24, 2010)
(Major Advisor: Dennis Wright)
Doctoral Dissertation: Synthesis of 14-Membered Ring Macrohde Analogs

Shih-Po Sun, in Polymer Science (December 18, 2010)
(Major Advisor: Montgomery T. Shaw)
Doctoral Dissertation: An Investigation of Process for Preparing High-Strength, High-Modulus Bone Repairing Material that is Biodegradable

Jane Elizabeth Sutherland, in Biomedical Science: Neuroscience
(August 24, 2010)
(Major Advisor: Lisa H. Conti)
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effects of Corticotropin-Releasing Factor and Restraint Stress on Prepulse Inhibition of the Acoustic Startle Response in Rats

Borko Tanasijevic, in Genetics and Genomics
(May 7, 2011)
(Major Advisor: Theodore P. Rasmussen)
Doctoral Dissertation: Functional Implications of Macrohistones in Embryonic Stem Cells and Differentiated Progeny

Oksana Vladimirovna Tarasenkova, in Linguistics
(August 24, 2010)
(Major Advisor: Diane C. Lillo-Martin)
Doctoral Dissertation: Acquisition of Agreement and Morphological Features within the Noun Phrase in Russian
Sylvie Tchumtchoua, in Statistics (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Dipak K. Dey
Doctoral Dissertation: Bayesian Semiparametric Models for Discrete Longitudinal Data

Saime Tek, in Psychology: Developmental (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Letitia Naigles
Doctoral Dissertation: A Longitudinal Analysis of Joint Attention and Language Development in Young Children with Autism Spectrum Disorders

Donald A. Telesca, Jr., in Physics (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Boris Smkovic
Doctoral Dissertation: Local Electronic Structure of Magnetic and Superconducting Thin Films

Jessica Hope Thomas, in Biomedical Science: Genetics and Developmental Biology (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: William A. Mohler
Doctoral Dissertation: Sufficiency and Regulation of the C. elegans Family of Developmental Cellular Fusogens

Xin Tian, in Electrical Engineering: Information, Communication, Decision, and Biosystems (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Yaakov M. Bar-Shalom
Doctoral Dissertation: Tracking, Track-to-Track Fusion and Surveillance

Nicholas P. Tippery, in Ecology and Evolutionary Biology (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Donald H. Les
Doctoral Dissertation: Systematics and Evolution of Menyanthaceae and the Floating-Leaved Genus Nymphoides

David Tong, in Physics (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Phillip L. Gould
Doctoral Dissertation: Long Range Interactions in an Ultracold Rubidium Rydberg Gas

Steven Gillespie Tuttle, in Mechanical Engineering (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Michael W. Renfro

Ebru Unal Yigiterhan, in Oceanography
Major Advisor: Ann Bucklin
Doctoral Dissertation: Population Genetic Structure and Gene Expression Patterns of Callmus finnarchicus in the North Atlantic

Chaka A. K. Uzondu, in Political Science (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Jennifer A. Sterling-Folker
Doctoral Dissertation: The Imperial Relations of Food: Food Sovereignty and Self-Determination in World Politics

Satyender Rao Valipe, in Animal Science
Major Advisor: Jennifer Nadeau
Doctoral Dissertation: Evaluating the Antibacterial Effect of Acrylic Acid, Monocaprylin and Sodium Caprylate on Dermatophilus congolensis and Rapid Detection of D. congolensis

Amanda Gratton Vang, in Biomedical Science: Cellular and Molecular Pharmacology (December 18, 2010)
Major Advisor: Stefan Brooke
Doctoral Dissertation: The Role of PDE8 and cAMP Effector Molecules in the Selective Regulation of Tefl Cell Functions

Ralph Eric Vatner, in Biomedical Science: Immunology (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Pramod K. Srivastava
Doctoral Dissertation: Peptide Binding and Immunological Properties of the Molecular Chaperonin TRIC

Alyssa Denise Verbalsis, in Psychology: Clinical (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Deborah A. Fein
Doctoral Dissertation: Longitudinal Changes in the Expression of Autism Spectrum Disorders in Girls and Boys

Sarah Vocca, in Educational Psychology
Major Advisor: Scott W. Brown
Doctoral Dissertation: Student Mobility in Connecticut: An Investigation of Its Prevalence and Relationship to Student Academic Achievement

Curts Theodore Walker, Jr., in Psychology: Industrial/Organizational
Major Advisor: Janet L. Barnes Farrell
Doctoral Dissertation: Perceived Climate for Engagement and the Role of Social Influences in Fostering Individual Engagement and Performance Behaviors

Cassandra Walsh Rohland, in Business Administration: Accounting
Major Advisor: Stanley E. Biggs
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effect of Context and Training Interventions on Performance of Novice Accounting Learners

Denise Susan Walsh, in Nursing (August 24, 2010)
Major Advisor: Kathryn Hegeitus
Doctoral Dissertation: A Narrative Analysis of the Stories of Nurses Working in Liberia Pre, During and Post Civil War

Xuefei Wan, in Materials Science and Engineering (May 7, 2011)
Major Advisor: Leon L. Shaw
Doctoral Dissertation: Nanoengineering-Enabled Solid-State Hydrogen Uptake and Release in LiBH4+MgH2 System
Major Advisor: Lei Wang  
Doctoral Dissertation: Reliable and High-Performance Architecture for Nanoscale Integrated Systems

Xiaoxiao Wang, Electrical Engineering (December 18, 2010)  
Major Advisor: Mohammad Tehranipoor  
Doctoral Dissertation: On-chip Structures for Reliable and Secure Integrated Circuits Design

Xin Wang, in Mechanical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Jiyoung Yang  
Doctoral Dissertation: Impedance-Based Damage Detection and Identification: Enhancements Using Circuitry Effects

Yu Wang, in Physiology and Neurobiology (August 24, 2010)  
Major Advisor: Joseph J. Leitner  
Doctoral Dissertation: The Dyslexia Susceptibility Genes and Neurodevelopment

Tammy Elizabeth Warner, in Agricultural and Resource Economics (December 18, 2010)  
Major Advisor: Robert Pomeroi  
Doctoral Dissertation: Marine Conservation in Developing Countries: the Economics of Marine Managed Areas

Vincent Allen Webb, in Natural Resources: Land, Water, and Air (May 7, 2011)  
Major Advisor: Mark Rudnicki  
Doctoral Dissertation: A Theoretical and Experimental Investigation of the Mechanical Interactions between the Lower Atmosphere and the Forest Canopy

Tashonna R. Webster, in Public Health: Social and Behavioral Health Sciences (December 18, 2010)  
Major Advisor: Merrill Singer  
Doctoral Dissertation: The Impact of Co-morbidities on Medication Adherence among People Living with HIV

Brian Matthew Whitehead, in Mathematics  
Major Advisor: Richard Bass  
Doctoral Dissertation: Time Spent in Sets by Jump Processes

Major Advisor: Diana L. Rios  
Doctoral Dissertation: Judging Gender: The Role of Hypergender Ideology, Emotional Communication, and Social Domination Orientation in Evaluations of Sexual Assault Victims and Perpetrators

Emily Susan Wojcik, in English  
Major Advisor: Donna C. Hollenberg  
Doctoral Dissertation: "No Compromise with the Public Taste": Women, Publishing, and the Cultivation of Audience in the Modernist

Mang Wu, in Mathematics (August 24, 2010)  
Major Advisor: Maria Gordina  
Doctoral Dissertation: Stochastic and Geometric Analysis of Two Infinite-Dimensional Groups

Fangjun Xu, in Mathematics (August 24, 2010)  
Major Advisor: Richard Bass  
Doctoral Dissertation: A Class of Singular Symmetric Markov Processes

Sandeep Yadav, in Pharmaceutical Science: Pharmaceutics (December 18, 2010)  
Major Advisor: Devendra S. Kalonia  
Doctoral Dissertation: Systematic Investigation of Factors Affecting the Viscosity and Self-Association Issues in High Concentration Monoclonal Antibody Solutions

Hai Yan, in Computer Science and Engineering (August 24, 2010)  
Major Advisor: Zhijie Shi  
Doctoral Dissertation: Towards Building High Performance, Reliable, and Secure Underwater Sensor Networks

Ya-Shu Yang, in Polymer Science (December 18, 2010)  
Major Advisor: Peter Burkhard  

Xiaohua Yu, in Materials Science: Biomaterials  
Major Advisor: Mei Wei  
Doctoral Dissertation: Biomimetic Calcium Phosphate Coatings for Drug Delivery on Orthopedic Implants

Dawit Zeweldi, in Civil Engineering: Fluid Dynamics (December 18, 2010)  
Major Advisor: Mekonnen Gebremichael  

Fan Terry Zhang, in Computer Science and Engineering  
Major Advisor: Zhijie Shi  
Doctoral Dissertation: Towards Comprehensive Countermeasures to Power Analysis Attacks
Fang Zhang, in Mathematics  
**Major Advisor:** Changfeng Gui  
**Doctoral Dissertation:** A Qualitative Research on Allen-Cahn Equations

Lili Zhang, in Materials Science  
**Major Advisor:** Steven A Boggs  
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Mitigation of Manhole Events Caused by Secondary Cable Failure

Xiaoyu Zhang, in Mechanical Engineering: Applied Mechanics (August 24, 2010)  
**Major Advisor:** Ugur Pasaogullari  
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Effect of Fuel Impurities on Polymer Electrolyte Fuel Cells

Linlin Zhao, Chemistry (December 18, 2010)  
**Major Advisor:** James F Rusling  
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Metabolic Toxicity Screening Using Electro-Optical and Bioreactor LC/MS Arrays

Yi Zheng, in Biomedical Engineering (August 24, 2010)  
**Major Advisor:** Monty Escabi  
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Neuronal Code for Sound Envelope Shape and Repetition Information in the Inferior Colliculus

Pavel G. Zhlobich, in Mathematics (December 18, 2010)  
**Major Advisor:** Vadim Olshevsky  
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Quasiseparable Matrices and Polynomials

Hongsheng Zhou, in Computer Science and Engineering (August 24, 2010)  
**Major Advisor:** Aggelos Kiayias  
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Efficient and Adaptively Secure Cryptographic Primitives-Designing for Composability

Jing Zhou, in Chemical Engineering (May 7, 2011)  
**Major Advisor:** Yong Wang  
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Synthetic Antibodies for Reversible Cell Recognition

Kai Zhou, in Physics (May 7, 2011)  
**Major Advisor:** Steven A Boggs  
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Analytical Computations and Approximations for the Charge and Force on a Spheroid Aligned with an Electric Field, and FEA Simulation on Dielectric Composite and Semi-Chrystalline Composite

Ran Zhou, in Physics (August 24, 2010)  
**Major Advisor:** Gerald V Dunne  
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Electromagnetic Splittings of Low Lying Hadrons and Light Quark Masses in 2+1 Flavor QCD+QED

Zhong Zhou, in Computer Science and Engineering (August 24, 2010)  
**Major Advisor:** Jun-Hong Cui  
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Efficient Communication and Localization for Underwater Acoustic Networks

James K. Zickeloose, in Physics (May 7, 2011)  
**Major Advisor:** Jeffrey S Schweitzer  
**Doctoral Dissertation:** Investigation of Resonances in the 12C + 12C Reaction at the Gamow Energy

Jason J. Zigmont, in Adult Learning (December 18, 2010)  
**Major Advisor:** Barry G Sheckley  
**Doctoral Dissertation:** How Paramedics Learn: The Role of Experience, Mental Models, and Analogical Reasoning
ARMED SERVICES COMMISSION

Each year, the President of the United States, through the Secretary of Defense, grants commissions to Connecticut students in the Regular Service and in the Reserve Components.

AIR FORCE RESERVE OFFICER TRAINING CORPS
Second Lieutenants, Active Duty

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Field</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kelsi Ann Honan</td>
<td>University of Connecticut</td>
<td>Intelligence Officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Nicholson</td>
<td>University of Connecticut</td>
<td>Navigator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erik Paluca</td>
<td>University of Connecticut</td>
<td>Acquisitions Officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony Runco</td>
<td>Yale University</td>
<td>Developmental Engineer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craig Pedersen</td>
<td>University of Connecticut</td>
<td>Pilot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal Rogers</td>
<td>University of Connecticut</td>
<td>Space &amp; Missiles Officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Swisher</td>
<td>Yale University</td>
<td>Operations Analyst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey Rifsterer</td>
<td>University of Connecticut</td>
<td>Pilot</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ARMY RESERVE OFFICER TRAINING CORPS
Second Lieutenants
Active Duty, National Guard, U.S. Army Reserve

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Field</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Andrew C. Bartlett</td>
<td>University of Connecticut</td>
<td>Signal Corps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brad J. Dulaire</td>
<td>University of Hartford</td>
<td>Aviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra M. Fleming</td>
<td>Sacred Heart University</td>
<td>Army Nurse Corps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Gaffney</td>
<td>Sacred Heart University</td>
<td>Infantry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jean M. Gallo</td>
<td>Eastern Connecticut State University</td>
<td>Military Intelligence Corps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher R. Gabb</td>
<td>University of Connecticut</td>
<td>Corps of Engineers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul B. Hanson</td>
<td>University of Hartford</td>
<td>Chemical Corps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily E. Hehn</td>
<td>Eastern Connecticut State University</td>
<td>Transportation Corps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer J. Hogan</td>
<td>St. Joseph College</td>
<td>Corps of Engineers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dan D. Lee</td>
<td>University of Connecticut</td>
<td>Military Intelligence Corps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven P. Pawlowski</td>
<td>Sacred Heart University</td>
<td>Field Artillery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashleigh M. Pellerin</td>
<td>University of Connecticut</td>
<td>Corps of Engineers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas B. Pellerin</td>
<td>University of Connecticut</td>
<td>Corps of Engineers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan N. Pinter</td>
<td>University of Connecticut</td>
<td>Army Nurse Corps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael S. Post</td>
<td>University of New Haven</td>
<td>Infantry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David C. Pytlak</td>
<td>Central Connecticut State University</td>
<td>Medical Service Corps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keary Q. Sales</td>
<td>University of Connecticut</td>
<td>Aviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan A. Stewart</td>
<td>University of Connecticut</td>
<td>Medical Service Corps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen A. Strickland</td>
<td>University of Connecticut</td>
<td>Infantry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry O. Vargas</td>
<td>University of Connecticut</td>
<td>Transportation Corps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyssa N. Yerger</td>
<td>Sacred Heart University</td>
<td>Army Nurse Corps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Distinguished Military Student
** Distinguished Military Graduate
Peter Allison, Staff Professional, Library Research Services, 1990 - 2011
Nancy Sheehan Banning, Staff Professional, Student Health Services, 1990 - 2010
Christopher George Clark, Research Assistant, Plant Science & Landscape Architecture, 2005 - 2010
Ronald W. Cotterill, Professor, Agriculture & Resource Economics, 1981 - 2010
Steven R. Cunningham, Associate Professor, Economics, 1989 - 2010
Harvey R. Gilbert, Professor, Communication Sciences, 1990 - 2010
Paula B. Grange, Staff Professional, Psychology, 1984 - 2010
Ian C. Hart, Professor, Agricultural Experiment Station, 1994 - 2010
Tatiana Janowycz, Staff Professional, Electrical & Computer Engineering, 1991 - 2010
Anne D. Krafft, Clinical Instructor, Nursing Instruction & Research, 2005 - 2010
William A. MacDonald, Staff Professional, Customer Support & Relations, 1999 - 2010
Thomas J. McGrath, Assistant Director, Student Health Services, 1987 - 2010
Lucy S. McNeece, Associate Professor, Modern & Classical Languages, 1985 - 2010
Rose M. Mendenhall, Staff Professional, Liberal Arts & Sciences, 1999 - 2010
Michael Meyer, Professor, English, 1981 - 2011
Sheila A. Moore, Staff Professional, Associate Vice Provost’s Office, Stamford Campus, 1993 - 2010
Maureen T. Mulroy, Associate Professor, Human Development & Family Studies, 1991 - 2010
Michael J. Pacholski, Assistant Director, Facilities Management, 1998 - 2010
Pamela J. Paine, Lecturer, Communication Sciences, 1984 - 2010
Maureen Simeoni, Staff Professional, Associate Vice Provost’s Office, Stamford Campus, 1998 - 2010
Gary Storhoff, Associate Professor, Regional Campuses, 1974 - 2011
Thomas L. Torgersen, Professor, Marine Sciences, 1985 - 2011
Herbert J. Van Kruiningen, Professor, Pathobiology, 1966 - 2010
Susanne Beck Von Bodman, Professor, Plant Science & Landscape Architecture, 1998 - 2010
Lynn A. Zayachkiwsky, Staff Professional, Office of the President, 1982 - 2010
Michael Zito, Associate Professor, Physical Therapy, 1979 - 2010
COMMENCEMENT MARSHALS

GRADUATE CEREMONY

Michael Darre, University Marshal

Floor and Processional Marshals
Norma Bouchard
Scott Brown
Matthew Deguire
Francoise Dussart
Lucy Gilson
Carl Guillard
Kathryn Hegedus
Sally McBrearty
Lisa Pane
Susan Randolph
Alexander Shvartzman
Ted Yungelas

Hooding Marshals
Keith Barker
Pam Erickson
Sally Reis Renzulli
Jeff von Munkwitz-Smith

SCHOOL OF LAW

Floor and Processional Marshals
Willajeanne McLean
Leslie Levin
Hillary Greene
Susan Schmeiser
Robert Whitman

Hooding Marshals
Paul Chill
Anne Dailey
Margaret Martin

HEALTH CENTER

Scott Wetstone, Chief Marshal

Floor and Processional Marshals
Kimberly Dodge-Kafka
Ellen Eisenberg
Melissa Ing
Eric Levine
Joseph Palmisano
Melinda Sanders

Hooding Marshals
Denis Lafreniere
Howard Mark
Lynn Puddington
William Upholt

Faculty Marshals
Mary Casey Jacob
Douglas Peterson
DEANS AND MARSHALS OF THE SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES

College of Agriculture & Natural Resources ................................................................. Gregory Weidemann, Dean
Ratchiffe Hicks School of Agriculture ........................................................................... L. Cameron Faustman, Director
School of Business .......................................................................................................... P. Christopher Earley, Dean
Center for Continuing Studies ...................................................................................... Susan Nesbitt, Director
Neag School of Education .............................................................................................. Thomas DeFranco, Dean
School of Engineering .................................................................................................... Mun Young Choi, Dean
School of Fine Arts .......................................................................................................... David Woods, Dean
College of Liberal Arts & Sciences ................................................................................ Jeremy Teitelbaum, Dean
School of Nursing ........................................................................................................... Anne Bavier, Dean
School of Pharmacy ........................................................................................................ Robert McCarthy, Dean
Graduate School ............................................................................................................ Andrea Hubbard, Associate Dean
Lawrence K. Brown, Interim Dean
Carolyn A. Lin, Associate Dean
Barbara Kream, Associate Dean, UCHC
School of Dental Medicine ............................................................................................... R. Lamont MacNeil, Dean
Michael T. Goupil, Marshal
School of Law ..................................................................................................................... Jeremy Paul, Dean
Willie Jeanne McLean, Marshal
School of Medicine .......................................................................................................... Cato T. Laurence, Dean
David Henderson, Marshal
School of Social Work ...................................................................................................... Salome Raheim, Dean
COMMENCEMENT COMMITTEES

Storrs

Lee Allen Aggison, Jr.
Elizabeth Anderson
Keith Barker
Ronald Blicher
Preston Briner
Judith Chestnut
Janice Clark
Richard Colon
Gordon Daigle
Michael Darre (Chair)
Thomas DeFranco
Daniel Doerr
Lauren Douglas
Barbara Drouin
Kimberly Duby
Cameron Faustman
Evan Feinglass
Janet Freniere
Martha Funderburk
Eva Gorbants
Frances Graham
Kevin Gray
Douglas Hamilton
Lisa Kempter
Linda Klein
Donna Korbel
Avery Krueger
Susan Locke
David Lotreck
Steven Marrotte
John McNulty
David Mills
Tina Modzelewski
Thomas Peters
Valerie Pichette
Willena Price
Shirley Rakos
Sally Reis
Wendi Richardson
Ronald Schurin
Kathleen Shipton
Joseph Tinnel
Richard Veilleux
Jeffrey von Munkwitz-Smith
Kathleen Wells
Dana Wilder
Marcelle Wood
Cara Workman
Gary Yakstis

School of Law – Hartford

Blanche Capilos
Ann Crawford
Michelle Helmin
James Missell
Claudia Norsworthy
Julia Olson

Health Center – Farmington

Lauren Albrecht
Susan Andersen
Carolle Andrews
Brad Beaudoin
Jenny Beaurivage
Raymond Bouchard
Colleen Caulfield
Erin Cornell
Tracy Dieli
Thomas Elliott
Dane Fletcher
Lisa Francini
Robin Frank
Janice Gilkes
Michael Goupil
David Henderson
William Hengstenberg
Marja Hurley
Russell Johanson
Sandra Krawczynski
Barbara Kream
Laura Marinelli
Yuriy May
Jantraveus Merritt
Glenn Russo
Samira Savill
Kerry-Ann Stewart
Nicole Strobel
Lorrie Tripp
Scott Wetstone
Taneisha Wilson
Richard Zeff
The official seal of the University of Connecticut depicts the ancient and mighty oak. Beautiful and sacred, the venerable oak symbolizes wisdom, longevity and hospitality. To Aristotle, the oak represented human potential.

The oak holds a special place in Connecticut's history. In a time long before statehood, the Connecticut colony's self-governing status was guaranteed by a charter issued by King Charles II of England. When, in 1687, his successor King James II attempted to reinstate the monarchy's authority, the Crown's emissary's efforts were foiled as the Royal Charter was secretly spirited to a temporary hiding place - a majestic oak in Hartford, forever after known as the Charter Oak. The oak became a symbol of freedom worldwide.

The oak has unique meaning for the University as well. In 1884, the commencement exercises of the second graduating class of the Storrs Agricultural School were held in an oak grove on the Storrs campus. This grove, long a favorite gathering place for a variety of open-air meetings, served as the spiritual home to the growing community of scholars.

The University of Connecticut's graphic interpretation of the oak is a stylized synthesis of two acorns and three oak leaves, representing maturation, intellect and moral strength. The seal is the symbol of a large and diverse institution; it is used by all of the University's schools, colleges, regional campuses, professional schools and its Health Center. It communicates the broader mission of the University as a center for the pursuit, the creation, and the sharing of knowledge. The University of Connecticut, like the mighty oak, is rooted in a proud past and reaches toward a limitless future.